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Chapter 1
 

Introduction and Summary 



Introduction aud Sumnuuy 

Massive stars will have a significant impact on their surrounding intersteUar en· 
vironment during the various phases of their lives. Evolving as either single O.t bimuy 
stars, these massive (greater than 20 M0 ) stars are expected to produce shens of 
swept-up interstellar material formed by their stellitt winds, nebulae of stellar ma
terial ejected during non-conservative mass transfer in biruuies, and strpernova renn
nants at the end of their lives. These intersteUaJr structures will greatly influ.ence the 
dynamics and chelnical composition of the interstellar medium. Wolf-Rayet (WR) 
stars are generally accepted to be massive stars in their final sta.ge of evolution.. The 
interstellar environment around WR stars can provide important dues a.bout their 
previous and current mass loss events. This thesis is an investigation of theinLerst.el
lar environment around several 'WR stars and an interpretation of the resuu's as they 
relate to the evolutionary history and status of the \VR stars considered. 

Observations of Extended Shells in the Lines of Sight to Wolf-Rayed Stars 

Investigations of the interstellar environments around WR stars using IDE ultra
violet (UV) absorption tine data, optical narrow· band imagery, and infrared IRAS 
imagery are presented in Part I. The investigations have resulted in the identification 
of previoUlsly undetected interstellar structures in these lines of sight. The first region 
studied is that around lID 50896,. a WN6 star 10 0 below the Galactic plane (Chapter 
2). High-velocity components in the UV interstellar absorption lines are detected in 
the spectra of tms WR star and 11 neighboring field stars 'covering a region 5 x 6 
degrees. Two distinct components at approximately -80 and -125 km 8- 1 are iden
tified, indicating the existence of a large interstellar shell at Ii distance of 1.0 - 1.4 
kpc with a linear diameter of a.pproximately 100 pes. The WR star appears centrally 
located in this extended shell of gas. Energy and elemental depletion calculations as 
well as a lack of early-type stars with powerful stellar winds in this direction indicate 
this interstellar expanding shell is not a stellar wind-blown bubble hut may be an 
evolved supernova remnant or a remnant of an episodic mass loss event hy the WR 
star. 

The second investigation is of the region around HD97152, a WC7 + 05-7 binary 
(Chapter 3). A survey of the UV high-velocity absorption line data in this direction 
reveals shifted high and low ionization absorption components in the spectra. of 5 field 
stars, with velocities between -50 and -150 km s-]. IRAS and optical image da.ta 
of this region suggest the high velocity gas is due to an OB association superhubble. 
The position of liD 97152 at the edge of the superbubble combined with the presence 
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of numerous hot stars more centrally located within the superbubble lead to the 
conclusion that the high-velocity gas detected in this une of sight is unrelated to the 
evolution of the individual WR star HD 97152. 

The third region studied is the line of sight to HD 96548, a WN8 star 5 degrees Qut 
of the Galactic plane (Chapter 3). In this case, high-velocity components to the UV 
intersteJ.1ar absorption lines with velocities of -90 to -140 km s·-1 are detected in the 
spectra of one field star in addition to the WR star. This :fi.eld is particularly sparse 
in available target stars. Analysis of IRAS AllSky Flux: image data reveal an infrared 
emission shell with linear dimensions 100 x 150 pes if at the same distance as the 
WR star. This ern.ission shell is nearly centered on the WR. star and its morphology is 
consistent with high-velocity gas detected with the UV absorption line data. Energy 
hudget calculations for this region suggest this newly detected shell of expanding gas 
is not produced by the stellar winds of the WR star, but probably has another origin 
such as a supernova remnant or mass loss event by the WR star. 

Finally, the interstellar environment around theWN5 star HD"192163 is examined 
in detail in Chapter 4. In contrast to HD 50896 and lID 96548, th.is star is located 
near the Galactic plane and is a member of a rich OB association, Cyg OBI. IRAS 
images are presented which reveal a 1.5 x 1.8 degree infrared emission shell centered 
on HD 192163. Energy budget calculations, infrared morphology, bright optical [8 II] 
filaments, and anomalous UV extinction towards two stars in this line of sight indicate 
the infrared (IR) shell is not a stenar wind-blown bubble. Discovery of a huge IR 
emission cavity associated with the Cyg OBI association is also reported. This cavity 
is interpreted as the infrared signature oJ the eyg OBI sup,erbubble. HD 192163 lies 
projected along the thick boundary of this superbubble. The unusual kinematics and 
morphology of the ring nebula around HD 192163, NGC 6888, are discussed in the 
context of its possible interaction with this superbubble sheU. The study of this region 
includes analysis of IlJE spectral data which indicates the presence of high-velocity 
components in the UV absorption lines in 18 of 22 stars located in this diredion. This 
pervasive expanding gas in Cygnus is not uniquely identifiable with NGC 6888, the 
IR shell centered on HD 192163, or the IR eyg OBI supcrbubble, hut may instead 
be due to a larger, multi-association superbubhle. 

S.mmmarizing these investigations, three WR stars (HD 50896, HD 9,6548, and HD 
192163) have been shown to lie near the projected centers of Imge expancling shells of 
gas and/or dust. Evidence is presented which indicates these shells might be causally 
related to the WR stars. One other WR star,. HD 97152, is shown to lie within the 
houndary of an OB association superhubble, which is probably not associated with 
the particular evolution of this WR star. 
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Survey of High- Velocity UV Absorption. £1>11,('; Compone'I'llts in lIVolj-RcEyd Sta,'s 

To assess whether the high-velocity gll.,S detected in t.he lines of sight tiO these WR 
stars is a phenomenon related to the stellar winds of WR stiars in general! a. su:nrey 
of all WR stars observed with IUE is presented. Th,e hig,h-dispersion UV spedra. 
of each WR st.ar were analyzed for the presence of high-velocity components to the 
interstellar lines. Chapter 5 summarizes the results of Ulis survey, which indicate 
that high-velocity gas in the lines of sight to WR stars is quite tare outside of {,hose 
known to be embedded in OB association superbubbles. Eighty-five percent. of the 
non-association stars included in this survey show no evidence of high-velocity ga,s in 
their lines of sight at the resolution of IUE. Of the stars that do show high-velocity 
components in their lines of sight, there is a significant correlation with spectral class 
WN5-8, presence of a ring nebula,and variability.. 

Origin of the Extended Shells: Evidence for Wolf-Rayet Star.9 in the Second WR 
Phase of Massive Binary Star Evolution 

Potential origins of the large shells of interstellar gas and/or dust described in 
Chapters 2 -5 are explored in Chapter 6. Certainly it is possible that one or more of 
these shells are line of sight coincidences .. None of the cases! considered alone, provides 
conclusive evidence that the shells are causally associated with the WR star,. However! 
the presence of only shortward-shifted components and the projected positions of 
the WR stars near the centers of the shells suggest a physical association. Most 
importantly, these three WR stars share several common characteristics! implying 
they represent a unique dass of objects.. Each of these stars has an associated, 
nihogen and helium enriched ring nebula of much smaller dimensions than the newly 
discovered extended shell, a spectral classification ofWN5-B, spectral and photometric 
variability, and possible runaway status. 

Assuming the extended shells are actually associated with the WR stars, they 
might be due solely to the massive stellar winds of the WR stars. The existence of 
such shells is expected around stars with such ma.ssive stellar winds, both single and 
binary.. However! the low frequency of detection of high-velocity gas in the lines of 
sight to WR stars in general argues against this interpretation! as do the calculated 
energy budgets for these three regions. 

The remaining possibilities explored for the origin of the extended shells require 
that theWR stars assumed to be embedded in these shells are massive binary stars 
in the second WR phase., after the supernova of the primary. Massive binary star 
systems are expected to evolve in the following way. An 0 + 0 system, through mass 
transfer by stellar winds and Roche Lobe Overflow (RLOF), evolves into an 0 + WR 
system. The WR star ultimately explodes as a supernova, leaving an a star with a 



comp.actcompanion .. The remaining a star evolves to a WR star, probably as a result 
of mass transfer by stellar winds and RLOF. This second WR phase of binary star 
,evolution will end with the supernova explosion of the WR star. If the mass transfer 
due to RLOF is non-conservative, matter wilJl leave the system, forming a ring-type 
nebula of expanding gas. The extended shells described in this thesis could be the 
supernova remnants created by the explosions of the primaries some 105 years ago. 
In this case, the original mass ratio of the system must have been about one, and the 
system would have been a WR + WR binary at the time of the supernova. Otherwise 
the secondary would not have had time to evolve to a WR star whil,e the supernova 
remnant is still detectable. Alternately, the extended shells could be the result of 
a previous RLOF phase of the WR star. In this case, the initial mass ratio is less 
constrained. After the supernova explosion the system would consist of an 0 star and 
a compact companion. The 0 star might have filled its Ro'che Lobe and transferred 
matter to the neutron star ata rate greater than the Eddington limit, causing matter 
to be ejected from the system.. After the loss of its hydrogen-rich envelope, the a 
star may have contracted to a radius less than the critical radius and continued its 
evolution as a WR star. 

In both of these possibilities, the smaller ring nebulae associated with these WR 
stars could be the result of a current RLOF phase which began some 104 years ago. 
For two of th.e three WR stars which show non-periodic variability, the compact 
companion may have coalesced with the WR star. The third star , HD 50896, may 
have a compact companion. 

Two problems with the identification of these extended shells as supernova rem
nants are discussed. Because these stars are well centered in the extended shells,. 
the stars must be near their birthplaces, which is inconsistent with two of these stars 
being located 200-300 pes out of the Galactic plane. Also, mass estimates of the three 
associated ring nebulae differ by 1-2 orders of magnitude, which is diffi.cult to under
stand if these ring nebulae are entirely stellar ejecta inside the hot rarefied interior of 
a supernova remnant. 

However, if theedended shells are the result of RLOF some 106 years after 
the supernova ex.plosion of the primary, these stars could be runaway stars, having 
left the supernova remnant behind near the plane of the Galaxy. The ring nebulae 
could have swept up varying amounts of interstellar medium depending on the local 
density., accounting for the disparate mass determinations for the three ring nebulae. 
During the helium shell burning phase a WR star can, in some cases, be expected to 
experience a second RLOF, which coulcli produce an optical ring nebula. Thus,. the 
interpretation that the extended shells are the result of RLOF "-' 105 years ago in the 
a + c systems is perha.ps the model most consistent with th'e observations. 
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Conclusion 

The condusion of this thesis is that, hased OR the currently availa,b]:,e d.aJ,!\, ,t,he 
most likely origin of the extended slleHs is either nOR·canservathre 11lHlSS transfer du:dl:1@i 
a, previous phase of RLOF by the (now) WR sta.r or supernova renUta,nts resulti.ng 
from the explosion of the original prinlaries. These three WIt stars, lID 5089'6, Hl) 
96548, and liD 192163, are Urns suggest,ed to be massive hinary stars in Ule second 
WR phase. This thesis may provide direc.t observational. evidence for the tn~tssive 

binary star theory. 
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HJGH-VELOCITY mNTERSTELLARGAS IN TH.E LINE OF SIGHT TO 'fHEWOLF-RAYET STAR 
HD 50896 

JOY NICHOLS-BoHLIN") 

Space TeIt,sCOI)e Science l"slilute, Homewood Ollltptl>. The J[",h'ls I'l.opldns tJ"i1·us.ity, Ilnllilil1on\ MlI(vlHnd 21218 

ROBERT A. FESEN") 

Center fur Astrophysics amI Space ,,'\slmnorny, !Jnivel"sily of Col:onldo, BouMer. ColO!mdo 8(HOIl 
/('ef''i'.iv(!:d 4 .4pdl 1986: reub:ed 28 J'(n)' r~186 

ABSTRACT 

~\ large, high-velocity interstell~rshell has been discovered inlhe direction of the \Volr-Raye'! star HD 
5089,6. Two dlslmct lllgh~\!eloelty IIIlerstdlar compOllenls at approximately -- 80 and -- 12:5 km s I 

were detected In the IOW-IOniZati,o!l resonance lines of fUE spectn.\ for HD 50896 and 1\ neighhoring 
field stars, prech!dmg the POSSibilIty that thIS 11Igh-veloclty gas is related to S308, the pfOlll:lnetll r:inlJ: 
nebula surroundmg HD 5(~896, The data collected 1'(11' HD 50896, at a distance of 1,5 kpc, lllld for ~ 9 
fi~ld sta,rs located up to 4· lro~l HD 50896 with distallce~ ranging fnlill 0,.6 to 2.9 kilt, indicnl.e IIlal the 
11Igh-vdoclty I~lterstellar gas hes at a. distance of 1.0 :c. 0:2 kpc, has lit. diameter in. excess of 90 pc, and is 
probably phySIcally assocIated with the c1~ster ~r 121, We conc!udt, that thi,s high-veilocity expanding 
Interstellar shell represents a p~evlOusly 11l1llden tlfied, Wt:lI-evolved supernOVl'1 remnant. Abundance esti· 
mates for tIllS gas mdlCate. relatively low depletion consistent with shock processing of interstellar 
grallls,.~urthenJlore,famt ddfuse opt,lcal 10 HI 1emission detected III!his direoC!ion appears well COrre· 
lated With the locatlor~ and extent of the observed high-velocity componenls, and thus IIlay represent 
weak optlc~1 shock emISSll?n. Implications for a possible association of 1he Sllpernovll rCIIHHlnl with H D 
50896 and Its suspected bUlary complllllon llre discussed, 

L INTRODUCTION	 high-velocity gas was nol associaledwilh I hi:: ring nebula, 
S308, but inslead rcprt~sented a shocked rnedium some dis

Ultraviolet interstellar absorption features in the spectra 
tance rromHD 50896. He speculated thai i his shocked gns

of early-type stars have proven 10 be invaluable probes of 
mlghl be the resuh of either II supemOV!il I'crnnan! in the line high-velocily intersteHar medium phenomena, yielding ele
01' siight to HD 50896 or high-vdocllY gas feInted to some ment abundance, energy, and spatial information. High-ve
previous stellar mass-loss episode, !'Iowever, Smilh, Willis, locity interstellar gas (i.e., v> 25 km s-.1 ) has been detecited 
and Wilson ( 1(80), using fUB speci mol' FlD 50896, aUri· 

via ultraviolet resonance absorption lines in the line of sight 
buted the high-velocily component at _. 80 kill S I seen in 

to several dift:erent types of objects, including supernova 
low-ionization lines to the ring nebula S308 on lhe basis ofremnants (Vela: Jenkins, Silk, and Wallerstein 1976; len
similar expansion velocities for other WolI~Rayet I'iing nebu

hns, Wallerstein, and Silk 1984; S147: Phillips, Gondhale lae.
kar, and Blades 1981; Philhps and Gondhalekm' 1983), OB 

Detection of a possible supernova remnant iill tbe line of
associations (Cowie, Songaila, and York 1979; Cowie et al. 

sight to, and possibly associated with, the Wolf-Rayet star
I9S1; Phillips and Gondhalekar 1981; Phillips, Welsh, and 

HD 508% would be of considerable interest. HD 50896 is a Pettini 1984; Laurent, Paul, and Pettini	 \982;. Walborn, 
v~riable star ( = EZ Canis Majoris) with a reported period

Heckathorn, and Hesser 1984; McLachlan and Nandy 
01 3.76 ~lays, ~uggestll1g the existence of a compact binary1985), and Wolf-Rayet stars (Shullil 1977;. Huber et al. 
compal1lon (Flrmalll el al. 1980). Evolutionary models have 

1979) . 
been proposed in which a binary system cOlltaining a WolfOne of the first stars found to exhibit high-velocity inter
Rayet -\- compact companion represent 11	 "second" Wolfstellar line components is the Wo]f-Rayet star HD 50896. 
Rayet stage (van den Heuvel 19'76; de Loore \982). This

Classified as WN5 (Smith 1973), this star is surrounded by 
phasewould have been preceded by a supernova, which prothe optical ring nebula S308 ( = RCW 11) with a cliameter 
duced the compact companiion, i.e., neutron star or blackof 40'. The nebula has an observed expansion velocity of 45
h?Ie. Fin?ing a supernova remnant in Ihe vicinity of at WR60 km S~-.1 (Chu et ai, 1982; Pismis and Quintao 1982), and 
bmary mIght be Viewed as supponing evidence for this see· is beIieved to be a wind-blown interstellar bubbllie produced 
nano, as none are presentlly known. At an. estimated distance by HD 50896 (Chu et al. 1982). However, ultraviolet ab
of I.S kpe (SIi1ith 1?73), ~D 50896 is 260 pc off the galactic sorption features exhibiting significantly higher velocities 
plane producmg a hne of SIght that is less confused than that are present in the spectrum of HD 50896 and were first de
of other WolrRayet strurs nearer the galactic plane. This, tected by Shun (1977) from an analysis of Copernicus ultra
loge~her with its suspected binary nature and tIle presence ofviolet spectral data. Ultraviolet lines of low ionization were 
pOSSible high-velocity interstellar UV absorption lines, madeobserved at - 78 and -- 96 km s- I with estimated electron 
~D 50896 a prime candidate t:or investigation using u!tTaldensities of n e = 0.3 em - 3. ShuB found	 iron and silicon 
VIOlet spectl'Oscopy,

abundances near cosmic levels with Si HI shortward absorp
III this. paper, o~r initial discovery of an apparent large

tIOn and N n/N t and Si IUISi II ratios suggestive of eoHi shell of 11lgh-vclocl~y mterstellar gas in the line-of-sight di
sional ionization. He concluded from these data that this rectIOn of and posslb.ly related to HD 50896 (Heckathorn 

and Fesen 1984a,b) is more fuBy described. Ultraviolet .rUE 
"j GlIest Investigator witb the [mernational VI/muiolel Explorer Salelli·te. data and analysis are described in Sec. H for 19 stars located 

642 Astron. J. 92 (3), September 1986 0004-6256/86/030642-11 $00,90	 @) 1986 Am. Aslroll, Soc. 642 
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within 4° oLHD 50896, with velocity displacement and equi
valent-width measurements tabulated for aU low-ionization 
high-velocity interstellar lines observed. Where possible, 
column densities have been derived using a curve-or-growth 
analysis, In Sec. HI, a distance estimate for Ihis high-velocity 
interstellar medium is given along wilh a spatial map and a 
discussion of its inferred structure. We Ihen dis,cuss in Sec. 
IV its physical properties" its possible association with HD 
50896, and scenar,ios rm its origin. 

II. OHSEHVATIONS 

In order to invesligate the origin of high-velocity UV ab
sorption lines reponed in the spectra of HD 50896, we first 
obtained fUE spectra of HD 51285, a Be star about 10 away 
from lID 50896 (well outside the optical S308 ring nebula) 
with a distance estimate of 2.9 kpc, which is nearly twice that 
of HD 50896. High-dispersion UV spectral data were ob
tained in both short-wavelength (SWP 1200-2000 A) and 
long-wavelength (2000-3000 A) regions. These data re
vealed similar high-velocity jieatures in the same interstellar 
absorption lines as those seen in the spectra of HD 50896. 
Two distinct high-velocity absorption systems were in fact 
found for the strongest lines: one at - 80 km s ... J and one at 
-120kms I. 

Additional spectra of other background stars were then 
obtained in order to determine the extent, l.ocatiol1, and na
ture of this high-velocity gas. Table ill lists the 19 field stars 
observed by us with IU£. These stars were selected on the 
basis of their line-of-sight proximity to HD 50896, early 
spectral type (to permit I UE observations), and estimated 
distance. Also listed in Table I are I.he image-sequence 
numbers, spectral types, visual magnitudes, and distance es
timates for these stars. All observations were acquired in the 
high-dispersion mode using the large aperlure, except those 
of HD 51285, which were acquired wilh the small aperture, 
The observations were obtained liming 1982 December, 
1983 April, 1984 April, and 1985 January. In addition 10 

dala acquired by us for this program, several archival i:rnages 
of HD 50896 were used in our ~malysis. These images were 
SWP il4I09 ilnd SWP 14L37 obtained by P. Massey, ami 

TAlill.E I. Log of JUE observatiolls. 

linage Illllllher 
----...--... Speclml Dis!. 

Object SWP LWR type n'J'~, (kpcl 

HD 48J55 22790 I15 8.6 0.1 
HD 49002 17386 BJ V 8,6 0.9" 
HD 49233 18749 14799 133 V 8.1 1.0' 
HD 50154 18746 14796 BJ V 8,9 1.2" 
HD 50261 22791 17391 B8 8.6 0.6 
HD 50562 24912 17385 134 II 8.1 2.6" 
HD 50646 19709 14801 01 V 7.7 L ill 
HD 50680 22793 17388 01 V 8.2 1.4" 
HD 51036 22192 17387 B2 IV 8.6 1.7" 
HD 51038 18147 14197 II3 V 9.1 1.1" 
HD 51283 1971lJ 15711 III III 5.3 0.8'" 
HD 51285 11667 t:l927 III lie 8.2 2.9" 

17668 tJ928 
HD51549 24910 132 V 7.8 0.71.1 
HD 51854 18748 14798 132 IV 8.9 1.6" 
HD 52463 22794 132 85 J1 
HD 52596 19678 15710 ID V U 06' 
HD 54551 17390 I15 8,6 0:9 
HD 55714 17595 liS 91 0,1 
SAO 112179 22189 17389 85 9.3 U 

"[)worelsky, Whitelock, lInc! CUfllOdllUl (19K/). 
"Eggen ( 1981 ). . 

SWP 9063 and LWR 8789 obtained by C. C. Wu. Spectro
scopic distances for the stars in Table 1 were obtained from 
Eggen's (1981) photometric calibration (whenever avail
able) or otherwise eslimated from spectra] type obtained 
from Dworetsky, Whitelock, and Carnochan (1982) or 
from lID spectrallype. Visual magnitudes for the latter two 
cases are from the SAO catalog, 

All data were processed using standard IUE reduction 
software in place at the time of the observation. No major 
changes were made in the IUE reduction software for high
dispersion spectra during the period when we acquired the 
observations, In the case of HD 51.285, where two SWP and 
two LWR images were obtained, these data were summed 
for each camera to improve the signal-to-noise raho. The 
extracted spectral data were analyzed at the IUE Regional 
Data A.nalysis Facility (RDAF) at Goddard Space Flight 
Center. When high-velocity absorption features w,ere found 
to be present, we measured velocity displacement from the 
main interstellar component and the equivalent width. The 
equivalent widths and wavelengths of all main components 
were also determin,ed, The resultant measurements for the 
19 target. stars and HD 50896 are presented in Tables II and 
III. Table II lists values for the main interstellar absorption 
component,. with the equivalent widths in rnA listed below 
the corresponding heliocentric-velocilY measurements, 
which are in units of km s - I, Table III tabulates the values 
for the observed hilgh-velocity features; in this case, the ve
locity rneasur,ements represent a displacement from the 
main component" as discussed below, The sl1ort-wavelength 
image of HD 50562 (SWP 24912) had unacceptably high 
background radiation and was not included in the results. 
Parentheses have been used to indicate measurements of 
lesser confidence, and absorption lines that were obviously 
blended are indicated, 

The heliocentric-velocity measurements in Table n for 
the main absorption component are based on the wavelength 
assignments supplied by the standard JUE processing. Tbe 
velocities of the main component varied substantially from 
stafto star. These syst,emalic variations in the absolute 
wavelength assignments arc possibly due in part to small 
differences in the galactic dilferenmial rotational velocities, 
errors in placement of the target stars in the large aperlure 
during acquisition, and inherent errors in measuring broad 
absorption features. Shull (1977) found H 2 gas at 
V LSR = + 12 km S··I in the spectrum of HD 50896, while 
Chu et ai. ( 1982) reported H I gas at VLSR = + 20 to + 30 
km 5- 1 for the gas in this general direction. The cOI1VerSiOll 
value from heliocentric to local standard of rest velocity ill 
this direction is+ 19,6 km s ~ I; thus, to convert om results 
in Table n 10 LSR, this quantity should be subtracted from 
each value listed. illn addition, we note that the mean velocil.y 
of the main components is systematica.lly larger in the LWR 
spectrum than in the SWP spectrum of each star observed 
with the large aperture by an average of 17 km s- I, with an 
rms scatter about this mean of 5.7 kill S-I. Although the 
difference is significant, the source of the discrepancy is un
dear. It cannot be physically r,eal since Fe II resonance lines 
occur in images for both cameras and should exhibit similar 
velocity measurements. Rather, the dirr:erence must indicat'e 
a systematic error in the reduction methods used. Therefore, 
in order to obtain consistent results, the velocities of the 
high-velocity components reported in Table III represent 
the velocity displacement from the corresponding main 
component. Within an individual spectrum, ralldom errors 
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TABLE II. Radial velocities and equivalent widths of main interstellar lines. Z 

(')
HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD HD SAO ::t: 

48355 49002 49233 50154 50261 50562 50M6 50680 50896 51036 51038 51283 5]285 51549 51854 52463 52596 54551 55714 112779 0 
r 
~ 
w 

Nl .-1. 1199	 +5 + 29 + 15 0 
211 287 ::I: 

A 1200 +10 + 29 + 18 C 
148 219b Z 

A 1201 +11 + 26 + 26 :> 
183 212 Z 

~ 
'V 

en A 1334 + 10 -I- 48· + 20 +5 -+ 20 ;;0 

381 308 413 795 667 ;;..
A 1315 -I- II + 17 + 13 +- 31 + 28 +40 +10 +9 +]& ,. 36 

263 396 166 207 60Ib 261 659 166 696 538 7} 

mv; 
IiiSin l1260 + 12 + \2 +3	 +9 + II + 26 + 17 +9 + 14 + 26 +27 +3-> +17 +& Z310 270 303 394 305 254 333 317 436 260 313 433 350 260 327	 347b 

l1304 +6 + 14 + 18 +9 + 20 + 20 + 39 + 20 +\0 + 18 + 42 +:>4 + 34 + 12 + ]7 + 43 :r 
138 161 132 208 [49 [62 119 239 224 [60 162 226 212 205 179 160 C1 

l1526 + 13 + 15 + 14 + 16 +9 +17 +26 +10 +8 + 30 + 23 +-35 + 15 +8 -.,'oJ'

";f;"226 203 222 259 177 218 245 180 179 353 224 275 180 217	 268 
-c'A 1808 + 10 + 14 + 51· + 16 + 35 + 14 C'. 

78 68 144 69 80 55 

Fe 11 A 1608	 +5 + 16 + 18 + 20 -+ [I -+- 20 + 28 + 25 + 16 + 14 + 20 + II 
104 182 101 129b 96 98 200 154 155 82 112 77. 

Alll A 1670 + 16 +17 + 2.3 + 15 + 20 +40 + 20 +23 + 16 + 31 36 + 27 ( _. 5) 
178 174 169 123 [79 274 224 274 i88 204 330 107 

O! l1302	 + 11 + 11 ~ 53* + 16 + 30 +10 + 26 ., "	 ?253	 222 243 

Fe 1I A 1381 +40 + 34 .+ 23 + 39 +- 30 + 46 +29 -+ 30 + 34 -+ 31 + 53 -+ 36 +. -U) -+ 34 -+ 2ij: 
382 210 247 898b 251 282 373 313 243 1&7 355 433 3;71 464- 250 677 

A.2599 + 26 -+ 38 + 33 .) -+- 38 + 30 -+ 54 -+ 31 -+ 36 ~+ 30 +25 -;,·48 ,6 + 38 +·32 -+ 45.L 

329 271 260 822b 291 147 D8 325 I''-'' 215 361 441 337 455 137 656P.:& 

Mgll ;. 2795 + 25 + 4{) + 26 -+ 23 + 33 + 30 +- 45 + 33 37 +34 + !9 -+ 42 + 36 +48 -+ 36 -+ 51 
429 457 404 1100b 495 425 559 :511 482 4!17 641 672 5(l4 all 549 6f""} 

A 2802 + 27 +41 + 35 +17 +4D +17 + 49 + 30 +41 +27 + 21 +56 + 37 + 25 -+ 30 +67 
383 425 385 1130b 434 361 518 473 422 406 54'::: 571 430 70J 475 771b~ .J 

Mgl l2852 + 32 + 36 + 36 +37 + 38 ~" 33 + 33 -+ 28 -+ 18 -+ 45 +4D +4!!l + 27 -+ 4IfJ 
179 167 ? 38.3 163 212 t71 223 144 343 2:J.4 38:5 Ifn 

Notes.o TABLE II 

*measured from SWP 9063,
( ) = greater uncertainty. 
b = blended component. 
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T ABLE HI. Radial veloci!ies and equivalent widths of high-velocity components 
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),1334 

) 1335 

i,1260 

A 1304 

;. 1526 

A 1808 

( -- 70) 
(30) 

..- 77 
52 

-73 
186 

~ 83 
]53 

- 137 
100 

-137 
b 

.- 144 
26 

-.. 82 
J91 

~77 

164 
~ 87 

52 
~ 85 

119 
56 
28 

- 14Q 
82 

- 86 
2J6 

- 83 
164 
~ 83 

83 
-·74 

103 

... 131 
b 

- 89 
289 

-91 
201 

- 84 
84 

- 110 
b 

-93 
154 

,,·,·94 
89 

- 96 
(19) 

- 81 
75 

~ 119 
79 

- 123 
(56) 

.... 114 
133 

- 96 
(225) 

- 89 
86 

.- 89 
(42) 

~ 70 
225 

-···70 
40 

- 87 
170 

-77 
47 

- 87 
73 

- 129 
48 

_. 138 
47 

- 127 
63 

(-- (18) 

- 25 
b 

~ 3\f 
b 

- 3" 
b 

~ 

;;.. 

~ 
tTl 
fJ) 

m 
Z 
:I:, 
v 
UI 
o 
00 
-g, 

AI" 1,1670 - 81 
30 

- 87 
72 

~ 140 
(46) 

90 
64 

~ 81 
76 

,·_·84 
75 

··-·75 
209 

~ 87 
(163 ) 

- 104 
(47) 

01 A 1302 ( - 72) 
96 

." 88 - 78 
147 

- 80 
b 

.- 81 
7"~ 

-78 
99 

Fe /l ,{ 1608 

1,2382 

).2599 

- 80 
68 

- 50 
b 

- 85 
116 
~ 91 

205 

- 86 
208 

- 82 
150 

73 
89 

- 68 
20Q 

-77 
221 

~ 139 
b 

( _. 145) 
110 

- 91 
135 

- 88 
191 

- 125 
(73) 

.- 107 
42 

-- 90 
108 

···87 
42 

- 116 
93 

- 83 
197 

-·84 
126 

- 81 
174 

_. 73 
171 

(-·117) 
b 

- 115 
120 

- 109 
98 

-..·31 
b 

Mgll ,{ 2795 

.-i 2802 

average velocities - 77 

- 50 
b 

··50 

-78 
256 

84 
233 
8'- -' 

- 132 
lSI 

- 135 
46 

_. 138 

- 80 
304 

-77 
198 

- 83 

-

-

100 
57 

120 

~ 76 
403 

-. 74 
298 

-77 

- 150 
49 

- 141 

- 87 
306 

- 78 
191 

- 86 

- 106 
95 

- 105 
91 

-III -90 -

116 
286 

118 

- 80 
239 

~. SO 
320 

- 84 

- 65 
287 

-74 
195 

-. 78 - 124 

-. 115 
218 

- 105 
214 

.-- 111 ~ 32 

Notes to TABLE III 

( ) = greater uncertainty, 
b = blended colll!)onent 

~ 
V! 
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in the velocity measure1ments are estimated to be ± 5 
k.m s I, while errors in IDE wavelength llssign1111ents are re
ported to be less than ± 3 kill s- Ii ('fhornpsol'l, Tumrose, 
and Bohlin 1(82), Thus, total relative errors for the high
velocity componentS ,a,fie ± 6 km s ,,- , as systematic errors 
have be,en avoided. Errors in the equivalent-width measure· 
ments vary substantially with the strength of the l!ine alJd the 
q'uality of the spectmm. For weak lines, (i.e., <80 mA) er
roes are dominated by the diftkullytll choosing the cOlltin
uum accurately" as well as from noise in the line itself. For 
such weak lines, equivalent-width measurement errors can 
approach 100%. For stronger lines the errors include noise 
level in the continuum and in the line itself, line blending, 
and also back.ground determination, especially for the high
er echeUe orders, Mn the best cases, the errors are ± 10% as 
judged from the reproducibility of measurements of the 
same lines in different spectra of the same star but are more 
commonly near ± 30%, 

Curves of growth assuming a single cloud model were 
constructed for fom of the observed stars for which at least 
three different Si II lines (I.e" three different f values) 
showed the high-velocity -- 80 km s'- I component The 
equ.ivalent widths of these lines were used 10 determine the 
shape of the curve and b,. the velocity-dispersion parameler. 
When two or more lines of Mg II and Fe n were also avail
able, these were used to determine the b parameter for these 
species. The b parameters and column densili'es thus de'ler
mined are listed in Table IV. The values obtained for Fe II lie 
on the flat portion of I.he curve of growth for two of the stars 
reported, and are Hms less reliable than those of Si IT and 
Mg H, The Fe II equivalent-width measmements for HD 
51036 were suspected to be blended with the higher-velocity 
component and, therefore, were not used to derive a column 
density. The f values used Cor Si n were based on Shull, 
Snow, and York ( 1981), and those for Fe II were acquired 
from Nussbaumer, Pellini, and Storey ( 1981). All other f 
values are from the tabulation of Morton and Smith ( 1973). 
Uncertainties in column densities, based on estimated errors 
in the equivalent-width measurements, are also noted. When 
only one reliable measurement was available for a species, 
column densities were derived from the curve of growth us
ing the b value of 16 km S-1 (the mean of the Si II values). 
Values determined from measurements oflesser confidence 
are shown in parentheses. 

m. RESULTS 

Of the 19 stars investigated,. 11 were found to exhibit high
velocity absorption features in some or all the same low

ioniz!Hion Hnes in which ND 50896 showed. sirnilllr high" 
l'eaHll'CS (Slnith, Willis, and Wilson 1980). 

Although mCilsured cOinponenl v'e~odlles varied from stilI' 
to sial', IwO dislinN higli-veloc:lty components at appro;;;i,

- 80 and - 125 kUI s"" I were idelll.ifled in spe.ctra of 
HD 50896 and seVerill! field st:lI'S, Due to the 
large velocity of thc,'i'e f)'om the 
!1111111 intersteUar comp0'!l(~nt lmd th,eir 8,imultillllxHIS lJI[Jpea't
llnce in theM sevt~nll stm's, 'ihese cOlnpolldlts flrc 
likely 10 be physically associated, hI Fig, I, we show the 
presence of ()i~e or both of these h.igh-velocity nbsorplion 
components for theMg 1\ AJ 2795,2801 lines in of 
HD 50896lUld seven neld stlHS, Figure 2. is II simillar ITlonlage 
for the 5i II A 12:60 

No positive eomponen,l was del-<!cle~d in any or lhe 
observations, which might have corresponded to the 1i1l" side 
of lUI expanding shell of interstellar gus, We "xp!ored the 
I)Ossibili'ly that the redshifted t,omponenl of Ilil expanding 
shell could be blended with t!:l,e main cO'mpOI!H~nt oft he inler
stellar lines. However, the equivalent \\lidlh.s of the 'fIlilin 
components for lhe stars showing a higlFvelochy compo
nent were nol statistically greater limn for Hlose which. ex
hibited no high-vel.ocity compol1.(~nls. 'Tlu: redshifled hIler
st,eUar component is either v(~ry weak or absen!. 

a) AngulO'/' Size 

Our spectral data can he us,ed to set some limils on the 
angular extent of the high-veiocily absorbing lll,edlUm, T'lle 
positions on the sky of all observed IHrget sltll'S arc shown in 
Fig. 3, except HI) 55714, which lies outside the plotted r,e· 
gion and exhibited no high-velocity components, The dis
tance estimate and averag,e velocity of each of the t",o COIn· 

ponents of the Si AI and Mg H Jines, if present, arc i.l'ldicatcd 
for each sIal', The locations of lhe neighboring H II regions 
S303 and 5304 (Sharpless 1(59) have also been included and 
are indicated as shaded areas. From Fig. 3, it is apparent thai 
thesehigh·velocity absorption lines are exhibiled by stars 
over a considerable region orthe sky. Relative to HD 50896, 
the highel'-velocity component (i.e., V> 100 km s - I) is seen 
i!ltpe spectra of severa.! field stars within approximaldy I" of 
its position, as weJl as the star UD 54551, which is situated 
some 3' to the northeast and in the spectrum ofH]) 52463 
lying neady 4' to the southeast. The - 80 km s I compo
Ilent is observed as far west as HD 49233 and as far north as 
HD 51854. Beyond these limits, 110 50562 to the north 
showed a lower-velocity component (- 50 km s·- I) having 
quite large equivalent widths relutive 10 the other stal"s but 

TAIlLE IV. Log column dellsities for - 80 km s "J cOinponent 

HID HID HID HID MClln 
5089'6 51854 50680 51036 logN 

13.54 -, ~JJ~ 13.43 ~. ~J,~ 13.52 :;.'i;',~ 1J,75~,~)',; '13.5il 
15 20 15 15, 

13.48 ~ ~J,,~ 13,13 + ~)~~ n08., a 05 ::;. ~;~', 13,15 
15 15 20 20 

14.94" ( 14,85" j 14,50' (15.65" ) 14.72 
13,95 ~.'~.~ 13,24 ::;.:~J51 13.1O~ 13.43 

7 8 25 
n2.3()!' ( 13.32" ) 12,26" 12,30' 12.29 
14.24" 14.32" 14,28 
n84" 13,84 

Si III 
b value (km!s) 

Mg II 
b valne (km!s) 

en 
Fe II 

b value (km!s) 
Aln 
0, 
NT 

"assumcs b ,= 16 km/s.. 
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HD 50646 

HD 50680 

HD 50896 

Wavelength (A) 
FIG. I, Normlllized I OB high-di8pe~'siol1speclra for leI 0 50896 alld sev(m 
neighboring field stars showing the spectra~ region for the Mg ill 

,l,j 2795,2802 lines. High-velocity absorption components at ;::; -- 80 
kill S I lIre evi.denl i.n all speclra, with a higher·vdocilY componel1l at 
;::; - 125 km s'-' present in'ilw spectraofHD 50680, HD5liO.J6,ancII--lD 
51285, 

which was also blended with the main component. Tbe sial' 
SAO 172779 showed an even lower-velocity component at 
- 32 km s -, I. Theoretically, we would expect high-velocity 

features originating in a unifonnly expanding sphere 10 ex
hibil increased colun'll1 densi lies and lower velocities as the 
edge is approached; IhereCore, we interpret our observations 
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X 
J HD 50896 

LL 
HD 511036 
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Wavelength (A) 
FIG. 2, Sinular to Fig. I showing nonnalized HIE hlgh-disfk~l'sioll 

spectra f:ol" HD 50896 and six Ilearby SI!Il'S for tht' 5i II J. 1260 reglon, 

----------.l. .L__. -'--__---' 

HD 50646 

647 

of HD 50562 and SAO 112779 as Indicating locations near 
the nOith and northeast edges of tbe shell. Additionally, no 
high-velocity features were detected west of the H II region 
S304, suggesting that this H II region delineates the western 
edge, When viewed together, Ihese data suggest apparent 
line-of-sight dimensions for this high-velocity gas of at least 
SO X 6°, Moreover, its center probably lies near the direction 
of the highest velocities, namely a = 6h 52"', 
/5 = 24°10'( 1950). 

b) Spatial Variations 

Our observations also indicate that this interstellar struc
ture is fairly ulliform in general bUI can show variations on 
small spalial scales. Both high-velocity components ( --- 80 
and ,- 125 km S-I) were detected in Ihe spectra offotH stars 
(BD 50680, HD 51036, HD 51038, and HD 5X285) inaddi
tion to HD 50896 ilself. All of these stars lie south and within 
I" ofBD 50896, The high-velocily components seen in these 
stars show equivalent widths and velocities comparable to 
those seen ill HD 50896, suggesting a relatively uniform ab
sorbing medium in Ihis direction. However, the star HD 
50646, which lies just a few arcminutes from one of these 
stars (HD 50(80), exhibited only the - 80 km S-I compo
nent, indicative of substantial column-density variations 
across short distances, Likewise,. the presence of both very 
high and very low velocity components in the spectra of two 
stars (HD 5455] and SAO 172779) suggests an illhomogen
eous medium. 

c/ Distance Estimate 

From the estimated distances of the sial'S investigated 
here, il appears Ihat this detected interslellar high-velocily 
phenomenon lies at 11 distance of about] kpc, Stars in whose 
spectra we observed one or both high-velocity components 
lie at estimated distances of 0,9-2.9 kpc, In fact, only four 
stars in this distance range did not show high-velocity low
ionization absorption features, and only one of these (HD 
50154, d = 1.2 kpc) Ili,es within I.he region of high-velodly 
gas we have defined above. Conversely, five stars lying 
between 0.6 and 0.8 kpc did not exhibit any high-velocity 
fealures, three ofwhich (i,e" HD 51283, HD 52596, and HD 
50261) lie within the spahal boundaries for the observed 
high-velocity components, Column densities of high-veloc
ity Si II and Mg It (cf. Table IV), our most reliably measured 
species, do not vary by more than a faclor of 2: among the 
stars, regardless of their eSI.imated distances, This suggests 
'A"C are observing 11 relatively thin, high-velocity medium, as 
would be the case for an expandi ng shell of gas. The distance 
to this structure is estimated to be 1,0 ± 0,2: kpc (the ,errors 
being due to the uncertainty in the distance estimates of the 
stars observed), which in turn implies a diameter of 90 pc or 
greater. 

eI) Abundances 

Our measlJred column densities for the 80 km S-I 

component indicate a fairly undepicted medium compared 
to solar values. Depletion f~tctors for six ions ill the - 80 
km S-I component are listed in T3.ble V. The solar values 
used in Ihe calculations (Grevesse 1984) are also tabulated 
in the table, A hydrogen column density of 
log N( H It- H 11)= 18.6 based on Copernicus data (Shull 
1977) was assumed and normalization was nOl empJoyed. 
No attempt \vas made 10 correct for unobserved species; 
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FIGURE KEY: 

STAR NAME
 
DISTANCE (kpcl
 
Si II VE LOC1TY (k m's)
 
Mg II VELOCITY (kill'S)
 

HD 51549 J ----,
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therefore the values in the table are lower limits to the true for S]47, an evolved supernova remnant (Phillips and
 
values. However, in the cases of AI, Fe, and Si, the observed Gondhalekar \983).
 
species probably closely represent the total abundance be
 nv. DISCUSSION 
cause the second ionization potentials for these three ele

Our discovery of high-velocity absorption features in thements are similar and high-vdocity Al H1 is not observed in 
UV spectra of nearly a dozen stars separated by up to several any ofour spectra. The high-veloci ty gas appears undepleted 
degrees is clearly indicative of an expanding intersteIJar relative to solar values, suggesting shock-induced grain dis
structure ofconsiderable dimensions. Previous radio and opruption has occurred (Seab and Shull 1983). In fact, deple
tical studies of this region did not reveal any data to suggest a tion factors for these ions are quite similar 10 those reported 
high-velocity expanding shell; e.g., H I shell (HeiJes 
1979, 1984) or supernova remnant (Clark and Caswell 

TAIII..!'. V. Lower limits 011 deplet.ion in tlie high·velocily gas. 
1976). Ahhough initially detected 'i';ia high-velocity compo

Ion [logIN/Nil),') 12.0] Ilog(N//'I,IH)-log(N/N,,)(')J nents in the spectra of liD 50896 (Shull 1977), the presence 
ofsimilar high-veloci.ty components in the same UV lines for 

Si Il 
Fe II 
C II 

Mg II 
Al n 

7.55 
7.67 
8.69 
7.58 
6.47 

- 0.49 
- 0.77 
~. 0.47 
- 0.93 
- 0.68 

neighboring field stars with distances ranging from 0.9 to 2.9 
kpc firmly precludes any direct association with S308,. which 
has a diameter of 40'. Additionally, the observed velocities 
for these interstellar features are as much as twice the 60 

01 8.91 -1.13 km s - ~ expansion velocity for S308 reported by Chu et 01. 
(\982) from Fabry-Perot measurements. 
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FI,G, 'I, Deep [0 HI] inlerfcrence-filJcr photograph of llle sky near HD 50896 amI i\s ring ncbula SJ,08 {courtesy ofT. R. 
Oll1l). North is lip" eaSIIO the left. The H II regions 10 the north and west are sJ,m and S304, respectively. Note lllc dilfusc 
[0 III] emission present ItHougholll Ihis re,giol1, 

1. Nichols-Bohlin lind R. Fesell {,,~e page 649) 
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Our UV absorption-lineinvest.igat.ion indicates the 
presence of two distinct high-velocity eonrponents \,vhkh tip

pear to be physically associm.ed in direction and dislllilce and 
which span Ii region of the sky roughly 5' X 6'. Considering 
the location of this expanding shell be,low the galactic plane, 
it is perhaps not surprising that only the approaching 
(shortward-shifted) hemisphere was detected. At an esti
mated distance of I kpc and galactic longitude of - 10", this 
high-velocity gas lies where the ambient interstellar gas den" 
sity is expected to be relatively low, some 175 pc from the 
plane. Shull (.1977) estimated a densit)! of O. 3 cm 3 for the 
- 80 km S-I component in the spectrum nfHD 50896 .. The 

shell's receding hemisphere would lie even further from the 
galactic plane and, thereby, would be likely to t~nc()tmter a 
lower-density medium, possibly preventing its easy dete<> 
tion. A lack of detection for both hemispheres is. in fact, no! 
unusual for expanding interstellar shelJs. While both posi
tive and negative high-velocity features are seen in the Vela 
and S147 supernova remnants (JIenkins, Wallerstein, and 
Sill< 1984; m:'hillips ami Gondhalekar 1983), only one hemi
sphere has been detected ~or interslellar shells surrounding 
the Cyg OB I and r Per DB associations (Phillips, Wdsh, 
and Pettini 1984; Phillips and Gondhalekar 1981; McLach
]an and Nandy 1985) as well as for more than 90% of the 
galactic H I shells and supershells (Heiles 1979). 

The coincidence of this high-veJocity gas with the open 
cluster Cr 121 (Collinder 1931) in both direction and dis
tance sugg,ests a possible physical association. Feinstein 
( 1967). estimated the distance to Cr 121 to be 760 pc, with 
the earliest star a B3. A more exhaustive study by Eggen 
( 1981 ) reveaJed a small grouping of stars lying between 700 
and 800 pc, quite separate from what he considered to be the 
true Cr 121 cluster at 1. 17 ± O. I3 kpc. Eggen n.ot'ed that this 
more distant bllt sparse star cluster showed a concentration 
of seven stars at ] .0-1.1 kpc" with BIas the earliest spectral 
type and member stars extending out to .a distance of about 
l.5 kpc. He further suggested that the Cr 12 J association was 
likely to be an extension of the larger CMa OBI association 
located some 10' to the north and at a distance of 1.32 kpc 
(Humphreys 1978). 1n addition to the close agreement in 
estimated distance of about] kpc, this cluster's apparent 
stellar concentration lies very close to the center of the high
velocity shell (as determined by the largest velocity features 
present in the spectra of HD 50680 and HD 51036). This 
coincidence of]ocation in a region nearly 10" from the plane 
is strong evidence for a probable physical association. 

A rapidly expanding interstellar sheil: as detected could be 
the result of either a strong stellar wind from one or more, 
early-type stars or an evolved supernova remnant. Although 
the cluster Cr ] 21 apparently lies close to the physical center 
ofthis shell, it is unlikely that this shell was created via stellar 
winds. Rapidly expanding interstellar shells with similar ve
locities and diameters produced by stellar winds have only 
been reported surrounding substantially larger and earlier 
OB associations (Cowie et al. 1981). In contrast, the Cr 121 
cluster has no a stars that might have produced at shell of 
these dimensions. The energy required to create a stellar 
wind-blown bubble of the velocity and dimensions like the 
one we have observed can be estimated if we assume the 
energy has been continuously released during the formation 
of the interstellar bubble. The age of the bubble t and the 
mechanical luminosity of the wind L can thenlbe deterw 

mined by solving the formulas derived by Weaver et al. 
(1977); 

R :=: 4.3 X 10 10 11 lisL ~/'1'15,
0 

V = .2.5 X H:r- 4 11 0 P'L :/~I H\ 

where R: is tht' radius ofthe shell in pc, Vis the velocity of the 
sheB in km s - " is the density of the ambient il'llerstelhu 
mediulll 111 em ... , L w is the meclUlllici\:I :luminosity in 
erg s - I, and r is the age in yenrs, Subs,l.ill.l,ti.ng I:B() = 0.3 cm -- 'I 

(Shull 1971), ROLe, 45 po, and Ii' "'"" 80 km s- I, we find 
food.3XIO~ yr,. llnd L c'" 1.0XlO:HI ergs I. This age is w 
much less tlulU Ihe 1.5X 106 yr estimated fo.r 11m Cr 121 
cluster ;( Eggen J981). Moreover, the only stur situnted in 
this general direction possessing !l SU:llloil;entJy strong slellu!" 
wind to creale such 11 bubble isBD 50896. Abbott et al. 
(1986) have receldlyestinll'lted its nUlss-loss nlh~ at 10 - u 
M@ yr- I

, yielding '[1 rneclu:mical ItUl'litlOsity of the wind 
L", = 6.5 X Ioen erg s - I. While the age estimate of J. 3 X 1O~ 

yr is n::asonllble 1'01' the lifetime of a Wolf..Rayel SI.af, the 
mechanicaJ luminosity is only two-thirds that required, even 
excluding Ihllt necessary for crell.ling!ts I.'ing nebtl.hl S308., 
Additionally, HD 50896 docs 1101 exhibit the highest mefl
sured interstellar shell velocities. Thus the high-velochl.y 
shell is probably not 11 product of stelhH winds, 

On the olher hand, 1I supcl'IIova remnanl origjl~ lhr thiis 
hlgh"v,e~ocity shell appears more plausible and consistent 
with inferred expansion velocities, diameter, energy. and 
abundances. The estimated e1ip~Ulslon velocity of 80-100 
km s Ii and 90 pc or greater diameter IIrc similar to those 
reported for evolved galactic supcmova rernnanls stich ~IS 

Vela (Jenkins, Wa.llerstein, and Silk 1(84). SI47 (Phillips 
and Gondhalekar 1983), and the Monoceros Loop (Waller
stein and Jacobsen 1976 )., Also, the estimated energy of this 
shell is consistent with the 1051 erg expected for supernova 
remnants. Assuming this shelll is a rcmnanl i.ll the adiabatic 
phase, one can calculate the initial ,energy required to pro
duce the observed sheH (Chevalier 1974): 

Eo = 5.3X 10<1 nAI2VIAfJR .112, 

where Eo is the initial energy in units of IO~w erg. SUbstituting 
no == 0.3 crn·-.1, R = 45 pc, and V = 80 kfn s- I, we find 
Eo = 9 X 1050 'erg, well within the estimated values for other 
supernova remnanls. Given the dimensions determined in 
tbis' study" the supernova remnant. would rank among the 
largest known galactic supernova remnants (Clark and Cas
weI11976). . 

There also exists some optical emission evidence for be
lieving a supernova remnant is present in this region. Figure 
4 [Plate 35] shows a deep [0 III] inLerCerence-filterimageof 
this portion of the sky obtained by T. R. GuU using instru
mentation identical to that empJoyed in a galactic plane opti
cal emission-line survey (cf. Parker, Gu.H, and Kirshner 
1979). The ring nebula, S308, is the pmminent, sharply de" 
fined feature near Ibe center of the image. The H II regions 
S303 and S304 are also bright and easily recognized to the 
north and west. This image SllOWS considerabl,e diffuse 
10 III] emission present thmughout the general area near 
HD 50896 bordered to the west by the H II region S304 but 
extending to the north past S303. From Chu et al.'s ( 1982) 
larger field-of-view image of this same region, the fairnt 
10 ]1]] nebulosity appears ilildeed to be confined to this re
gion with approximate dimensions of 7"X 8". Fabry-Perot 
measuremernts of [0 III] emission obtained by Chu et al. 
(1982) for several regions 01'8308 and vicinity showed only 
a component at + 20 km S--I. However, components with 
more negative velocities than - 50 km s- 1 would not have 
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been detected, being outside of their-- 50 to + 100 km s- I 

velocity range. The relatively high surface brightness of this 
diffuse emission in our [0 1Il] image compared to its nonde
tection on tlle Palomar Sky Survey red prints suggests a large 
10 HI ]/Ha ratio for Ihis emission. Although strong 10 mJ 
emission-line intensity is uncharacteristic of an extended 
and diffuse H II region, such emission is not unlike that seen 
in a few galactic supernova remnants such as CTA 1 and 
065.3 + 5.7 (Fesen, Gull, and Ketelsen 1983). The agree
ment of this diffuse [0 JIl] nebulosity in extent and location 
with the detected high-veliocity absorption features suggest a 
physical connection. Moreover, relatively strong !0 m] 
Ail. 4959,5007 line emission is predicted from shocks in low
density gas having velocities bepween 100 and 200 km s'- I 

(e.g" Raymond 1979). Thus, the detected difFuse [0 HI] 
emission visible in this direction might very well represent 
optical (albeit weak) shock emission associated! with this 
previously unidentified evolved supernova remnant. 

Although virtually every optieaJ supernova remnant ·ex
hibits nonthennal radio emission, the lack of a reported 
flonthermal radio source in this region is not necessarily a 
strong argument against a supernova remnant identifica
tion, Nmnthermal radio emission associated with some rem
nants was only detected after their optical identifications 
(c.. g., G65.3 + 5.. 7 and G343.2 - 5.6) due to their low radio 
smface brightnesses. Because of its considerable angular size 
(5" X 6"), this supernova remnant might have escaped radio 
detection limits. For example, assuming the 2-D relation
ship given by CasweU and Lerche ( 1979) and a diameter of 
100 pc, we tlnd the expected 408 MHz surface brightness to 
be about 2X 10.- 21 W m-- 2 Hz-I sr-- I , which is below the 
detection limit of most 408 MHz radio sky surveys (Clark 
and Caswe/l1976). 

Finally, the relalive abundances of this high-velocity gas 
are also indicative of the presence of strong shocks. SInd I 
(1977) found the values ofN(N IIjIN(N I) and N(Si 111)1 
N(Si Il) characteristic of collisional ionilzation at 20000 K 
for the -- 80 km s J cOllllx1nenlL Our detection of high·ve
locity Oland N I lines implies that the ionization state of the 
gas is different f!'Om mosl ]-I Il regions, where 0 II and N II 

are the dominant iOl1.jzation slates. Signilkanl column densi
ties of 0 I and N I are expected,. however, to exist in cooling 
postshock gas flows. Moreover, the estimated relative depic
tion:'; in TabIe V indicate a low level of depletion in the gas, 
with an AI niSi II column d,ensity ratio of - 1.26, closer to 
the solar value of - l.IS than to the --- 2.8 of{; Orh. There· 
fore, the data indicate appreciable slwck processing of inter
stellar grains as observed in several supernova remnants 
(Gondhalekar 1985). 

Although this investigation was initially motivated by the 
possibility of a supernova remnHnt shell associated with HD 
50896 and its suspected binary companion, such a relation
ship appears now to be unlikely. Evolutionary modds have 
heen proposed in which a WR + compact companion miglll 
represent a second WR stage, which was preceded by a su
pernova in the binary (van den HeuveI 1976). The presence 
(Jf a WI{ binary situated within an evolved supem.ova rem· 
nant would be important evidence in favor of such a model. 

The existence ofa compact com.panion to HD 50896 has 
been suggested by Firrnani et al. (1980), Cherepashchak 
( 1981), Lamontagne, Moffat, and Lamarre (1986), and 
White and Long (1986) based Oil luminosity variations, but 
is disputed by Vreux ( 1985) and '\fiUis et (/1. ( 1985)., In any 
case, the distance to HD 50896 is so uncertain that any clear 
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connection between the Wolf-Ray,et star and the supernova 
remnant would be quite difficult to establish. HD 50896 was 
first thought to be a member ofCr 121 by Feinstein (1937) 
based on radial velocity and color infhrmal.ion. More recent
ly, Lundstrom and Stenholm (1984) questioned the cluster 
membership of HD 50896 based on the distance estimate for 
the Wolf-Rayet star of 1,5 kpc (Smith 1973). IfHD 50896 is 
more distant than 1.5 kpe, then it is virtually an isolated 
Wolf-Rayet star at least 300 pc out of the plane of tile galaxy, 
compared with an average of 60 pc for other young Popula
tion I objects (Cruz.-Gonzalez. et al. 1974). Distance esti
mates greater than 1.5 kpc are also unlikely because the two 
If Ii regions, S303 and S304, have observed radial velocities 
similar to the H I gas in this direction and HD 50896 is the 
most obvious source of their excitation. If, however, HD 
50896 is associated with Cr 121 and lies at a distance of 1.2
1.5 kpc, then itis much less luminous than WNS stars are 
estimated to be (I.e., M" = - 3.5 to - 4.0 compared to 
WN5 average of - 4.8) but not inconsistent wilh recent 
WN star measurements (Conti el al. 1983). Although Mof~ 

fat and Seggewiss (1979) have suggested that Wolf-Rayet 
stars with high z values could be runaway sIal'S accelerated 
oul of the plane of the galaxy by supernova explosions,. HD 
50896 does nol exhibit any peculiar proper motion relative to 
other Cr 12 I cluster stars (Feinstein 1967), and SJ08 has a 
systematic velocity of only about + 35 km s - I (Cilu et af. 
1982; Pismis and Quintao 1982). Thus, HD 50896 does not 
appear to be a runaway slar. 

Perhaps the most obvious difficulty with the physical as
sociation between HD 50896 and the supernova remnant is 
the nature of S308-the apparent wind-blown bubble sur
rounding the Wolf-Rayel star. Densities inside a supernova 
remnant or a large wind-blown cavity would be too low 
(11" ~O.OI-o,03 cm- l ) for a stellar wind to sweep upa shell 
of interstellar material of ;;;:;: 5 Me), the mass of S308 assum
ing it is a wind-blown bubble with no = 0.3 em - j and dis
tance = 1.2 kpc. [Note: This estimate differs from that of 
Chu, Treffers, ami K witter ( 1983), who estimated 40 M(.) 

based on n" = 1.0 cm-; and distance = 1.5 kpc.] 8368 
would then have to be composed substantially of stellar 
ejecta if it is inside the supernova remnant. Both S308 and 
RCW 58, another ring nebula surrounding a Wolf-Rayet 
star, which was classified as mainly stellar ejecta by Chu, 
Treffers, and K witter (1983), exhibit similar nitrogen en
richment (Kwitter 1984), which is consistent with the pres
ence of substantial stellar mass loss from a Wolf-Rayet star. 
However, Chu, Treffers, and KwiHer classified S308 as a 
primarily wind-blown bubble on the basis of its morphology 
and velocity structure. In any case, stellar wind probably 
played a role in the £ormation of S308, based on the sharp 
edge of the nebula in Fig. 4. We conclude that, although an 
apparent supemova remnant shell has been discovered lying 
in the direction of HI) 50896, there is no compelling evi
dence to suggest any physical association between them_ 

V CONCLUSIONS 

We have detected a large, high-velocity interstellar shell 
localed in the general direction of the Wolf-Rayet star HD 
50896. High-veIoeity absorption features are found to be 
present in the low-ionization lines for HD 50896 and II 
nearby field stars covering a region Y X ,6" ill the sky. Two 
distinct high-velocity components at approximately - 80 
and - 125 km s I are idelllified and appear to constitute a 
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thin, somewhat, nonuniform shell of expanding inmersteU~r 

gas. No positiv,e high-velocity components were det,ecled, 
These high-velocity components indicate tlH': existenoe of II 
large-scale imerstelliar shell, which lies at a distilllCe ofaboul 
I kpc and has a linear diameter exceeding 90 pc, The detec
tion of these absorption features in widdy spac,ed field stars 
with distances ranging from 0.910 2.9 pc precludes any di· 
rect connection to the dug nebula S308 as hud heen previous
ly suspected. However, the coincidenoe in distance and loca
tion of this int'ersteHar structure and the duster Cr 121 
strongly suggests a physical association. 

Based on energy and elemental depletion considerations, 
as well as the lack of early-type stars capable of producing a 
sulliciently large stellar wind-driven bubble" we conclude 
that the intersteUar shell is likely to be a highly evolved su
pernova remnant. Weak optical [0 III ~ nebulosity present in 
this region and limited to the area exhibiting high-velocity 
interstellar lines is further support of a supernova remnanl 
interpretation. While our initial investigation was based Oil 

the possibility of a connection between HD 50896 and Ihis 
newly det'ccted supernova remnant, a difference in distance 
estimates and the presence of a prominent nebula which is 
apparently at least partially wind-blown intersteHar material 
makes such an association unlikely. 

IN.B.: During the tlnal prt;panttion of this pllper, we re
ceived indirectly a prep!"int by BOWllr! h llnd }'lhillips discuss

the intersteUar envimn:ment of HD 50896, U&ingmany 
our /UE sl:le(~tra in IHChivl~1 Ibrnl, they independently 

reuched similar conclusiomi regarding the e)(isteJ1Ct~ of il SU~ 

I)Cnl(WCl r(;nuIIlIH lying in the directi()1l to, but Ulu,elilll:ed 
\i\dth, HD 50896 ~lIld at 11 distance of ;:::; I kpc, However, 
b~tsed on llH:~se datil along with II d(~tililed UV stndy of HD 
50896 itsdf,they es:III:Yllll(ld HD 50896's clisll'tllt:e to be 2-3 
kpc, do nol associate the [0 III.I emission in Ihis region with 
the sup(~rl1o"a renmlllll,lllid report a slullller dinllleter for 
the supernova remnant Chit' to a more limite,d angu.h.ls s.lunple 
of l1eld stars. ] 
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Chapter 3
 

High-Velocity Interstellar Gas in the Lines of Sight 

to the Wolf-Rayet Stars HD 97152 and HD 96,548 
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ABSTRACT 

We report 1he detection of high-velocity interslelllH gas in the directions 10w,lrd the Wolf-Raye! Sial'S l,tD 
96548 and HD 97152 by means of shifted UV inlerstellal' resonallce absorption lines in high·rcsollution tV B 
spectra of adjacent field stars, A survey of 13 early-type stars located ov,er a 1~5 anm toward !-ID 97152 
reveals shifted high- and low-ionization absorption components in the spectra of live stllrs with componenl 
velocilies between - 50 and -- 150 krn s - I. The presence of high-velocity gas in Ihe spectl'l!i of these cady-type 
slars, together with an analysis of optical and 1RA S image data for this region. suggests 111IIt iJH~ detected 
expanding interstellar gas structure consists of two OU duster supershells, The prese'l~c'e or high-velocity 
absorption components in one out of five field star spectra in the direction lowurd the more isolaled Wolf· 
!Rayet star I-ID 96548 suggests thaI this expanding gas does not originate from the optical ril1g Ilebulhl, RCW 
58, surrounding HD 96548, as previously believed, bllt instead indicates the detection of a previously 
unknown expanding interstellar shell in this line of sight Examination of 1RAS all-sky image data reveals an 
infrared emission shell with dimensions 100 x 150 pc (assuming d = 2, I kpc) which is nearly oentered on HI) 
96548 and which is spatially consistent with the lJV-detected high-velocity gas, We propose thul Ihe expand
ing interstellar shell detected both in the UV and in the infrared is a highly evolved slIpernovll J'CI'fIIllillt 
associated with the suspected compaci companion of AD 96548, 
Subject headings, interstellar: matler stars: individual (HD 96548, HD 97152),-- stars: Wolf-Rayet 

ultraviolet: spectra 

J.	 IN fRODUCTlON Recent studies of Ihe relativdy isolated high G'llacl.ic lati~ 

tude WR slar HD 50896, however, have shown thai the hilghHigh-velocity intel.;tellar absorption lines in the ultraviokt 
velocity components observed ill the UV spectra of this starspectra of Wolf-Rayet ~ WR) stars can provide valuable infor
canllot be due solely to its associated 40' diameter ring nebula, mation on the impact of the evolution of massive stars upon 
8308. rnstead, the presence of sirn:iJar high-velocity interstellar their local interstellar environment. The expanding shells of 
features in the spectra of numerous neighbor.img field starsgas responsible for such absorption features have been pre
locat'ed up to 6" from the WR s'lar suggested that the observed viously thought to arise via one of two mechanisms: (I) 
highcvelocity gas is more probably the ll.igna.ture of an old andthrough the collective stellar winds and supernova outbursts 
previously unidentified supernova remnant (SNR) located inassociated with the WR star's parent OB cluster or (2) through 
the line of sight to HD 50896 (Nichols-13ohlin and Fesen 1986; the stellar wind of the WR star sometimes prod tlcing an inl'er
hereafter Paper I; Howarth a.nd Phillips (986), stellar bubble visible as an optical ring nebula. For example,
 

rapidly expanding supershells around OB associations, like Here we report on a study of the inters,telJar medium in the
 

those observed in Orion and Carina '(Cowie, Songaila, and
 directions to the WR stars HO 96548 and HD 97152. High

York 19'79; Cowie et al. 1981), ha ve been suggested to be the vciocity absorption components observed in t.he UV spectrum 
likely cause for the high-velocity UV interstellar lines found in of ~I D 96548 have been suggested to arise from an inward
the. spectra of the cluster WR stars such as 1-10 93131, HO facing shock inside the star's associated ring nebula, RCW 58 
92740, HD 93162, and HO 92809 in Carina (Walborll and ,{Smith et ai. 1984, 1988). We have found previously unreported 
Hesser 1982.; Walborn, Heckathorn, and Hesser 1984) and HD high-velocity components in the spectrum of HD 97152, which 
192163, HD 193077, and HO 192641 in the Cyg OBI associ does not hav,e an associated optical ring nebula. In §§ II and tn 
ation (Phillips, Welsh, and Pettini 1984; St.-Louis et al. 1988). we present new observational data on the UV spectra of 
On the other hand, the high-velocity UV absorption com several field stars near both of these WR stars. In § IV we 
ponents seen in the WR stars HD 50896, HO 96548, and some diSCUSS the :nature and possible origins of the h.igh-velocity gas 

s,een in these Ii nes of sigh t.1features exhibited by HD 192163, have been attributed to their 
associated optical ring nebulae (S308: Smi:th, Willis, and 
Wilson 1980; RCW 58: Smith et al. 1984; NGC 6888: Huber et II, OBSERVATIONS 
ai. [979 and Phillips, Welsh, amd Pellini ~ 984). 

In Order to investigate the origin and physical extent of the 
G",est Observer, NASA fnJemat/rmaJ Ult.rav;olel Explorer salellite (lUE); high-velocity U V absorption features seen in the spectra of the 

G",esltnvesligalor, Infrared Astronomical Smell;le If RASi. ~R stars HD 97152 and HD 96548, we obtained hi.gh
, Staff Member, I UE Observatory, NASA/Goddard Space Fllghl Cenler. dtsperslOn spectra of several neighboring early-type Ileld stars. 
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Using 'the Jnternational Ultralliolet Explorer sat,ellime (1 V Ej, 
UV spectra with a resolution of 0.1 Awere obtained using the 
shorl-wavelength ,camera (SWP; 1200--2000 AJ and/or the 
long-wavelength camera (LW~)'; 2000-3000 AJ. All speclral 
data were process,ed using standard JU E reduction software 
and analyzed al the JV E Regional Data Analysis Facility 
(RDAF) at Goddard Space Flight Center. When a high
velocity absorption feature was found, measurements of the 
velocity displacement and equivalent wid th of the feature were 
mad'e using software dev'cloped at the Colorado RDAIF, 
krJiown as SUFI. The program SUFI constructs a Gaussian fit 
of up to five components 10 the identilled intersteHar liine,cal
culating the velocity displacement from the laboratory wav,e
length, the equivalent width of each compon.ent, and the 
associatederl'Or in the equivalent wid th determination based 
on the amount of noise present in the spectrum and the 
s~rength of the feature. Each high-velocitycomponcnl detected 
was fitted with the fewest Ilumber of componenls consistent 
with the observed protHe. 

While the SWP camera aboard I U E covers a broad range of 
ionization lines, only neulral and singly ionized species (e.. g., 
Mg I, Fe II, Mg ill) ar,e available for study using the long
wavelength cameras. However, since the high-velocity absorp
tion features detected in the spectra of HD 96548 and HD 
97152 are seen in both high- and low-ionization lines, either 
the SWP or the LWP camera could be used to investigate the 
kinematics of the interstellar gas in the directions to these stars. 
Therefore, in an effort to maximize the efficiency of surveying 
neighboring field stars within the aUDited observing time, some 
target stars were observ,ed wit h only one camera. 

Ten early-type stars within roughly 1~5 of the binary WR 
star HD 97152 (WC7 + 05-·07; 1= 291", b= -0':5) were 
observed by us with IVE', In addition, spectra of three field 
stars, u well as spectra of HO 97152 itself, were obtained from 
the f V E.:archives for analysis, Table 1 lists the stars observed, 
t'he imag,e sequence numbers of the observations, stellar spec
tral type, and dilstance ,esblmat.es. The source l'or the 0 star 
spectral. types is the 0 star catalog described by Clannany, 
Conti, and Chiosi (1982); for the B-type stars it is Houk and 
Cowley (1975), which was preferred, and Uuscombe (1977). The 
distance of the WR star UD 97152 has beenestimat,ed to be 2.9 
kpc ('\Ian cler Hucht. el af. 1988). A nearby cluster, NGC 3576, 
lies at 3.2 kpc, and UD 97152 was indicated to be a possible 
member of this duster by Lundstrom and Stenholm (1984). A 
foreground association, Car OB2, also lies in this direction at 
2.0 kpc (Humphreys 1978). Stellar distance estimates are based 
on duster or associat.ion membership wherever possible (NGC 
3576 and Car OB2), and are indicated with an asterisk in Table 
I. Spectroscopic distances for the O-type stars are from the 0 
star catalog described in Garmany, Conti, and Chiosi (l. 982). 
For the remaining B-type stars, spectroscopic distances were 
determined using absolute magnitudes from Lesh (1979) for 
luminosity classes III, IV, and Y, and from Balona and Cramp
ton (1974) fDn' luminosity classes I and II. Values of(B - V)o for 
B stars are due to FitzGerald (1970), with a value of 3.0 times 
the color excess adopted for the total absorption when com
puting spectroscopic distances. The published distances for the 
objects in Table 1 vary widely. We have noted the distance 
estimate for HD 96715 of 4.4 kpc published by Graham (1970), 
which is more t.han twice that of Garmany, Conti, and Chiosi 
(1982). Graham quotes distances for HD 96946 and HD 96899 
of 1.8 and 2.1 kpc, compared with 3.0 and 3.3 !cpc determined 
by us. While the published distance estimates for the other 

T .... BLE 1
 

S"rARS Olt~r-RVED IN THE LINE OF S,GIH TO HD 97152
 

IMAm: NIJMJBERS 

TARGEI SPECTRAL DISTANCE 
'STAR SWP LWP (LWRj TnE ESTIMA'lC 

1'[D97li52 ., .. 16085 (12384) WC7+05-07 2.9 
HD97319 8433 07.5 III 3.2" 
HDE J06097 28517 11126 09 III 2.0' 
HD97484 8434 08 V 3.2· 
HD96946 28516 8873 ()7 JII 3.0 
HD 96899 8874 RI 1I/lIIln) 13 
HD 96308 8875 Al III 33 
HD97381 8876 AI, III 33 
HD 97166 8877 07.5 III 2.8 
HD 97707 .. J1272 Rl/2 lb 2.0 
HD96716 JI271 HI II 2.6 
HD96715 21999 2612 04 V 2.0'·-4.4 
HD 96622 15023 09.5 IV 2.0' 
HD96670 7741 08 I 2,0' 

NOTE.··--See le'.1 for exphwatioll 01 asterisks. 

stars in Table I are not quite so disparate, it. is important to 
nole the potential magnitude of the errors in these distance 
values for our further disclIssion. 

In contrast to the situation for HD 97152, the region around 
the high Galactic latifude WR star HD 96548 (WN8; I = 292°, 
b = 4~8) is devoid of 0 stars or cataloged OB dusters (Alter et 
al. 1970; Humphreys 1978), with only a handful of adjacent B 
stars through which to investigate the interstellar medium in 
this line of sight. A total of fivenleld stars were observed in this 
line of sight using primarily the LWP camera, due to the much 
longer ,exposur,e times required at the short wavelengths on 
these target stars. Since the high-velocity components present 
in the spectra of HD 96548 aH~ detected in the Mg II lines, 
LWP spectra alone could be used to survey the region. Table 2 
lists thc stars observed in the vicinity of H 0 96548, the respec
tive image sequence numbers, spectral types, and distance esti
mates. The spectral types are from Garrison, Hi:ltner,. and 
Schild 119771, except for those of H0 96287 and HD 95569, 
which are based on H ouk and Cowley (1975). H D 96548 is 
believed to lie at a distance of around 2.1 kpc (Conti el aL 
19831. The distances of the fidd stars are spectroscopic dis
tances, derived as described above ror Table I. 

Tables 3 and 4 list measured values for the detected high
velocity components toward HD 97152 and HO 96548, respec
tively, with the equivalent widths in mA given to the right of 
the corresponding velocity displacement measurements iln kilo
meters per second. Parentheses indicate measurements of sig
nificantly lower confidence. Because tile absolute wavdength 
assignments can vary from image to image, we have chosen to 
measure and report the displacement of each high-velocity 

TABtE 2 

STARS OilSERVED IN THE LlNI, OF SIGHT JT) HD 96548 

TARGiET SPECTRAL DISTANCE 
STAR SWP LWP TYPE E'iTIMATE 

liD 96548 .. 16086 7346 WN8 2-.1 
lID 97851 . I. lli27 no III 1.6 
HD 97522 .. 31295 1.1128 BU Ib 2.2 
HD 96287.. 11148 B9.5 v 0.2 
HD 97136 .. 11149 B2 lit 2.8 
HD 95569 .. 13457 ApS; 

~,""----
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• Relative to low-velocity component; see discllssion In lexL 

component from the associated main component for the low
ionization species in each spectrum. The displacement of each 
high-velocity component from the laboratory wavelength was 
thus converted to a relative velocity displacement from the 
main interstellar component, as was done .in Paper I. The 
main-component velocity for high-ionization lines often dif
fered significantly from the average velocity of the main com
ponents for low-ionization lines. The higher ionization species 
may be formed in different regions of the inlersteUar medium 
than the low-ionization species and could, in fact, be formed 
locally to the target star. Displacement velociti,es for the high
ionization lines have thus been calculated using the mean of 
the velocities for the main ,components of the low-ionization 
lines in ,each spectrum as radial velocity fiducial points. Table 5 
lists the mean velocities of the low-ionization main-component 
lines, as measured from the assigned wavelengths, which were 
used to make these corrections. The lines of C II, Si II, AI II, and 
Fe II were included in the SWP spectra, while the Mg II and 
Fe II lines were used for the LWP mean velocities. For a given 
image, there is significant scatter about the mean velocity of 
the main components,. with rms deviations of 3-5 km s --I, 

which ind:icates to us that the current inaccuracy of the wave
length assignments in HJ E data precludes tabulation of abso

lule 'Or LSR velocities for each shined component. We nOte 
that inadeq uades in the wavelength calibration of H)E high
cLispersion data include insulTicient numbers of lines in the line 
library, i,nadequale coverage of thl~ full image wilh calibraIion 
lin,es, and the fact that all wavelength calibration d,lla ~or the 
IVE are acquired through the small aperture (3' diameter), 
while our daIa ar,e primar:ily acquired with the large aperIure 
(10' x 20l For these r,easons, we prefer 10 use local displace
ment values whenever possible, rather Ih~lI1 a global correction 
value for an image .. More nOleworthy is the systematic differ
ence in meal] velocity between the short- and long-wavelength 
data. The low-ionization lines are found systematically at more 
positive velocities in the LWP and LWR ilmages than in the 
SWP ilmages. This tendency was noted in Paper I, where the 
average velocity difference between the SWP and LWP/LWR 
images of the same target was found to be 17 km s I among 20 
targets. The r,eason for Ihis discrepancy is not known, but must 
be carefully considered whenever absolute velociti,cs are 
quoted. By reporting velocities relative to the main com
ponent, we avoid Ihe uncerlainties in the absolute wavelength 
assignments. The errors in the relati,ve velocities are based on 
measurement errors of the main component and the high
velocity component and are :1: 7 km s i. 
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TABLE 4 

RADIAL VELOCITIES' AND EQUIVALENT WW'rHS Ill' Hll)H·Vn.ocrrr
 
COMI>O.'i'I:NTS IN nil' LlNI' OF :Slam TO HI) 96548
 

HD 96548 HD 97522 

V EW V EW 
JON (kill s 'J (mA) (km s-'j (rnA) 

Si It AI260 -·92 88 ± 19 
Si II AI304 -93 132) 
Si nA1526 

C Iii A1334 . - 99' 82± 27 
C II ),1335 . .- 89 44 :1: 26 

Mg 1.1 A2795 -94 112 ± 32 -134 
-90 

38 ± 21 
213 ± 25 

Mg 111,1.2802 -93 55 ± 25 " 138 
-85 

59 ± 23 
171 ± 22 

AI II Al670 _. Iii (501 
--54 (46) 

Fe II AlGOl! 
Fe II U3l!2 .. -83 32 :1: 19 
Fe II ;\2599 .. 

01;.1302 

Si IV ),1393 . ·-135 52 ± n 
114 24 '1 15 

-··19 35 ± III 
5i IvA 1.402 " ... " .. - lOll 19 ± 13 

C IV ),1548 -·146 (119) 
ClvAI550 .. -130 60 ± 1.6 

AlmAI854 .. " . ··131 {59) 
AI 111;\]862 '- 90 45 ± 5 

, Rdative III low·v·e!ocily componellt; see discussion in lext. 

There are Iwo importanl differences between om measured 
values and those of Smith el aI (1984) !for HD 96548. Firsl, 
Ihes·e authors derived the velocity displacemenls relalive to a 
val.uc for Ibe LSR 01'- 14 kill s' I (based on the opti.cal Ca II 

and Na t velocities) and used the n~~lliral species C I, CI I, arId 
S I as fiducial poinls 10 COHect each entire spectrum, ralher 
than an individual displacement value. Additionalily, the spec
tral dala mcasured by Smilh et ai, were f,l.ctually a slim of 10 
SWP and 3 LWR images, improving the sign.aHo-noise ratio 
of Ihe data by ~ 1.7--2 timcs. Improvements beyond approx
imately a Faclor of 2 are not obtainablc by adding large 
numbers of spectra, because of the presence of fixed-paHern 
noise in the data (Bohlin 1988), Our measuremenls, being rela
tive to the main component of each interstellar hne, do not 
represent velocities with respect 10 the LSR bUI can be system-

TABLE 5 

AVERAGI, RADIAL Ym..()CI1·Y
 

MllAStJRIlMENTS FOR THE
 

Low-hmlz" nO'N LINES {kill s -'I
 

Target SWP LWP 
..~_o. __.._~. 

HD 97152 -9 'I· I I 
HD 96946 .... -5 + 13 
'I,-ID 96899. ·f- 2'1 
HD 967\6." . 7' .. 

HD 967t5. --7 +28 
1-10 96622 + lO + 12 
!-lD 96548. -6 + 16 
HD 97522.- ..·2 t· 22 
HD 95569.. . + 12 

atically corred.ed 10 that value. While we did not deleel as 
many high-velocitycomponen[s for HD 96548 as Smith et 11/. 
(1984) repon, part of this discrepancy is due to our choice of 
not using summed spectra for analysis, since the use of summed 
speclra in those few cases where muHiple spectra are availab~e 

might bias our conclusions as to the detection or nondelecbon 
of high-velocity components of similar equivalcntwidths in all 
targel star spectra. 

III. RESUlTS 

a) HD 97152 

Five of the 13 field stars studied in the direction of HD 97152 
show high-velocity components in the intcrslellar lines of both 
low- and high-ionization species. The observed absorption-line 
velocities range from aboul - 50 km s" I (HD 96622 and HD 
96716) 1.0 --140 and -150 km s (HD 96946, HD 96899, andj 

HD 97152), wilh all six stars exhibiting a componcnt near 
- 100 km s -1 in either Mg 11 or C IV. While more than one 
negative component was commonly detected for some lines, 
onl.y one positive campanelli was possibly detecled in any 
interstellar line for any of these slars (C IV in the spectrum of 
HD 96716), suggesling that at least live of the six stars lie 
within Ihe expanding interstellar shell. Montages of Ihe spectra 
of I he stars showing high-velocity Si II ).1260 and Mg II 

V.2795 , 2802 absorpti.on components are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. The rel.tlive positions of all observed stars are shown in 
Figure 3 along with the distance estimate for each star and the 
displacement velocities ForMg II and C IV high-velocity com
ponents, where detecled, 
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FIG. L Montage of IU E normalized spectra in 'the reg'ion of C IV '</1548, 

1550 fix lID 97152 and five held stars, showing lhe presence of high·.elocity 
components. 
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FIG. 2..- Mornage of HJ E normalized spectra in Ihe region 01 Mg /I .U2795. 
2802 for HD 97152 and five field stars. showing the presence of hi,gh-velo"iIY 
componen~s. 

The highest velocities were detected closest to H D 97152. 
However, the observed strengths and velocities of the shifted 
components do not appear to vary systematically with angular 
distance from the WR star. As can be seen from Figure 3, 
high-velocity Mg" and C IV gas was found about 20' to the 
west and sOllth, r: 5 north, bllt never east of HD 97152. This 
spatial asymmetry in the high-velocity absorption components 
persisted in spite of our observing several. distant target stars 
east of HD 97 I 52 (see Fig. 3). 

Based 011 the estimated distances of the stars, the detected 
high-velocity gas appears to he at a distance of at least 2.0 kpc. 
However, optical and infrared image data (see below) suggest 
that two separat'e shells of high-velocity gas may be involved, 
with one of them centered near or west of HD 96899 (and 
including H Ii) 97152) lying at a distance of around 3 kpc. As 
noted above, the distance estimates of the stars observed are 
uncertain, and it could be argued that the shell lies near 2 kpc, 
if the distance estimates of Graham (1970) are adop{ed. A more 
northem shell encompassing HD 96715 and HD 96622 lies at a 
distance of arollnd 2 kpc. Based on these distances and their 
dimensions on the IRAS ratio image, these two shells have 
dimensions of 50 x 80 pc for the larger shell and 35 pc for the 
smaller, more northern shell. 

Our UV observations can be used for comparison of veloc
ities among the stars, assuming that the l.ow-ionization main 
components are at the same v,elocity, but they do not allow a 
determination of the systematic velociti,es of the interslellar 
shells detected. Only one target star exhibited posilive ve
locities, and those measurements are somewhat uncertain. 
Without knowledge of the systematic velocities of these shells, 
the absolute expansion velocities cannot be calculated. We will 
assume that the systematic velocities are near 0 km s - 1 for the 
ensuing discussion; however, there is no a priori reason for this 
assumption, and our assumed expansion velocity of each shell 
will be in error by the value of the actual systematic velocity. 

II} II I) 96548 

Five l1e1d sbrs were idenlitlcd liS c1lndidille targeB for 
detecting high-vehwity gas in the line of sighl to HD 96548, 
The stars HD 96287 and HD 97851 with dlstatlt(;.t~s of (ll'lly OJ 
and 1.6 kpc, however, arc almost certahlly foregrOlHld stars 10 
HD 96548. The l'C'clnllining larget stus. HD 97522, HD '95569, 
and Iff) 97 Th 36, are probably bllckgtolmd 10 the WRstar or he 
al 1\001.11 the same distance. :Hl) 91136 lies [:'5 nonh of HI) 
96548, while HD 97522 :i.s almost 45' nor! ht:ast and HD95569 
is rlbout 45' southwest 

HD 97522 shows high-velocity components in the reSOnlll1CC 
lines of Mg II and possibly Al 11. A dctec'lion of higIH'(~lochy 

componenls primaril.y in the Mg II lines is not necessarily sur" 
prising. In oUt studies of high~velocity gas toward WR stars we 
have observed lligh"velocil)' components in 11 101111 of 20 sHu's 
in the lines of sigh I to HD 50896, HD 97152, lmd I'~D 96548. 
The Mg Fl ).2795 high-velocity cornponenl invariably hilS the 
largest equivalent \l/idth of all the conlidenlly measured higb
velocit)! components foJ' each sial'. Because the SWP spc·cl.nHn 
of FrD 97522 sulfers fmm a high background !l.nd broud ph.OlO. 
spheric lines which interfere with the inl.erprel.lltion of the 
intersteHar lines, we conk! IlOI. confirm. high·VI~loclty com
ponents in Dlher lines SllCh liiS Si n, C n, F,e Il, C IV, and Si: :IV 

which do appear presenl in lhe spcelnl of 1·1 D 96548. 
FlD 95569 is an A.p SUlf wllh many narroW li.nes prcse:nt, 

making It impMsiblle to umunbiguollsly detect high-velocily 
gas based on its IV E spectrum a!lone. Although it co:mponent 
was tentatively identified in both the Mg II lines at 2795 fmd 
2802 A wilh displacement velocity·· 66 kln:~ I. lhl~re !tj'e 

many Hnes in the region with equal or greater equivalent 
widths {as indicated i:ll the deterrllllled error of the 
measurement), and the compollent of the 2795 A. line is 
blended with Ille main compollent. 
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FIG. 3.-Positions of larget stars in the direction 10 HD 97152 i:1l right 
asccnsion and dedinMion (ll950}. Star namc, distancc es.tirnale (kpcl, and 
observed Mg If and C tV vclocity displacements are givcn for each star. Filled 
circles indical.e Ihat a high-vdocity component is present, open cirdes that no 
high-velocily componenl is present 
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FIG, 4,----Molltage of JOE normalized spectra trl the regiol1 of the Mg II 
)",,2795,2802 fl)r 1-1]) 96548 and two held slurs, showi!lg the presence of high· 
velocity compol1ents, 

Figure 4 shows a montage of the Mg n ,V2795, 2802 spectral 
region ofHD 97522, HD 95569, and HD 96548, HD 95569 was 
included to demonstrate the difficulty in measuring component 
ve/ocities and equivalent widths in this spectrum; we do not 
consider the spectrum of this star to show a positive detection 
of high·velocity gas, No positj ve (redshifted) components were 
detected in the spectra of lilly of l!lese stars, suggesting that 
these stars lie within the expanding interstellar medium 
responsible for the shined components, The similarity in the 
estimated distances of HiD 96548 and HD 97522 (2. I and 2,2 
kpc, respectively) i,s also consistent with the stars lying within 
the same interstellar expanding shell. No reliable estimate of 
Ihe distance to HI) 95569 could be mack 

The relative posi.tions of the stars observed toward HD 
96548 are shown in Figure 5, along with the distance estimate 
for each star, and the displace.lnent velocity for Mg II and C IV 

high-ve!ocitycomponents, where present The field star data in 
the direction to HD 96548 is obviously scant Yet, based on the 
two stars with clear positive detections (H D 96548 and HD 
97522:), the interstellar structure must be at least 45' in dia· 
meter, implying a minimum linear size of 27 pc at a distance of 
2, I kpc, As in the case of the interstellar shells delected in the 
linc of sight to HD 97152, we cannot determine the systematic 
velocity of the shell toward HD 96548 from our UV spectral 
data, having detected no positive component in this line of 
sight We wm again assume L\ systematic velocity of 0 km s I 

for the sake of our discussion, 
With the Carina Nebula lying just 6" northeast of HD 

9'6548, we investigated the possibility that the high-velocity gas 
detected toward HD 96548 and HD 97522 is an extension of 
the Carina superbubble, The Carina region is known to have a 
supersheU of high-vdocity gas (Walbm;n,. Heckathorn, and 
Hesser 1984) with velocities varying from -350 to 
+ 2:00 km s -I, Allhough the velocity range present in the 
Carina Nebula region certainly includes those observed In the 
spectra ofHD 96548 and HD 97522, the f,lct that no high-

velocity gas was detected in the spectrum of HD 97136, which 
liles at a distance of 2,8 kpc and! doserto the Carina Nebula,Q 

suggests that the high-velocity gas detected around HD 96548 
is unrelated to t.he Carina supershelL Moreover, Carina lies at 
an estimated distance of 2.8 kpc, while the high-vdocity shell 
appears 10 be at a distancedoser to 2.0 kpc. [f the newly 
detect'ed high-velocity gas is associated with the Carina super
shell, then the 6° distanoe of HD 96548 from the center of the 
Carina Nebula would have to imply that a portion of the 
Carina sllperbubble extends some 275 pc in this direction, 

Although the extent of the expanding gas structure is difli
cuJt to estimate from the UV data alone, HD 96548 could lie 
near its center. Lower velocity, but somewhat stronger, com
ponents are found in the ED 97522 spectrum compared with 
the spectrum of BD 96548, which would be expected if HD 
97522 is located nearer the edge of the expanding sheil than 
HD 96548, if HD 96548 does lie near the center of the inter
stellar structure, then the structure might be great,er than 50 pc 
in diameter. Higher velocity (- no to ,- 140 km s D) but very 
weak Mg II components are also seen toward HD 97522, 
implying that the interstellar structure is patchy and inhomo
geneous, and/or HD 97522 is not ncar the edge and the struc
ture could be significantly larger than the lower limit of 50 pc, 

The extended nature of the detected high·velocity gas means. 
that not all of the high-velocity gas components seen in the 
spectrum of tiD 96548 can originate within the WR star's 
T x 9' ring nebula, RCW 58, as previously proposed (Smith er 
af. 1984), SpeciificaIIy, the component at - 90 km s -I seen in 
the low-ionization lines ~or both HD 96548 and HD 97522 is 
unlikely to originate from RCW 58, in spite of the fact lhatlhe 
expansion velocity of RCW 58 was estimated by Smith et ai, 
(1988) to be 87 km S-l from observations taken near the 
southern edge, and by Chu (1988) to be 110 km s l based 011 

observations near the nebula's center. In addition, a higher 
velocity component around -135 km s - D is seen in (he high
ionizalion lines of FlD 96548 and the Mg II lines of HD 97522, 
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RIGHT ASCENSIION 

FIG, 5,--Posiliol1s or largel Slars in the direction to H D "16548 in right 
ascensiol1and dedina'lion (1950), Slar name,. distance estimale (kpc), and 
obserVed Mg II and C IV velocity displacements are given for each star, Filled 
circles indicate Inal 11 high-I'e!ocil)' col1lponenl is present, open circles that no 
high-velOCity componenl is presel1t. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Considering the rarity of detecling high-vd,oeity interstellar 
gas via UV absorption lines, e.xcept in the vicinity of known 
supernova remnants (Jenkins, Wal.!erstein. and Silk 1,984, Phil
lips and GondhaIekar 1983) and 0 B duster supershells (Cowie 
et al. 1981), our discovery of high-velocity absorption features 
in the UV spectra of field stars l.ying in rhe directiolls to the 
WR stars HD 97152 and HD 96548 suggests the existence of 
large-scale expanding shells of gas preferentially in the direc
tions to WR stars. These two cases, when taken together \~I.ith 

that of HD 50896,imply that rapidly expanding interstellar 
shells may be directly related t.o t.he evolution of these stars. 
Below we dis·cuss separat.,ely the nature of the high-velocity gas 
seen toward HD 971: 52 and HD96548. 

a) Hi) 97152 

Inspection of the optical emission-l.ine nebulosity in the 
r'egion around HD 97152 using the Emission Line Survey of 
the Mil.ky Way (Parker, Gull, and Kirshner 'i'979, hereafter 
IPGK) reveals several nebular features in this region. Figures 6 
and 7 (Plates '9 and 10) are reproductions of the PG K He>: 
image and [0 Ill] image, respectively. For convenience the 
stars observed with 1UE have been identille·d on the less com
plicat.ed [0 1II] image, with an indication of t.he presence or 
absence of high-velocity gas. A I~5 diameter emission rillg 
detected in HIX, but more sharply defined in [0 III], can be seen 
centered near 11 1103"', - 59°20' (,I = 290°, b = O~5), In addition, 
a separate., well-dellned 20' ring is seen in Ho: cent,erect at 
11 1106"', - 60"45', This smaller ring is more din'use, but also 
present, in [0 Ill] and can be Caintly detected on the ESOI 
SERC Southern Alias. Both of Ihese slructures were identified 
during initial analysis of the PGK survey images (T. R.. Gull 
1988, private commllJlicatiou). These two ring structures are in 
addition to the H II nebula NGC 3576 and olll(~r previously 
identified nebulosities in this region. Two of the stars 
exhibiting high-velocity components in I.heir spectra, HD 
9671 5 and HD 96622, lie within the more northern, I~5 sheiL 
The smaller, southern ring inclUdes only one of the high
velocity stars, HD 96899, wilhin its boundaries .. The velocili,es 
of the components detected in the spectmm of this Slar, 
however, do not difier significantly from those detected in HD 
97152 or HD 96946, both of which lie projected outside the 
smaller nebular ring, suggesting that this ring is probably unre
latedto the high-velocity gas we have detected. 

A somewhat different picture for the structure of the high
velocity interstellar shell emerges using infrared images from 
the infrared Astronomical Satellite (lRASl. Figures 8a and 8b 
(Plates II and 12) are 1RAS all-sky image data of the region 
around HD 97152 in the 60 pm bandpass and a temperature
sensitive 60 limit 00 pm ratio image, respectively. In Figur,e, Sa 
the emission from Ihe Galactic plane is discernible as a band 
running from the lower left to the middle right of the image. 
We note the apparent void or" pocket" in this emission band 
at approximately II ii, - 59°. The ratio image in Figure 8b 
allows differentiation of cool dust regions and structures which 
cannot be achieved with either the 60 pm or the 100 j-!m image 
alone, The central portion of the ratio image in Figure 8b has 
been enlarged to produce Figure 9 (Plate 13) for detailed study. 
This enlarged ralio image reveals two adjacent shell-like struc
tures of infrared dust emission. The more northern infrared 
OR) emission sheH, which is less defined than the southern one, 
includes the two stars HD 96622 and HD 96715 and is approx

imdtely 1X) in diam.:ler. h appcm"s 10 be' nenrl)' coincident with 
the inner hou(ldllry of the opticai t1missioll shell in this Inc!!" 
lion, as well as (he void in the Galactic mnissiol1 tWIce! in 
Figure Sa, 

The larger, more, smll'henl. eHipbclllly shaped IR sht~ll cov(,rs 
a regiom roughly 1:0 x 'I'~5 in siJl.e. extt1nding from about 
--61,,510 --60"1 in declina.Hon and fnml IlhOI'" no 1'1"08'" in 
right ascension. The shell's OCHlilthll'ies include 1111 of the 
observed starS showiniil high-velocily gas, except fOl"' the norlh· 
ernmost st!IfS, HD 96715 and HD %622, Then~ is no curre
lated structllre ill the oplical f;or this sheIL Also, the sl1'HIiI 
optica'l 20' ring is projected inside tile I.R ring bUI hns no IR 
cOllnterpart, 

The high-velocity gas seCli in the gCIlctlll direction to HI) 
97152 appears unlikely to 1Jc due to the evolullt'>li of the WR 
stilI' alone. 'HD 91'152 is located along the I~() xl :"5 infrnred 
shell's proj(~ctcd cilslemrr\()s! edg,e, Only stllfS within lhe I R 
shell exhibited high-velocilY gas in their spectra, implying II 

physical relationship between the IR shell (kscribed and the 
high-veloelly gas detected viill UV lIbsorpti,on lines. T'lll) highly 
ollset position of H [) 97152 suggests that th,e sheWs origin is 
nol cllusally rehHcd solel.y 10 the WR star. More, pl'Obnbly, the 
detected expanding sheU repres,en!'s clth'cr II :~tcllfH windblown 
bubbl,e situated along the outskirts of NGC 3576, the !'if 1I 
region and associated cluster localed east of the WR st!U" lit un 
estimated distance of 12 k;pc, or lin evolved SNR produced 
possibly by a previolls c'llIsler member, or II combination of 
both. The SNR and supershel.'l possibililics 1m: diffit;uh h) dlf· 
fcn:ntial.c on Ihc basis oj' ullrllviol,cl,-derivcd properties. alone, 
since both an evolved SNR and an interstellar wind-blown 
bubble can have similar kinemrHic, abiLIll(,lallCc, lind ionlization 
properties. Forcxllll1pl,c, lugh-velocitjl features in 'Ihe low
ionization lines or Si II, C (I, Al (I,Mg Iii, lI.nd Fe n nre prcsenl 
in the line of sight to remnant SI47 (Phillips and Gondhalckar 
1(83), bllt are also seen in the direction to WR stars in the 
Carina supershelJ (Walborn and Hesser )982), 

The energy required 10 produce a sl'ellar windblown bubble 
of t.he expansion velocity and dimensions we observed in the 
line of sight to HD 97152 can be estimated if we assume that 
the energy has. been contin,uously released during the forma
han of the interstellar bubble. The age t and the mechanical 
luminosity of the wind 1,w CM then be determined by solving 
the formulae derived by Weaver e/ at. (1971): 

R =: 4,3 x 10 - 10"0 li5 L~!51;l1'1 pc , (I) 

V=2.5x 10 4no l i 5L!..!I/2)5kms- 1 , (2) 

where no is the density of the ambi,cnl intel'sU:Ual' medium, R is 
the radius of the shell, and V is the velocity of the sl1ell. Substi
tUling no = 1.0,em 3, R = 40 pc, and V = 1'00 km s -I, we 
find t = 2.3 X 105 yr and L.. = 5.1 )( W3~ ergs s j. While HD 
97J 52 and its 05·-07 companion might be capabl,e of produc
ing such a bubble alone (Doom 1:988), their locat~on near l.he 
she.ll's eastern edge together with the presence of olher 0 stars 
farther to the west suggest thatHD 97! 52's stellar wind may 
not be the dominant factor in the sheWs forrnaliol1. 

A supernova remnant origin for this high-velocity shell 
appears equally plausible and consistent with inferredexpan
sion velocity, diameter, and 'energy. The estimated expansion 
velocity of 80-100 km 5 I and 80 pc diameter are similar 10 
the values reported for Galactic supernova remnants such as 
Vela (Jenkins, Wallcrstei'l1I, and Silk J984} and SI47 (phillips 
and Gondhalekar (983). Also, the estimated energy of this shell 
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is consistc(!t with the 1051 ergs expected for supernova rem
nant,. Assuming that this shel.l is a remnant in the adiabatic 
phase, one can calculate the i,nitial energy required to produce 
the observed shell (Chevalier 1974). 

EI) = 5.3 x HJ··7n!~·I1VL4I)R'J.l2, (3) 

where Eo is the initial energy in units of 1050 ergs. Substituting 
no=I.Ocm 3,R=40pc,and V=lOOkms-I,weflnd£(j= 
33 x /0.50 ergs, in satisfactory agreement with the estimated 
values for other evolved supernova remnants. 

b' HJJ 96548 

Although no large-scale optical emission structure is seen 
toward I·ID 96548, examimllion of co-added f RAS all-sky 
images remarkably reveaJ,ed the presence of a very large ]R 
emission shell which is spatially consistent with the U V
detected higll-velocity gas in Ihis direclion. A l.emperalm,e
sensitive 60 lUll/lOG 11m ratio image of Ihe region is shown in 
Figure 10 (plate 14), To creale this Hgure, HCONs I, 2, and 3 
were summed for the 60 pm and 100 /-1m images, ancl these 
summed images were mtiocd. RCW 58, lhe 7' x 9' ring nebula 
centered on I-ID 96548, is a bright infrared SOllfce at 25, 60, and 
100 11m, and can be dearly seen as an unresoJved source in the 
mlio image. However, a much larger and somewhal irregular
shaped emission structure, which is seen al 60 and 100 lun and 
is well dell ned in the ratio image, appears to be nearly center,ed 
on HD 96548. The IR shell, which lies between 63"30' and 
66"15' in declination and 10"45"' and Il'h4S'" in right ascension, 
has an angular size of 2"7 x 4':0, implying linear dimensions of 
I00 x 150 pc if il is assumed to lie at the 2.. 1 kpc distance of 
H D 96548. This shell, which is brightest and best defined a~ong 

its western edge, appears considerably wider at its northern 
extn:me, nearer the Galactic pl.ane. Finally, we note an 
unideli1ti,fied extended source of emission strongest at 60 /lm, 
which lies llpproximalely 22' northwest of HD 96548 

The locations of the slars observed ""ith I U E are also indi
cated 011 Figure 10. The sIal' lID 97522. which exhibi,ts high
velocdy features like those seen in HD 96548 even though it is 
nearly a degrec away, lies well inside the projected boundary of 
the IR emission shell. The 1110re distant star HD 97136 (d ~ 2.8 
k pc} lies along the shell's northern pro,iectcdedge where veloc
ities would be llirgely tangential, consistent with the lac.k of 
observed hi,gh-velocity gas. No high-velocity gas was detected 
in I he speclra of HD 96287 and II D 9785 L The absence of 
high-velocity components in the spectrum of H D 96287 can be 
understood if it lies foreground to the shell at a distance of only 
200 pc, Likewise, the ~ocation of HD 97851 along the shell's 
projected south,eastern rim pl'Obably precludes the delecllon of 
high-velocity components even if it dnes nol lie foreground to 
the shell Elt an estimated distance of I! .6 kpc. Thus we conclude 
Ihat the size and morphology of t he IR shell are consistent with 
the limited UV-detected high-velocity gas lying in this direc· 
tion. 

We can calculate the energy budget for the interstellar lR 
shell detected in this region in the same manner as we did 
above for the interstellar structure toward HI) 97152. For the 
case ofan interstellar bubble, lIsing equations (1) and (2) above 
and 110 = 0.3 cm J (a reasonable value for a distance some 175 
pc off the Galactic plane}, together with R = 50 pc (assuming 
that HD 96548 is centered in the shell) and V = 90 km s- 1, we 
find I = 3.2 X 105 yr and ],'" ~ 1.9 x 1038 ergs s I, H D 96548 
is the only early-type star situated in this direction which is 
likely to possess a substantial stellar wind. The calculated age 

is probably too large for a WN6 star because the total lifetime 
ofa WR sial' is ;:,;;5 x 105 yr, ofwhkh s\i.ghUy more than halfi, 
spent in Ihe WN phase (Maeder and Meynet 1987). The 
required mechanical luminosity is also an order of magllilUde 
too large even ,excluding for the moment that HD 96548's wind 
has also produced the ring nebula RCW 58, which has an 
,estimated age 01'(2-3) x 104 yr (Smil.h e! al. 1988). If. as has 
been suggested, RCW 58 is a WR windblown bubble envelop
ing slower moving, enriched stellar clumps ejected in an earlier 
evolutionary mass-loss stage (Chu 1982; Smith et al. (988), 
then the larger interstellar expanding shell detected here had 1.0 
be produced during an even earlier mass-loss phase of HD 
96548, 

A supernova remnant origin ~or this expanding interstelJar 
gas structure appears much more plausible than a stellar wind 
origin. Using equation (3', and assuming that HD 96548 is al 
the center of the SN R wi th a radius of 50 pc, V = 90 km s - I, 

and 110 = 0.3 cm - j, we find Eo = 15 x 1050 ergs, which is con
sislent with Galactic SNR energy estimates. However, such a 
large shell is unlikely to be stit! in the adiabatic stage. Using Ihe 
rormula of Cioffi, McKee, and Bertschinger (1988) for remnant 
evolution in the later snowplow phase and assuming Eo = 10 

>< 1050 ergs, no = 0.3 cm -3, and cosmic abundances, we esti
mate the age of the remnant at 2.7 x W 5 yr. This may be an 
overestimate if the energy of the supernova was slightly higher 
and/or the ambient interstellar density in this region some 5° 
off the Galactic plane is lower. In any e,lse, an age of ;:,;; 105 yr is 
sufficiently large to explain the absence of any known SNR 
optical or radio emission in this region (Clark and Caswell 
1976; Green 1984). Indeed, some apparently radio-quiet SNRs 
with similar estimated ages hav,e been delected via fRAS 
images (Shull. Fesen, and Saken 1989). Therefore., we conclude 
that the shell's size and expansion velocity are more consistent 
witb a SNR interpretation than with that of a windblown 
bubble. The center of the newly detected IR shelJ close to HD 
96548 docs in fact suggest a probable association or this SNR 
sheU with the formation of H D 96548's suspected compact 
companion (Molfat and Isserst,edt (980). 

Finally, the discovery of a large shell in the direction 10 HD 
96548 !las important implications for previous interpretations 
of the relationship hetween t.he high-velocity gas and the ring 
nebula RCW 58. From an ,extensive study of IUE sp~ctral data 
on HD 96548 alone, Smith et at. (1984) noted a correlation 
between ionization potential of a species and the velocity dis
placement of the component, in the sense lhat Ihe larg,er the 
ionization potential, the larger the velocity displacement. 
Based 011 this correlation, and assuming that aU high-velocity 
componcnls in the spectrum of HD 96548 arise solely in the 
surrounding ring nebula RCW 58, they concluded that the 
stellar windblown shell has mass-loading c~umps of cooler gas 
which have been ejected impulsively by HD 96548 in an earlier 
evol,utionary stage. More recent spectroscopic analysis of 
optical line emission was judged consistent with Ihis model 
(Smith el at. 1988), although the mass clumps would have to be 
significantly llaltened because of mass constraints. Hov,i,ever, 
bas'ed on tbe HiE and IRAS data presented above, t.he dis
placed components of at I.east the low-ionization lines in the 
spectra of HI) 96548 cannot arise entirely in RCW 58 but must 
originate at least in part in a much larger expanding sheiL Our 
observations clearly show t.hat measurements of mass-loss phe
nomena using absorption lines in the spectra of WR and other 
hot stars can be easily misinterpreted, and caution must be 
ta ken in thelT anal ysis. 
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FIG. 6.-Reprodluclion of H<:l image fmm Parker, Gull. and Kirshner', (19'79) Gabctic plane emission-I.ine survey in 'the region of HD 97.152 
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FIG, 7,-~'Rep'roducllon 01':[0 :til] image from Park,er, Gull, and Kirshner's (19791 Galaclic plane emission-line survey ,in the region of I-ID 97152 ha ving the same 
scnle as Fig. 6, The pOSili'H18 of stats observed wilh JU£ are Indi,caled. Filled eiIClt's indicate thai 3 high-velocity component is presen'l, open circlc.s lhal no 
high-velociiY component IS present 
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FIG, 8,--{a} lRAS 60 Jim image and (bj ralio of lRAS 60 1"m 10100 Iml images oflhe region aro",nd HD 97152, Nole lhe void of emission in the Galactic pl,alle 
emission bell in la) at lhe location ollhe northern infrared blJbble (ncar II h. 59"1, 
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F~G. 9.--Ralio of 1RAS 60 JIm 10 WO I,m im"ges for the region around HD 97152. Thi" I1gure i,s an enlalgerne,nl of Fig. Sb. Th,e position of slars ohserved with 
IVE are indicaled. Filled circles indicate that a high-v,elocity component is preselll" open circles, Ihat no high-velocity componclll ,is present 
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FIG. IG,·-Rall<) 01 JRAS 60 I'IIi!I 10 100 I'm images lor I,he r,egion around HI) 96548, HCONs 1.2, and 3 were summed for the 60 and 100 tim images and these 

summed images radoed, An ir:regularly shaped shellolinfrllred emissonlies lOO!ween 63'30' and 66' 15' in decli~nation and 10"45"· a.nd 11"45'" in right ascension, The 
positions of slUS observed with It} E arie illdicllted., Filled circles indicate that a 1:lillh-ve,lo.city campon,ent is pre,sent, open circles 'Ibal no high-velocity component is 
pr,esenl. 
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V. OONCLUSIONS 

We have investigated the lines of sight toward two WR stars, 
HD 97152 and HD 96548, and in both cas'es find evidence for 
huge shens ofintersteUar gas expanding at 50-150 km s· I and 
at least 80-150 pc in diameter, Bused on observations of ~ore
ground stars, the two interstellar shells appear to He at approx
imately the same distances as the r,espective WR stars, ru E 
data combini'li~d with optical and infrared imag,e data indicate 
that HD 97152 is significantly offset from the cenler of the 
expanding shell, lying near the eastern edge of the structure, 
The presence of numerous hot stars in this region suggests that 
the detected shel.l is probably an interstellar supersheU wind
blown bubble, High-velocity gas seen in the spectra of two 
more northern field stars which He at a doser distance may 
represent detection of a s,eparate expanding shelL 

In contrast to the situation of HD 97152, we find the high
velocity gas in the direction of HD 96548 to be causally rel.ated 
to the WR star, and clearly not due solely 10 the star's optical 
ring nebula. High-velocity gas WaS detected via UV 
absorption-line studies in one field star 45' away from the WR 
star. 1RAS image data show the preseMe of a huge emission 
shell centered on HD 96548, which is best int'erpreted as a 
highly evolved SNR,. based on energy considerations. 

The dis,covery of an evolved SNRcentered near HD 96548 
constitules tbe second instance in which we have found a !.ine
of-sight coincidence between a WR star with an associated ring 
nebula and a large, highly evolved SNR, the other involVing 

the \VR star HD 50896 (Paper n, The pre!>ence of ,fJI. (then 
believedl windblown ring nebula llrmllld HD 50896 (Chu l~1 (~I. 

1982) led us to cor\clude in F'llper I that HD 50896 wils.fieilher 
imbedded within nor fellated to the, mPl'lurent SNR dele:oted in 
Ihis direotion, The extremely tow dens.ity of tht~ IimoietH inll,r
stellar medium expected inside the t1Xpllnding she,ll of t\ SNR 
would preclude the formation of lUi irHetsteliar bubble. 
However, the discove.ry now of anolher r,c:!ativ,ely is,olilll,ed WR 
star with an asso\:iated rillg nebula in the line of sight to iii 

SNR, plus newer studies on, the nature of WR dog ne:butae 
(Chu 1988), have prompted uS to reconsider the physk\uil 
association between HD 50896 and the detected SNR, In II 

following paper (Nichols-BohUn and Fesen 1990) we discuss 
the nature of high-velocity inlcrstelhu gas in Ihe lines of sight 
to several WR stars .il1 the contex.t of binary WR star evolu lion. 
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Abstract 

Investigations of the interstellar environment in the region around the Woll-Rayet 
star HD 192163 using IRAS Skyflux images, high-dispersion IUE ultraviolet (UV) 
spectra, and wide-angle, optical interference filter images are reported. IRAS images 
reveal a 1.5° x 1.8° infrared (IR) emission shell (G75.5+2.4) centered on HD 192163. 
We propose this shell may be a previously unrecognized, old supernova remnant based 
on energy considerations, IR morphology, bright optical [8 II] fllaments coincident 
with the shell's northwest edge, and anomalous UV extinctions towards two stars in 
the line of sight to the shell. Morphological differences in the NW and BE portions of 
the IR shell suggest an interaction with a large 2° x 4.5° and well defined region of 
weak IR emission to the southeast. This IR emission 'cavity' is interpreted as the in
frared signature of the Oyg OBI superbubble. NGO 6888, the ring nebula associated 
with HD 192163, lies projected along the Oyg OBI superbubble's IR boundary. Thus, 
the asymmetric morphology and kinematics of NGO 6888 may be due to the interac
tion of the ring nebula with the thick Oyg OBI superbubble shell. Finally, analysis of 
IUE spectral data shows that high-velocity components (45 - 90 km 13- 1) to UV in
terstellar absorption lines are present in high and low ionization lines in 18 of 22 stars 
located in the direction of the Oyg OB1/0B3 region. This pervasive expanding gas in 
Oygnus is not uniquely identifiable with NGO 6888, the IR emission shell, or the Oyg 
OBI superbubble, but may instead be due to a larger, multi-association superbubble. 
The discovery of an extended shell of dust emission centered on HD 192163 together 
with a potential interaction of its ~ing nebula, NCe 6888, with the eyg OBI super~ 

bubble, indicate a remarkably dynamic interstella.r environment and we describe a 
possible evolutionary history for the region. 



4.1 Introduction 

Studies of the interstellar environment around Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars can yield 
important information about hoth the evolutionary status of the 'VVR stars themselves 
and the structure and dynamics of the interstellar medium (ISM). Over their lifetimes, 
WR stars have a substantial impact on their local ISM by dement enrichment and 
formation of wind-blown bubbles due to strong stellar winds and mass ejection and 
by theil-eventual deaths as supernovae. Optical ring nebulae, formed by stellar winds 
and/or mass ejection,are found around several WR stars (Ghu 1981; Heckathorn et al' 
1982). In addition.) WR stars are often found in OB stellar associations and clusters 
which are known to produce large stellar wind- and supernovae-driven intersteUar 
superbubbles such as those around the Orion and Carina associations (Cowie et al. 
1979; Walborn & Hesser 1982; Walborn et al. 1984). 

'The intersteUar environment around the WR star HD 192163 is of particular inter
est because observational evidence indicates that this Cyg OBI association member 
is in a dynamic region of the ISM .. A prominent asymmetric optical ring nebula, NGC 
6888, surrounds HD 192163. High-velocity UV absorption lines detected in IUE spec
tra of lID 192163 were initially interpreted as being due to the expansion of this ring 
nebula (Huber et aL 1979) but later attributed to a possible association superbubble 
(Phillips et aL 1984, 8t Louis et aL 1988). However, studies of the intersteUar envi
ronment around two other more isolated \VR stars (HD 50896 and HD 96548) having 
similar bright optical ring nebulae identified extended shells of expanding gas in their 
lines of sight which lnay be la,rge, evolved supernova remnants (SNRs) (Nichols-Bohlin 
& F;esen 1986, 1990 [Papers I & II]!; Howarth & Phillips 1986). These studies led us 
to re-evaluate the nature of the bigh-velocity UV absorption lines present in the spec
trum of liD 192163 and to undertake an investigation of the interstellar structures 
near HD 192163 using TRAS and optical data. 

Analysis of the interstellar environment local to liD 192163 is complicated by 
the multiple energetic phenomena present in the region and the fact that this line 
of sight is along an active spiral arm. fID 192163 lies within the boundaries of an 
X-ray superbubble (Cash et al. 1980) and is a member of the Oyg OBI association 
which has a known superbubble originally seen in Ho: image..ry (Brand & Zealey 1975). 
Using optical and radio data, Lozinskaya & Sitnik (1988) reported the identification 
of several shells embedded in this eyg OBl super'bubble. In spite of this complexity, 
UV and infrared wavdengths can yield substantial information about the interstellar 
environment in this line of sight. UV high-velocity gas (V ~ 4.5 km s-1) is rare 
in the Galaxy and is normally associated with a specific associa.tion superbubble or 
supernova remnant (Jenkins 1990). TRAS infra.red imagery can also facilitate the 
identification of extended ISM emission struciures. 
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Our investigation into the nature of the interstelJar enviromnent in direction 
to HD 192163 begins in Section 4.2 with an analysis of IRAS inu\,ges of the Cygnus 
OBI region, along with high-dispersion rUE ultrl:l,violet spectra for 22 Cyg OBl/OB3 
and field stars. Using the IRAS data, \,,'e have identified two renutrka,ble infrnred (IR.) 
structures in this region. One of these structures is a distinet. 1.5° x l.S°B't emission 
sheU centered on HD 192163" The other structure is an emission-wea,k zone, 2° x 4.5 0 

in size, which spatially includes most of the luminous m,ember stars of Cyg OBL Part; 
of till,s latter structure has been discussed by Lozinskaya & Rt~pi:n (1991). Hesults 
from the IUE data show that shifted UV interstellar absorpt,ion line;s ca,n be dete,cted 
throughout much of the Cygnus region, indicat,ing that the high-velocity c.omponents 
observed in the spectrum of HD 1!:Ji2163 are probably not 10ca.1 t.o the VlR star or 
confined to the Cyg OBI superbubble. In Section 4.3 we discuss the properties and 
estimated energy of both the infrared emission shell and the infrared emission cf1vity 
associated with Cyg OBI and suggest that these two structures may he interacting. 
The infrared shell around HD 1'921'63 may be a heretofore undetected SNR while the 
infrared cavity is probably the infrared signature of the eyg OBI assocl[ttion super
bubble. NCO 6888 appears to lie at or close to the eyg OBl snp,erbubble bourtdarYl 
suggesting the ring nebula is also interacting with the .superbubble shell. In Sectiol1 
4.4 we propose a unified scenario of the interstellar environment around HD 192163 
and address the evolutionary status of lID 192163 and the observed properties of 
NGC 6888 based on this scenario. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Observations and Results 

4.2.11RAS Imaging Data 

Infrared images from the Infrared Astronomical Sat.ellite (IRAS) have proved 
useful in detecting emissions associated with WR stars (Van Buren & McCray HI'88) 
as weU as extended galactic structures such as SNUs (Paper IIi Arendt 1989; Saken 
et aL 1992a). Despite their limited angular resolution (:::;: 6'), the large format of the 
IRAS Skyfiux plat'es with ea,ch field covering 16.5° x 16.5° permits the ea.sy detection 
and study of very large extended emission features. We therefore examined IRAS 
Skyflux images of the Cygnus area around eyg OBI and Cyg OBa using software 
and additive image plate techniques developed for another program (Saken et a1. 
1992a). 

The available IRAS I!hours confirming" or HOONobservations for the IRAS 
Skyflux images covering nearly the whole Cygnus region were co-added in order to 
suppress "stripe noise" and thus improve image quality. HCONs 1,2,and 3 were 
added for IRAS plates 44 and 67,. and ROaNs 1 and 3 were stacked for plate 68 
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(Note: RCON 20n plate 68 was contaminated by unusually severe striP'el noise and 
so was not used). We combined these three stacked IRAS pla.tes into a single image 
of the Cygnus region around fID 192163 in all four bands (12, 25,60, and 100 j.tm) 
and then made a ratio of 60j.tm/100~m of the region. This60/-Lm!100j.tm ratio image 
yielclls an effective temperature-sensitive mapping which can help distinguish differ
ent ext,ended Galactic emission features such as shock heated from radiatively heated 
structures. 

4.2.2) IRAS Results 

Figure 4.1 shows summed ROON images for the 25, 60, 100 JLm IRAS bands 
plus a 60j.tm!lOOfLm ratioed image centered on HD 19216,3. NGC 6888, the ring 
nebula surrounding HD 192163, appears as a bright 'c:r'escent-shaped emission feature 
in the 25 and 60pm individual bands, with a structure that matches well its optical 
morphology (Van Buren & McCray 1'988;: Marston & Meaburn 1'988; Marston 1991). 
Infrared emission from liD 192163 itself can be faintly seen at 12fLm., but is hidden 
by the strong IR emission from NGC 6888 at longer wavelengths. 

A striking yet previously unreported structure on these IRAS images is a nearly 
complete shell of IR emission sur.rounding and nearly centered on HD 192163 and 
NGC 6888. (see Fig. 4.1). This IR emission shell has approximate dimensions 1.5° x 
1.8° and is significantly larger than the 12' x 18' ring nebula NGC6888. The she11'6 
large siz·e may explain why it was not identified in earlier IR studies concentrating on 
NOC 6888 (Van Buren & McCray 1988j: Ma.rston & Meaburn 1'988;: Marston 19911). 
The sheUconsistB of clumpy emission along its eastern edge while being somewhat 
fainter, more diffu.se , and less complete along its western edge. If located at the 1.8 
kpc estimated distance of HD 192163, as Buggested by the.central position of the WR 
star in the shell, the shell has dimensions of 47 x 5fI, pc. 

Although the interstellar IR emission in the Oygnus region is, highly complex, 
this newly-identified shell around liD 1'92163/NGC6888 ,appears to be a distinct 
structure, and nota confusion of neighboring unrelated sources. As can be Been in 
Figure 4.2, which Ishowsthe summed IRAS 60f/-m Skyflux image for a 10° x 10° 
regi.on centered hear HD 192163, this large IR shell around the WR star 15 located 
in a. region relatively free of other emission £eatures. Moreover, the emission shell is 
a. bright feature o,n the IRAS images and shows the same intensity structure in the 
25, 60, and 100 j.tm band images. Thus, its emission is unlikely to be due to IR line 
emission and is probably instea.d primarily dust emission with a. rela.tively uniform 
dust temperature. We designate this emission shell 075.5+2.4. 

In addition to the IR emission shell, a well defined region. of rela.tively weak emis
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Figure 4.1a: 25 f-lm IRAS image of the region around HD 192163
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Figure 4.th: 60 /lm IRAS image of the region around HD 192163 Note the shell of 
infrared emission 1.5° x 1.8° . Bright 'emission from the ring nebula NGC 6888 is 
seen in the center of the emission shell. 
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Figure 4.1c: 100 pm IRAS image of the region around HD 19'2163 
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Figure 4.1d: Ratio of 60 to 100 ,urn IRAS images of the region around HD 1921,63 
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Figure 4.2: IRAS 60 p,m image of t.he 10° x 10° region around UD 192163. Figure 
4.2 is the same image as shown in Figure 4.lb, with a larger field of view. 



sioncan be seen in the60p,m image (Fig. 4.2) to extend 1° - 2° south, east, and 
west of HD 192H33/NGC 6888. The eastern edge of this emission 'cavity' has been 
described by Lozinskaya & Repin (1991) and coincides with the Cyg OB 1 superbub
ble's optical and radio structure (Lozinskaya & Sitnik 19'88; Wendker et al. 1991). 
The cavity's western structure, however,. appears much different when viewed in a 
temperature-sensitive ratio mapping of the region. In the 60p,m/lOOp,ffi image shown 
in Figure 4.3 which highlights regions with different IR spectral properties, this weak 
emission region appears as a complete and well bounded shell-like structure with a 
bright (= warmer) edge. The IR emission cavity, centered at a = 20h 16m andS = 
37° 40', is defined by a sharp edge along its eastern and southeastern edges, with its 
northwestern edge nearly coincident with the position of HD 192163. This feature lies 
within the boundaries of the Cyg OBI superbubhle's optical emission features (Brand 
& Zealey 1975; Lozinskaya & Sitnik 1988). The cavity is detectable in the optical, 
with its northern and southeastern edges lying coincident with Ha emission filaments., 
although the IRAS ratio image may best define the superbubble's true spatial extent, 
especially to the north and west. H associated with the Cyg OBI superbubble (d= 
1.8 kpc), its 2° x 4.5° angular size implies linear dimensions of ~ 60 x 140 pc. 

The bright IR emission shell described above, centered on HD 192163 and NGC 
fjSS8, appears to be bisected by the boundary of the Oyg OBI IR cavity. NGO 6888 
appears to lie on the projected edge of this cavity. The IR emission shell centered 
on IID 192163 (G75.5+2.4) could conceivably be foreground or background to the 
cavity, hut there are indications that it, in fact, lies partially inside and outside the 
cavity. As noted above, the shell exhibits a marked difference in morphology between 
its eastern and western sides. The eastern portion is composed primarily of bright 
clumps while the we~;,tern portion is fainter and more diffuse. This suggests that the 
two IR structures, the IR emission shell around theWR star and the IR cavity to the 
southeast of the star, are physically associated and may be interacting. 

4.2.3} lUE Spectral Data 

Although Huber et <11. (1979) originally attributed high-velocity interstellar com
ponents in the spectrum of HD 192163 to its surrounding ring nebula, NGO fi888, 
Phillips et aI. (1984) reported finding high-velocity interstellar absorptions in the 
UV spectra of three other Oyg OBI stars (HD 192639, HD 193514, and HD 193443). 
Phillips et al. could not determine whether these shortward-shifted components were 
due to 'expanding gas local to the individual stars or caused by a single, large in
terstellar structure (i.e., a superbubble) surrounding the entire Cyg OBI association. 
St-Louis et al. (1988) reanalyzed the IUE data of Phillips et a.1. (1984) plus rUE spec
tra on nine additional Cyg 081 and Oyg OB3 association and neighboring fi.eld stars 
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Figure 4.3: Ratio of IRAS 60ttm to IOOttm images in Cyg OBI region. Large 
emission cavity, 2° x 4.50 ,is seen near the center of the image .. NGC 6888 is located 
at 20h 10m +380 12'" but the emission shell seen so clearly in Figure 4.1b is notI 

easily detected because its flux is nearly equal in the 60 ttm and lOOtttll bands .. 
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from the IUE archives. Nine of the thirteen spectra examined, including that of the 
WR star HD 192163, showed high-velocity components with velocities between -45 

1and -75 km 8- , relative to the LSR. St-Louis et a1. concluded that the high-velocity 
gas in this region is due to one large structure which they identify as an "association 
supershell" around Cyg OBI. However, they also proposed that some contribution of 
the shortward-shifted components seen in the UV spectrum of HD 192163 originates 
in the NGC 6888 ring nebula, whose expansion velocity, coincidentally, is very nearly 
the same as that of the much larger association supershell. 

We have re-examined the IUE spectra for 11 of the 13 stars discussed by St-Louis 
et al. (1988), including HD 192163. In addition, we have analyzed IUE archival 
spectra of 8 other stars located in the Cygnus region near HD 192163, plus spectra 
from new observations of 3 stars obtained by us. All of these data were acquired at 
high-dispersion mode which provides UV spectra with a resolution of 0.1 A. Data 
from the short wavelength camera (SWP) covered the wavelength region 1200 - 2000 
A; data from the long wavelength cameras (LWR and LWP) covered the region 2000 
- 3000 A. All spectral data were processed using standard IUE reduction software in 
place at the time of the observation. No spectra were reprocessed for this analysis. 

Table 4.1 lists the 22 stars analyzed and the corresponding IUE image sequence 
numbers, together with stellar spectral types and distance estimates. The source for 
the 0 star spectral types and distances is the 0 star catalog described by Garmany 
et a.l. (1982). The source for the WR star spectral types and distances is van der 
Hucht et al. (1988). The spectral types for the B stars were identified by using 
the SIMBAD database and are generally from Morgan et al. (1955a). For three 
of the B stars distance estimates were obtained from Humphreys (1978) based on 
assumed association membership and Humphrey's distance estimate for the relevant 
association. In the absence of other data, distance estimates of Garibjanian et a1. 
(1984) and Beer (1964) were quoted. Because no published distance estimate for 
HD 192003 was identified, we determined a spectroscopic distance using an absolute 
magnitude of -3.0 (Lesh 1979) and (B-V)a = -0.24 (FitzGerald 1970) with the total 
absorption assumed to be 3 times the color excess. 

The distance estimates presented in Table 4.1 can be quite uncertain. A distance 
estimate based on association membership is the average distance for the association, 
and an association can be 100 pc or more in diameter. Association membership 
is not firmly determined for all of the stars reported and has been based in some 
cases primarily on a star's projected position within the proposed boundaries for the 
association. The distance estimate to the association itself can be in error by as 
much as 50% (Garmany 1990). The non-association star distance estimates are even 
more unreliable in that published estimates for each star vary widely between various 
authors. For example, Garibjanian etal. estimated the distance to HD 190429 at 
1.6 kpc, while Garmany et al. (1982) obtained 2.7 kpc. Also, Garmany et al. quoted 



Table 4.1
 
Stars Observed wi~.h IUE in the Cygnus .Re.gion
 

Star Image Nu.mhers SpectraI=:::::E:::=~D:=i=st=,a,=:;nc=::e= 
ID SWP LVVP (LWR) Type Estitul1te 

HD 190429 4903 (4219) 04 I 2.71 (1.6;)) 
HD 1'90864 10851 (9545) 06.5 III 2.3 1 

liD 190918 14715 (2317) WN4+091 .5 2.1 2 

liD 190991 33778 BO IVp 1.8:3 

HD 191201 9105 09.5 IV 2.31 (O:5::~) 
HD 191396 33777 BO.5 II 3.0:3 

HD 191456, 61316 BO.5 III 2.34 

HD 1'91610 26301 (7342) B3 Ve 0.25 
HD 19176,5 4088 WN6 2.1 2 

HD 192003 35109 H2 IV 1.4,6 
HD 192103 22861 W08 2.12 

fiD 192163 30790 (12385) WN6 1.82 

HD 192303 21982 Bl III 1.84 

HD 192B39 9493 (14285) 07 I 1.81 

HD 192641 25628 (5696) WOT +abs 1.82 

liD 193077 15582 10517 WN5+abs 1.82 

HD 193322 31316 (9537) 08.5 III 1.1 1 

liD 193443 18511 09 III LSi 
ED 193514 18145 07 I L81 

HD 1'93576 
HD 193793 

25990 
25788 

(5,060) 
79'62 

WN5+06 
We7+ahs 

1.72 

1.32 

HD 194092 16213 12475 BO.5 III 2.34 

1. Garmany et a1. 
2. van der Hucht et al. 1988 
3. Garibjanian et a1. 1984 
4. Humphreys 1978 
5. Beer 1964 
6. see text 

a distance estimate of 2.3 kpc for HD 1911201; however, Garibjanian et aL obtained 
an estimate of 0.5 kpc for this star. We use the distanee estimates given in Table 4.1 
only as a general guide in understanding the source of high-velocity gas detected in 
this direction. 

The spectral data wer,e analyzed at the IUE Regional Data Analysis Facility 
(RDAF) at Goddard Space Flight Center. When a high-velocity absorption feature 
was identified in the data, measurements of the velocity displacement and equivalent 
width of the feature were made. Tahle 4.2 lists measured values for the detected low 
and high-velocity components in the spectra of these 22 stars, with the equivalent 



widths in rnA listed to the right of the corresponding heliocentric velo6ty displace
ment measurements in km 5,-1. Parentheses indicate measurements of significantly 
lower confidence" due to underexposed data or blended features. 

Errors in the equivalent width measurements vary substantially with the strength 
of the line and the quality of the spectrum. For weak lines (i.e., :s: 80 mA), errors 
are dominated by the difficulty in choosing the continuum accurately, as well as by 
noise in the line itself. For such weak lines, equivalent width measurement errors can 
be 100% or more. For stronger lines, the errors include noise level in the continuum 
and in the line itself, line blending, and also background determination, especially for 
the higher echelle orders. In the best cases, the errors are ±lO % as judged from the 
reproducibility of measurement of t.he same lines in different spectra of the same Sta,r, 
but are more commonly 30%. 

Within an individual spectrum, random errors in the velocity measurements are 
estimated to be ±5 km s-l, while errors in IUE wavelength assignments are reported 
to be less than ±5 km s-1 (Thompson et a1. 1982)'. IUE wavelength assignments 
can vary from image to image of the same star, so they could not be directly used 
to measure absolute component velocities. A further discussion of the sources of 
possible errors in the IUE absolute wavelength assignments can be found in Paper 
II. The convention of Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen (Papers I & II) was to report veloc
ities as displacements from the main component for each high-velocity component. 
However, the main interstellar components in the very complicated Cygnus region 
are generally quite broad, preventing accurate main component velocity measure
ments.We have instead calculated the mean velocity displacement for each spectrum 
based on the average velodt.y displacement of the neutral species interstellar lines for 
that spectrum ILn& corrected the Ineasured heliocentric radial velocities of the high
velocit.y components for the entire spectrum with this mean velocity displacement. 
This method is considered less accurate than measuring the individual displa.cement 
of each high-velocity line from its main component. The SWP mean velocity correc
tion was determined for each spectrum from measurements of the C I lines at >'1277, 
>'1328, >'1560, and >'1656, the S I line at >'1807, and th,e '01 I line at >'1347. The 
LWP /LWR mean velocity corrections were based on the ,\2852 line of Mg l. The 
resulting radial velocity measurements are heliocentric velocities. 

4.2.4) IUE Results 

Eighteen of the 22 Cygnus region stars studied (including HD 1921(3) show high
velocity interstellar components in their tTV spectra (see Table 4.2). We define a 
llhigh-velocity feature" as one with an absolute velocity displacement of 45 km 8-

1 

or more relative to the mean velocity of the star's neutral line components. High
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Table 4.2 
R"d"d velocitie.* (kill' -]) and eq"h'dent ",idth. (I~,A) or high-velocitycollll,,,nMU inlhe dirMtio" to nn HIUl')!\ 

I"n UD Ul0429 

5 II ). 1250 +13 301 278 +Itl 

-104 liI8 

·1 314 +1 

-118 54 

-6 288 o ·11 -6 

-19 8,6 (-,10 IN) 

5i n ). 12130 -3 786 -4 310 ·33 80Sh -os 100 

-55 20S 

). 1304 -9 338 -12 481 ·1 412 ·1 2M '1.211 ·40 4Al1> 

-6S 141 ·30 107 

-81 71 

). 15213 -2 <lOll +7 693 +19 28'6 ·21 ·10 

-56 231 -1111 40$ 

C II ). 1334 o 444 (-29 604.) +2 653b -41 SUb 

.63 22:2 87 

.., 511 

-51 264 

Mg n ). 2195 +1 1065 

). 2802 -16 +12 60S -2: 96S 

-33 '62::5 

AI n ). 1610 -3 314 -9 561 -1 601 ·50 154 

.58 22'9 

Fe n ). 1608 o 80a -10 403 +2 321 -10 258 -9 

-12 127 

). 2382 -11 543 -16 '111 

-61 290 

). 2599 -6 511 -12 198 -4 190 

-11 315 

). 1335 o 811 -, 4.'13 681 

o I ). 1302 ·6 216 +1 264 -38 34ll -22 -25 

-60 230 -48 216 ·73 58 

5i IV ). 1393 +2 349 -1 4H +11> 30ll -2 661 ntrrl 

-61 233 -35 212 

(-18S 86) 

). 1402 +5 286 (-4 265) +11 316 n:m 

-60' 118 (.51 150) ·38 233 

(-20 -II1l'l)C IV ). 1548 +2 311 -44 410b -'6 584, (-12 443) +40 

-57 249 

). 1650 +11 283 -'1 329b (-Hi 401) +26 43ll o 4.13 

-59 208 -41 201 

"95AI m ). 1854 -6 au -11 561 -13 681 -66 183, -2 686 -17 

-55 167 +11 534 

(+68 72) 

). 1862 -5 -1 421 -19' 486 -32 15 +1 1>21 -8 486 

381 +6i 2 119 

( +91 (3) 
-59 95 +1 

* Heliocen'trJ'c velociti.es relative to l1I,eutr'al components 
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Table 4.2 (cont.) 
R"dli".l v.,lodli·•• • (krn 8 -1) "nd .'qJui"nl"nl widl.h. (rnA), 0'( high-velocity components In the direction 10 HO' 1'92Ul3 

1011 IiD HI1456 UD Ll1l610 HD 191765 HD 192003 HO' HI2103 HO' 1921'63 

SII ,\ 1250 +19 220 +18 155 -39 60 -4. 246 

+1 242 

).1253 -I 321 188 (-49 98) -10 316 

-21 120 

+1 144. 

AI2:51) -11 269 -I HI5 -34 455 -14 315 

5i II ,\ 1260 .31 +1 182 -25 696 +13 320 -13 359b +1 b 

.61 198 -41 163 -41 163 

-63 114 

,\ 1304 +5 34,5 +2 93 ·33 454 +15 84 -23 303 39 

-72 15 -6 108 -58 133 204 

230 

). 1526 I) 485 -8 283 

-77 lO7 

en -13 159b +1 222 -21 -HI 122 -34 586b (-4 ?) 

-51 318 

,\ Ulll5 +3 533 -3 114 -21 522 +1 200 -8 221 

-79 150 -48 260 

MglI ,\ 2795 +1 258 -9 1252b 

,\ 2802 -9 239 -9 1086 

AlII ,\ 1610 -1 313 +12 162 ·1 388 194 -19 259 -22 455 

-55 173 -51 165 -66 261 -12 71 

F. II -1 196 +5 -8 302 -12 191 -8 245 -17 393 

-62 126 -93 138 

,\ 2Ss.2 174 -24 631'b 

,\ 2599 170 -30 764b 

0] ,\ 1302 -2 1113 -20 -14 -32 r 

-n 112 -641 Hl1 

51 IV A 18113 (-104. -n -6 229 -3 3134 

·59 135 -71 200 

,\ 1402 2.24) -6 535 -9 229 +1 312 

-58 I'll -811, 140 

C IV ,\ 154.8 -11 731 (.00 76) -9 588 -H 260 +6 370 

-48 203 -78 144 

,\ 1550 +1 (-107 118) -18 -10 261 -5 2:98 

·13 -45. 191 ·65 91 

Al UI A 1854 +lO (+14 48) -21 e05 ·1 107 -21 258 ·9 145 

-98 116 -41l 195 -67 1013 

-Ull 129 

-2 630 (-3 25) -26 411 -17 286 -4 IDS 

-93 142 -67 78 -10 48 

-172 11 



Table 4.2 (cout.) 
wi cH I,., ofR"di,,1 "e1<".,ilie.· 

Ion HD 19230$	 HD Ul2Ml 

S II oX 1250 ,H8 +Hl 162 

-5 I 51 

25.5	 +2 UIS 4) 188 

-65 87 ·31 ~'6 

-12 3'2'4 -6 n7 -H 23,1 

-8S, no -nSll 

Si n ). 1260 -43 o 807b -liO 15,$ 

-57 21.1 

). 1304 -HI 175 -13 477 -27 2:47 -29 lU 

+36 218 -71 95 ·1 207 

-78 71l 

..\, 1526	 .4t! 15'6, -11 887 

·2,6 no 
+4 H2 

-26 MO -8 r,b (-11 228)1 

-'Ill Ill} 

oX 1335 -21 642 -13 287 +12 112 -3 

-71 UH ·22 240 

-51 106 

Mg]I ). 2795 -15 10981:> -19 H25b +6 424 ·n 797 

-86 54,0 

). 2802 -20 1041b	 +3, 238 +3, 4.07
 

-35 545 ·27 404
 

-84 254
 

AI n oX 16'1'0 181l +7 285 374 

346 -31l 239 

lB4 -6 183 +2 246 +15 1311 +1 175 

270 -66 60 -28 US 

>. 2382 +13 226 -85 710b +4 531b -15 541 

-24 229' 

-59 210 

.\ 2599 +1 582 -15 477 +1 238 -n 
-55 155 -'1'7 2et -26 llllll 

Fe 11 oX 1608 

o I >. 1302 ·42 206 -14 ·14 

-61 157 -61l 

Si IV ). 1393 (+23 211) -33 206b +12 lim (-2 

(-ee 177) -44 96 

). 1402 +9 183 +9 75 +16 125 .11:\ 168 

-59 75 -30 124 -61 69 

-8\1' 52: 

C IV ). 1548 +22 317 +15 240 +'13 129 -\-9 167 

-I'll 144 -23 204 -41 116 

-75 69 

). 1550 +14 368 +16 208 +21 11:5 +IO 113 

-62 2M -58 142 -.33 142 -45 126 

-72 39 

AJ m >. 1854 +11 577 o 280 -13 415b +7 179 +24 lag 

-81 U5 -58 208 -38 82 (-75 48)
 

). 18132 +6 420 -8 270 +10 60 +16 123 +13 D7
 

-86 76 -58 Ull -23 78 -41\ 127 (-68 25)
 

-67 33 

• Heliocentric 'vela,cities relative to neutral ,compone;Ints 
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Table 4.2 {cont.} 
Radi,,1 velocitie." (kln,-l) /llld equi .."len,t wid/th, (rnA) of high-velocit::r components in the direction to liD 1921'£13 

Ion HD 193443 liD 193514 HD 193576 HD 193793 HD 1940'92 

S II A 1250 +17 134 

Al253 0 214 

(+55 34) 

AI259 247-. 
(+57 40) 

Si II A 1260 +2 165 -28 365 +24 23,8 -20 940 (+14 362) 

-35 143, -n 145 -12 2S0 -H 3,35 

A 1.304 H l.3S -16 292 +2 III -.39 4661> +48 78 

-27 92 -7. 50 (-25 83) +6 219 

-51 40 

A 1526 +1 132 -113 4U +49 117 

-114 2:38 -72 ,62: -5 387 

en A 1334 -n 455 -24 60t (+11'1 277) -18 6261> +2 425 

,A 1335 -13 406 -16 3S3 -4 237 -22 468 -6 282 

-82 121 

Mgll A 2795 +1 668 +25 292 +40 273 

+4 252 -6 818 

-34 476 

A 2802 +2 633 +32 602 +49 251
 

-26 473 HI 329'
 

-2:5 356,
 

AlII A 111,70 -HI 288 -IS 398 +1 184 -16 535 (+5 7 88)
 

(-40 50) -5 2:92
 

·55 59 

Fe II A HI08 0 227 -7 275 +2 209 -24 377 -I 183 

A 2382 +14 486 +11 337 +41 271 

(-51 339) -26 252 -4 557 

A 25£'9 +6 405 -24 431 +59 123 

+13 405 +6 3S6 

-33 187 

0 I ). 11102 -33 185 -28 -24 182 -27 +41 185 

-74 49 -86 91 +8 183 

-29 265 

Si IV ). 13g3	 +6 113 nn1, -8 199 n.m 

-23 18 

). 140::1 (-l-ll 16g) -2 421 nm -25 129 -47 115 

(-80 107) +21 280 

elV ). 1&48 +3 263 -8 489 -21 61 -24 290 (-8 105 ) 

-34 98 -Ill! I> 

). 1550 0 286 ·6 MIg ·15 76 -14 151 (-6 11'17) 

-48 5,4 -12:0 b 

AIUI ). 1854 -9 4,04 ·16 410 -13 150 -15 320 +15 306 

(-73 197) -63 116 

). 1862 -11 25,6 -8 411 -16 178 +10 146 

• H'eJio'e-ent:ri.c velocities relo..t,il'e to neutral conlllPonents 

Note.: r tCle,au. contominatioRj b blended C'ompoDC!llltj nm in:lJufRde:n't continuum flux to- a.llow m,eMur,ement====	 == 
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velocit.y features were detected in both low and high ioniza,tion species (e.g." 0 I, 
Fe II, Si IV, and C IV) and span a velocity range of approximaJ.elliy +90 to -~90 

km s-l. AU but two of the stars (HD llH396 and HD 194092) show only nega.t.i.ve 
velocity components. Figures 4.4. and 4,5 are montages of IUE spectra, in the re:giolls 
around C II .\'.\1334,1335 and Al III ).),1854,1862 showing t.he prt:sence of high-velocit.y 
components in the spectra of lID 192163 a.nd several[ ot.her prograJU st,UI'S. Vertical 
arrows indicate the positions of mea.sured high-velocity feat.ures. 

Four stars that do not exhibit anydea.r or probable high~velocit.ya.bsorpt.ion 

components in their UV spectra include lID 1911201, HD 192003, HD 193443, and 
HD 193576. Of these, HD 193576 and HD 192003 DUty be foreground to the Cyg OBI 
association based on their distance estimates of 1.7 kpc and 1.4 kpc, respectively. 'rhe 
uncertainty in the distance estimate of HD 191201 (see above) does not allow 1.ls to 
determine if this star is foreground or background to :fID 192163. Only HD 1934:113 
shows no possible or definite high-velocity components, yet has a. reasonably reliable 
distance estimate of 1.8 kpc or greater. 

Multiple velocity components are present in the spectra of most of the stars in our 
investigation and it is clear that the velocity structure of the Cygnus region is quit,e 
complex. This is not surprising in view of the large scale energetic 'features identifi·ed 
in this direction (X-ray superbubble., Cash et aL 1980; Ha filaments, Brand & Zealey 
1975). To facilitate the interpretation of the data, we have binned the velocity wrn
ponents for each star into 15 km 5- 1 bins folI' the negative components, a.nd seleded 
the three represented components (+20, +50, and +90 krn s-lli) as bin centers for 
the positive components. The data were binned. separately for low ionization (XO 
and X+ 1) and high ionization (X+2 and X+3 ) lines. Tahle 4.3 summarizes the data 
presented in Table 4.2 using the binning method described.. 

From Table 4.3, one finds a high representation of the -60 km s-1 and --75 km s-Th 

bins in the low ionization lines and of the -75 km s-l bin in the high ionization 
lines. Components in the -15 and. -30 km s-loins are also commonly seen in our 
sample of 22 stars in this region. A component at about -20 km s- I is expected in 
this direction due to the 'local interstdlar wind' (Bruhweiler & VidaJ"Madjar 1989). 
Although we could find only a small difference among our program stars hetween the 
mean velocities of the components detected in the low ionization lines from those seen 
in the high ionization lines, we did often detect more absorption components in low 
ionization lines in a given spectrum. This probahly results from (a) a greater number 
of low ionization lines available for measurement and (b) the diifficulty in making 
accurate measurements for high ionization interstellar lines when complicated with 
the P-Cygni profiles for the high ionization lines of C IV and Si IV in'the spectra 
of hot stars. We have included the LSR velocity displacements of the high-velocity 
components measured by St-Louis et a1. in Table 4.3 for each of the stars in common 
between the two studies. We :find our results to be consistent with regard to the 
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I-ID193077 

HD192641 

I-ID1911456 

Figure 4.4: Montage of high 
dispersion IUE spectra in the 
region of C II ),),1334, 133S for 
lID 19'2163 and 7 other pro
gram stars with high-velocity 
components indicated. Zero ve
locity is plotted at C II ),1334. 
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HD193514 
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Figure 4.5: Monta,ge of high 
dispersion IUE spectra in the 
region of Al III '\'\1854, 1862 
for lID 192163 and 11 addi
tional program stars with high
velocity components indicated. 
Zero velocity is plotted at Al II 

·).1854. 
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Table 4.3 

Summary of UV Component Heliocentric Velocities 

Star Low Ioniz.ation Lines High Ionization Lines St-Louis 
In +90+50+20 0 -15-30-45-60-75-90 +90+50+20 0 -15-;)0-45-60.. 75-90 et a1. 

HD 190429 x x x x 

HD 190864 x x 

HD 19091B x x x 

HD 190991 x x x 

lID 191201 x x 

HD 191396 x x x 

HD 191456 x x x -71 

HD 191610 x 

HD 1917(i5 x x x x -63 

HD 192.003 x 

HD 192103 x x x x x -61 

HD 192W3 x _e- X X - -12 

HD 192303 X X x X x -75 

HO 192(31) X X X X X X -61 

HD 192641 X X X X X X X -64,-73 

lID HI:W77 X x X X X x -47 

HD 19:~322 x X X 

HD 19344:.l x )( X X X 

HO 193514 X X X X X - -69 

HO 193576 x X X 

HD 193793, X X X X 

HD 194092 X X X X X X 
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negative components .. However, our sample of stars covered a, large,r regjou, revealing 
a much larger high-velocity gas structure than their results indicated. 

Two stars in our study show high positive-velocity components. the rUE 
spectrum of HD 194092, we measured a component. at approximately +50 km s~ 1 in 
the low ionization Hnes of 0 I, S II, Al II, Si H, Mg II and Fe II. At anestiIuated 
distance of 2.3 kpc, this star is probably background to the Oyg OBI association 
and thus may lie behind the Cyg OBI superbubble. In the speetnuu of liD 19'1396, 
which lies about 1° southwest of HD 192163, we found a +90 km g-1 c:ornponent; in 
C II (and possibly in Al III) and a +60 km s-1 component in Al II. VVitha dist~Lfice 

estimate of 3.0 kpc, HD 191 1396 is again probably background to HD 192163 and t.h'e 
Cyg OBI association superbubble .. 

Figure 4.6 shows the relative positions of 21 of the. 22 stars examined for the 
presence of high-velocity gas (;::: 45 km 8-1). The remaining star, HD 193793, is 
located too far north to be plotted on this figure. Stars showing nO high-velocity 
components or components displaced less than 45 km s-l are plotted alS, open ,circles. 
Stars with components displaced by approximatdy45 km 8- 1 are plotted as s:mal]er 
filled circles and stars with ,components displaced by 60 km s- [ or more are plotted 
as large filled circles. Uncertain components are indicated by parentheses., The most 
striking result of our analysis of the UV ahsorption line components in this direction 
(shown in this figure) is the pervasiveness of high-velocity gas" primarily at ~60 to 
-75 km 13- 1, throughout the Cygnus region. Except for the possible case of the Be 
star HD 191610, there is no reason to believe that any of the negative comp,onents 
identified by us (or ot.hers) arise locally to the individual stars. 

The presence of multiple components in the spectra of numerous association stars 
as noted above and shown in Table 4.3 is similar to that found in thf:: studies of the 
Carina region (Walborn & Hesser 1982;, Walborn et al. 1984) and Orion region 
(Cowie et a1. 1'979). In both of these cases, the high-velocity gas was attributed to 
an association superbubble. The same situation may 'exist for the Cygnus region, 
except that here we may be detecting multiple superbubbles associated with several 
OB star associations (not only Cyg OB 1 and OB3) with possibly some gas extending 
across the whole region. The interstellar structure we detect with the high-velocity 
interstellar line components of these stars must be quite large. Based on th'e distances 
of the stars which show no high-velocity gas (and neglecting the lack of high-velocity 
gas in HD 193443), we estimate the distance to this structure is 1.8 kpc. No velocity 
gradient was detected in the UV absorption line measurements which would have 
indicated the edge of a spherical expanding interstellar structure. Therefore) the 
total high-velocit-y gas structure must be at least 125 x 190 pc in diameter based on 
a minimum angular size of 4° x 6° . There are numerous optical fUaments somewhat 
off the galactic plane in Cygnus which extend over a 10-15° region and which show 
a collective morphology suggestive of a shell structure possibly encompassing a large 
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Figure 4.6: Positions of program stars in the direction to liD 192163 (1950 co
ordinates). Stars showing no high-velocity components (V ::; 45 kms- 1 from the 
main component) are plotted as open 'Circles. Stars with high-velocity components 
approximately equal to -45 km 8- 1 ar,e plotted as small filled circles., Stars with 
high-velocity components displaced by more than 45 km 15- 1 are plotted as large filled 
circles. Parentheses indicate uncertainty in the high-velocity feature measurements. 
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fradion of the entire Cygnus region (Morgan etaJ.. 19S5bj Dickd et aJ. 1969;. Johnson 
1911j Brand & Zealey 19,75). Some of the high-velocity gas detected iowa-ras the Cyg 
OBI/liD 192163 direction may be related to I. h.is la,rger scalestnl.dure. 

Finally, we note that St-Louis et a1. reported a high-velocity component. in N V 
,\1242 in the spectrum of HD 1921 163. St-Louis et aJ. attributed this component solely 
to NGC 6888" the ring nebula surrQunding lID 192163. We were unable to cOllfitIl1 
this detection, in spite of using a co-addition of five spectra. In fad; I although a large 
number of shifted interstellar components are present in UIC spectrum of HD 192163 
(see Table 4.2), there is no compelling reason to believe any of I.hem arise in NGC 
6888 since similar features exist in the spectra of many other stars throughout this 
regIOn. 

4.3 Discussion 

4.3.1 The IR Emission Shell Around HD 192163: Wind~Blown Bubble or SNR 'f 

HD 192163's projected position near the center of a large IR emission shell sug
gests the shell may be related to the evolution of the WR star. Large interstellar 
shells can be formed by stellar wind-driven bubbles, but can also be produced by 
supernova-generated shock waves in SNRs. Below we discuss these two possibilities. 

WR stars have powerful stellar winds theoretically capable of producing large 
bubble-like interstellar structures (Doom 1988). Several interstellar bubbles associ· 
ated with WR stars have been optically identified (Chu et aI. 1982; Heckathornet 
al., 1982) and a few very large HI shells (diameter = 100 pc) have been found around 
WC-type WR stars (Cappa de Nicolau et al. 1988 and references therein). The en,ergy 
required to produce a stellar wind-blown bubble can be.estimated by assuming the 
energy has been continuously released during the formation of the bubble. The age 
t and the mechanical luminosity of the wind L w can then be determined by solving 
the formulae given in Weaveret al. (1977).. 

43 10-10 -1/5Ll/5t3/5R -- .. x nO w· pc (1) 

1v = 2.5 x Hl-4n o/ 5L~5t-2/5 km 8-1 (2) 

Here, no is the density of the ambient interstellar medium, R is the radius of the shell, 
and V is the expansion velocity of the shell. Substituting no = La cm-3, R = 28 pc, 
and a range of V = 50 - 100 km g-1 (similar to the ,expansion velocities measured for 
the extended shells around the WR stars HD 50896 and HD 96548; Papers I & II), 
we find a corresponding range of t = 3.3 -1.6 x 105 yr, and Lw = 3.3 -29 x 1037 ergs 
g-1 for G75.5+2.4. 
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The mechanical wind luminosity of HD 192163 was estimated by Abbott et all. 
(1986) to be 4.. 2 x 1037 ergs s-l. The lifetime of a WR phase for a star is .~ 5 x 105 

yr, of which sHghUy more than half is spent in the WN phase (Maeder & Meynet 
1987). If the expansion velocity of 075.5+2.4 lies within the chosen range, either the 
required age exceeds that of a WN6 star's estimated lifetime or the mechanicallumi
nosity needed is larger than that of lID 192163 by almost an order of magnitude. A 
wind-blown bubble scenario would appear even less likely since the above calculation 
e.xcludes the energy required to form the ring nebula (NGC 6888) around HD 192163. 
Moreover, the lack of any simil,ar large IR shell around other WR stars in the Cygnus 
region suggests that the IR shell around HD 192163 does not represent an e~eet of 
its stellar wind on the surrounding interstellar medium. 

Less difficulty is encountered if 075.5+2.4 is interpreted as an old supernova 
remnant. A SNR with the dimensions of G75.5+2A would probahly he in the radiative 
snowplow stage of evolution rather than the adiabatic stage of most known Galactic 
SNRs. Using the snowplow formulae of Cioffi et al. (1988), we estimate the age of 
an.5+2.4 to be ~. 105 yr, assuming nO = 1.0 cm-3, EO = lxl051 ergs, and cosmic 
interstellar abundances. A large age of 105 yr might explain why no nonthermal radio 
emission has been detected from this shell (e.g .., Green 19'88; Pineault & Chastenay 
1990; Wendker et 21.1. 1991). A few radio-quiet SNRs with similar ages have been 
identified with the help of IRAS image data {Fesen et al. 1988; Shull etal. 1989; 
Paper II). 

A SNR interpretation would also be consistent with the shell's IR and optical 
properties. From the IRAS images (Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), G7S,.5+2.4 shows a large 
and distinct sheU morphology like that seen in some old SNRs. Background corrected 
IRAS fluxes from the four image bands are listed in Table 4.4. Using these fluxes and 
color correcting them assUIuing .(1, ..\-1.5 emissivity law, we fitted a two temperature 
component model toestinH,te grain temperatures and masses. I!'rom these values, we 
estimate a total dust mass in the shell of 213 ± 85 MG) and a lower dust temperature 
of 34 ± 3° K. This dust mass estimate, although highly uncertain in absolute terms 
(d. Saken et ai. 199;2a), is similar to dust mass estimates for two la.rge SNRs in the 
Cygnus region, namely CTB 80 (G69.1+2.5) and "t Cyg (G78.2+2.1). In this regard, 
the remnant eTB 80 may be the more appropriate comparison since it is of similar 
size, distance, and estimated dust mass (d= 2 kpc, dia= 56 pc, dust mass = 320 MG): 
Fesen et al. 1988; Shull et all. 1989;; Saken et al. 199:221.) to the proposed SNR around 
fiD 192163. Assuming a dust to gas ratio of 0.0075 {Dwek 1987), the shell's total 
mass is ·R:l3 x 104 MG). This in turn iluplies a fairly high average local density of ~ 10 
cm- 3. While this is a much larger density than we assumed above" this estimate may 
be too high due to our two-temperature dust modeling which may he biased towards 
cooler and hence larger dust masses. 

Deep optical images show a somewha.t different picture of extended emission struc
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Table 4.4 
Infrared Fluxes of the 075.5+2.4 

Bandpass Flux (Jy) est.irnat,ed error 

12 fLlll 
25 fLm 
60 IJ-ffi 
100 IJ-m 

'900 
1200 

10000 
21000 

±380 
±4JJO 
±2000 
±5000 

tures in this region. Figure 4.7 shows a mosaic of Ha prints from lL Galactic em.ission
line imaging survey (Parker et aI. 1979 [PGKJ). The positions of the IUE program 
stars have been indicated on the figure. One can see t.he large, shell-like structures 
discussed in previous studies encompassing both HD 192163 and many of its neigh
boring eyg OBI and OB3 association members A partial ring of emission SOUle 3° x 

4° in size and centered at ex = 20h 12m" 5 == +37.5° (1 = 75° , b = 2.50 
) is clea.dy 

visible and has been identified as the eyg OBI Buperbubbl.e (Brand &. Zealey 1975). 
The WR star HD 192163 with its ring nebula, NCO 6888, lies near the northwestern 
edge of this Hex emission ring. 

Figure 4.8 shows the same region in the bandpass of [8 II] .\),6717,6731. A distind 
[S II] filamentary region, marked on the figure, lies neady coincident with the northern 
edge of the G75.5+204 shell described above. These filaments appear to have a high 
[S Ill/Ho: ratio as judged from a comparison with the Hex image in Figure 4.7. Strong 
[S II] emission relative to Ua (i.e., 0.4 or greater) can either be interpreted as an 
ionization effect due to a weak radiation field tik,e that seen in the If II region around 
HD 148937 (Bruhweiler et al. 1981) and some large planetary nebulae (Fesen et al. 
1981), or due to shock emission such as is present in optical SNR filaments (Fesen et 
aI. 1985) .. However, the presence of appreciable [0 III] )'.\49S9,5007emission in these 
filaments (PGK) in addition to their strong [S II] emission suggests a wide ionization 
range more consistent with shock heating presumably due to the shelPs expansion .. 
Indeed, based on this appreciable (0 III] emission along the IR shell's northern edge 
(PGK, pg 51), we estimate the shell's expansion velocity in this region to be ill. the 
range of 50 - 100 km 5-1 as judged from shock model spectra (e.g. Raymoll.d 1979). 

An additional piece of evidell.ce that G75.5+2.4 may be an old SNR comes from 
IUE extinction measuremell.ts. The efteets of grain destruction in the postshock re
gions of SNRs were studied by Seab & Shun (1983) who found that considerable grain 
destruction can occur from interstellar shocks with velodties of mder 100 km s-]. 
Their results showed that more silicate grains are destroyed than graphite grains in 
the postshock region, thereby strengthening the 2200 A bump. Also" more large 
grains are destroyed than small, raising the entire extinction curve in E(A-V)/E( B-V) 
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Figure 4.7: Reproduction of Ha images from Parker, GuU, and Kirshner (1979) 
showing Galactic plane region around HD 192163. Posi.tions of the IUE program 
stars are indicated. Dashed line marks the approximate location of the IR shell 
G75.5+2.4 around HD 192H33. 
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Figur,e 4.8: Reproduction of [5 [[j".JI.'6,717, 6731 from Parker, Gull, and Kirshner 
(1979) Galactic plane emission-line survey in the region around HD 192163. Note the 
[8 II] filaments (marked by brackets) to the northwest of HD 192Hi3. 
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relative to non-shock processed regions. 

Two stars included in our IUE study, HD 192163 and HD 191396, do show unusual 
interstellar UVextinctions. Willis & Wilson (1975) found anomalously large 2200 A 
extinction in the UV spectrum of HD 1Il2163 when compared with the WR star 
HD 1917'65, which probably lies within the Cyg OBI IR cavity but outside of the 
proposed SNR shell,. G75.5+2A. Thus, the observed extinction difference probably 
originates not in the Cyg OBI region but more local to HD 19'2163, possibly related 
to G75.5+2.4. One other star, BD 19139,6, lies within the projected boundaries 
of G75.5+2.4 but,. at an estim.ated distance of 3.0 kpc, should lie behind the IR 
shell. We analyzed the UV 'extinction characteristics of HD 191396 using the pair 
method, choosing an unreddened star of similar spectrall type (HD 64760; BO.5 Ib) 
for comparison and an E(B-V) value of 0..53 for HD 191396. Figure 4.9 shows the 
resuUing extinction curve for HD 191396 (LWP 8598) compared with the average 
Galactic extinction curve of Savage & Mathis (1987). The spectrum of HD 191396 
clearly shows an eXoess in the 2200 Abump, as well as an excess of far UV extinction. 
We thus suggest anomalous UV extinctions for HD 192163 and HD 19'1396 may be 
due the processing of interstellar grains by the shock associated with the suspected 
IR-detected SNR. Also, positive-velocity shifted interstellar line ,components seen at 
+90 km g-1 in the low ionization lines of lID 1!H396 might represent the receding 
side of G75.5+2.4. 

HD 191396/HD 64760 BO.5 Ib 
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Figure 4.9: Normalized extinction curve, E{>.-V)jE(B-V), derived for HD 191396. 
Solid curve shows the average Galactic extinction curve. 
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\fIle thereforecondude l based on energy cOllsider.at.ions, IR morphology showing a 
distinct and complete shell of emission, the presence of sttongop·ticaJ [S II] filaUlents 
and [0 nI] emission coincident with the northwest edge of the sliteH, alld anon:uM.ouS 
UVextinctions towards st.ars in the sheH's line of sight, t.hat the III shell G75.S,+2.4 is 
more likely to he an old and previously unrecognized SNR rather tha.n a wind- Mown 
bubble associated with HD 192163. However, other interpr,eta.tions of the origin of 
this extended sheH are possible. It could he line of sight coincidence of IRAS SOlilees 

or perhaps a remnant of a previous mass-loss stage of the WR 8ta:r. 

4.3.2 A Possible SNR - Gyg OBl Super'bubble Interaction 

The region of weak IR emission seen in Figure 4.3appea.rs associated with tJlc Cyg 
OBI superbubble (CYG 1, Brand & Zealey 1975; Lozinskaya & Sitnik 19,88) .. 17'rom 
the 60 Jlffi and 100 JlIll IRAS images, Lozinskaya. & Repin (1991) showed the region",s 
sharp southern and eastern edge lies coincident with the 5uperhubble's optical and 
radio location. Although these authors argued that this IR structure is related to the 
star duster Be 87 at a distance of 9·50 pc, they did notexdudea possible association 
with Cyg OBI. However, the temperature-sensitive 60/tm/lOO,ttrtl ratioe,d IRAS image 
shown in Figure 4.3 suggests that this low IR emission region is more probably rela,ted 
to the Cyg OBI association superbubhle. A majority of the most luminous Cyg OBI 
members (Humphreys 1978) lie either inside or dose to the projected edge of thisIR 
feature (Fig. 4.10). The IR bright rim seen may be the superbubhle's radiatively 
heated, thick shell of swept-up gas and dust.. The marked elongated shape of the 
superbubble, which is aligned with the Galadic plane, may be due either to the 
spatial distribution of the Cyg OBI stars or galactic rotation effects (Tenorio-Tagle 
& FaIous 1987). . 

To estimate the energy required to produce the observed IR Cyg OBI superbub
hie, we will adopt a radius for the superbubble shell of 70 pcs (d = 1.8 kpc) hased on 
the IRAS images .. We can estimate the age of the Cyg OBI association by a compar
ison to Cyg OB2 which has an estimated age of 2 x 106 yr (Abbott et 0.1. 1981) .. The 
earliest main s,equence star in Cyg OB2 is 08, while the earliest one in Cyg OBI is 05 
(Humphreys 1'978). This implies that these two associations have rather similar ages, 
Cyg OBI being perhaps slightly younger. Using equations (1) and (2) and assuming 
t =2 x 106 yr, R = 70 pc,. and no = 1 cm-3, we find Lw = 1.4 x 1037 ergs 8-1 , 

or or a total of '9 x 1050 ergs over the lifetime of Cyg OBI required to produce the 
IR-observed superbuhble. 

Superbubble evolution is thought to be dominated at early stages by stellar winds 
and then by supernovae at later stages (McCray & Kafatos 1987). The wind-driven. 
phase lasts for a few million years, meaning that the Cyg OBI 8uperbubble evolution 
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Figure 4.10: Reproduction of Figure 4.3 with luminous members of Cyg OBI asso
ciation overploUed a.s circles. Open or filled circles are used, based on the background 
intensity, to enhance visibility. 
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ill probably dominat'ed by the mechanical ene.rgy imparted to the ISM by member 
stars with maB5eS in excess of 30 solar ma.sses. The entrant wind power of the sta.rs In 
Cyg OBI was estimated by Abbott (1982) to he 1.2 x 1038 ergsis-1. This e:Stimate 
included 8.8 x 1037 ergs !i-ldue to WR stars a.nd 3.1x 1037 ergs 8-1 due, to the 
member 013 stars. We adopt the va.lue of 3.1 x 1031 ergs s-1 {()if the OB stars, but 
substitute the improved values later determined for the five individual WIt stars in 
eyg OBI by Abbott et al. (1986) of 1.3 x 1038 ergs s-l. 

To obtain an estimate of the total wind power released b:r the Cyg OBI sta.rs 
over the 2 million year lifetime of the association, we must make an a.djustment for 
the fact that th,ese5 WR stars have only been I'eleasi:n.g energy into the ISM at. tlleir 
current rate for"" 2 x 105 yrs, or about 10% of the lifeUme of th,e association. The 
oth,er 90% of th.e association lifetime, these 5 stars were probably releasing energy at 
a rate similar to the other DB stars. With this a.djustment, we estimate the wind 
power for the total lifetime of Cyg OBI to be 2 x 1051 ergs from the DB stars and. 
1.6 x 1051 ergs from the WR stars and their precursors, yielding; a. total energy of 3.6 
x lO5i ergs. This ve:.llue is approximatdy four times the eBtim.ated energy required to 
produce the observed superbubbllie., as determined above. 

These calculations assume that the DB stars in Oyg OBI have been. collectively 
losing mass at the same rate thro,ughout the lifetime of th'e aBllo,d.ation. ThiBfI.I!lsump. 
tion may not be correct if if does not Beale with .L (Abbottet al, 1981). AlBo, If 
the more massive stars in an association are formed later than the leslI massive stars, 
as indicated by Doom et a1. (1'9185), our estimate of the total energy imparted to 
the ISM over the lifetime of Oyg OBI will be too high. However, our prediction for 
the total energy released by Oyg OBI into the ISM does not take into account the 
4 supernovae (each relea.sing ,..., lO5i ergs) tha.t might be expected to have occurred 
isince the birth of the eyg OBI association (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989). Nonetheless,. it 
is dear that the current member stars of Cyg OB 1 could alone injiectsufficient wind 
energy into the ISM to produce the observed superbubble (see' Sakeneit a.1. 1992b for 
fu.rther a.nalysis). 

Substituting Lw = 1.4 x 1037 ergs s-1 into equation (2) yields an expansion 
velocity of,..., 20 km s-l for the Cyg OBI superbubble. This value is not inconsistent 
with the upper limit of 15 km s-l from HOt interferometry measurements of Lo.zinskaya 
& Sitnik (1988). Although we observed displac'ed absorption components of -20<'J 

km a-I in the ultraviolet spectra. of many stars in our sample., these components 
cannot be uniquelyassoeiated with the Cyg OBI member stars. The low-velocity 
components. are often blended with the main component, and higher resolution data> 
will be needed to allow an identifica.tionof components specifically a.ttributable to 
the su.perbubble. 

Examination 'of the IRAS ima.ges Bugge.sts that the new IR-d'etected ext,ended 
shell centered on HD 192163 ma.y be interacting with the eyg 0131 Buperbubble as 
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defIned in the IR. As seen in the IRAS images, G75.5+2.4 is dumpy in appearance 
inside the Gyg OBI superbuhble and more diffuse outside that cavity. IR fluxes of 
this possiMe SNR are larger than those of nearly any known Galactic SNR (Arendt 
1988; Saken et at 1992a),. probably due primarily to radiative heating of its swept-up 
dust shell caused by its proximity to the Cyg OBI association and not to an unusually 
high shock velocity or large shell mass. 

Although SNR - OBassociation superbubble interactions are probably not rare, 
few areaetually known to exist (I1eiles 1984j Fich 1986). If a SNR - superbubMe 
interaction is indeed occurring here" this may be one of the best examples. In this 
case, the SNR would have collided with the superbubble shell sometime during the 
late adiabatic or early snowplow phase of the SNR. Theoretical models describing 
interacting SNRs indicate a gradual merging of expanding shells along with a com
pression of the material along the common interface boundary (Bodenheimer et al. 
1984). However, these models may not accurately depict the case seen here since 
they model a uniform ISM and thus do not treat thermal instabilities which can 
occur either before or during the interaction that can lead to the observed dumpy 
IR appearance seen in the eastern hemisphere of the suspected SNR. Regardless of 
whether G75.5+2.4 is indeed a highly evolved SNR or a large wind-blown ISM shell, 
its study may help our understanding of the collision and eventual merger of large 
ISM shells. 

4.3.3 UV High- Velocity Gas 

The detection of high-velocity interstellar gas is quite rare except. in the vicinity 
of known SNRs (Jenkins etat 1984; Phillips & Gondhalekar 1983; Papers I & II) 
and OB association supershells (Cowie et ali. 1981; Walborn & Hesser 1982; Walborn 
et al. 1984) .. High-velocity gas is typically not observed around hot, isolated field 
stars (Jenkins 1'9'89, 199'0). One original goal of oUlllmalysis of the UV high-velocity 
components was to attempt to spatially correlate the high-velocity gas found in this 
line of sight with either NGG 6888 (as proposed by Huber etal. 1979), a specific OB 
association (as suggested by Phillipset al. 1984 and St-Louis et al. 1988),. the newly 
detected IR cavity, or the IR shell centered on HD 192163. 

However,. our examination of the UV spectral data showed none of these corre
lations was possible. \Ve could find no specific spatial correlations with regard to 
component velocities, variations in equivalent widths, or the presence or absence of 
sp'eci:ficspedes or ionization states. The high-velocity UVabsorbing gas in this direc
tion appears distributed over an area mu,ch larger than either NGC 6888,. G75.5+2.4,. 
or the IR emission cavity centered on Cyg OBI. For example, high-velocity com
ponents were detected in the spectra of eight stars with projected positions outside 
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the Cyg OBl IR cavity.. The equivalent widths of the measured Itigh·velocity COU1PO

nents vary substantially from star to st,ar in our 5!ul.1ple, implying a very m)a.t,(~hY' and 
inhomogeneous medium across this whole r,egion. Small scale structure (sOll:let.imes 
less than 1 p'c) has been found in the Orion supersheU (Shore 1'982; Sonnebornet 
at 1988) and the Vela SNR (JenkinsetaL 19184). Also, it seems ul1.likely that ;any 

of the high-velocity components deteded in t,he spectrum of liD 19,2163; are due to 
its associated ring nebula, NGG GS88 1 since other WR star ring nebulae show no 
identifiable UV signature (Papers I & II). 

We have also looked for a coincidence between the UV-c1etected higlHrelocity gas 
and the II I shells catalogued by Heiles (1979) .. The Cyg OBI region eXamilled by 
us is in fact within the boundaries of an expanding GO x 11 0 Ii I shell, desiguated 
GS075-01+39, the Cyg OBI region being near the edge. How-ever, the distance t.o nll~ 

H I shell is ,estimated to be 2..G kpc (Heillies 1979) and it is unlikely that, any but the 
most distant stars in our sample are wit,hin or backgroulld to this II I shell. Yet the 
high-velocity component,s catalogued by us show no preference for these more dista,nt 
stars. 

In summary, the interstellar structure detected via UV absorption Hnes 1l1l this 
line of sight appears quite complex and may il1ldicate a huge multi-association su
perbubble(s) encompassing the whole region. A large multi-shell structure is indeed 
suggested by the numerous sharp emission filaments visible on thePGK H.a ima,ge 
of the region (Figure 4.7). Unfortunately, this means that the UV a.hsorption Hne 
studies of this region can offer limited information about the interstellar enviromnent 
local to HD 192163. 

4.3.4 Kinematics and Morphology oj NCG 6888 

NGC 6888 is one of the best studied WR ring nebulae, consisting of 3 ~ 4 Me") of 
ionized gas which is nitrogen and helium enriched relative to solar values (Johnson 
& Hogg 1965; Parker 1978; Kwitter 1981; Marston & Meaburn 1988). But differing 
interpretations have been made as to whether the nebula consists largely of stellar 
mass-loss ejecta or swept-up interstellar medium. Wendker et 801. (1975) proposed 
that the ring nebula. is the material shed by a binary system after the primary had 
undergone a supernova explosion, and the seconda.ry was in the process of evolving 
to a WR star. In ,contrast, Johnson & Songsathaporn (1981) suggested a. model for 
NGC 6888 consisting of three wind-driven interstellar cavities .. In an extensive study 
of nebulae associated with WR stars, Chu (1981) and later Treffers & Chu (1982) 
concluded that NGC 6888 is chiefly an interstellar wind-blown bubble as opposed 
to a nebula composed of stellar mass loss material. However more rec,ently, Chu 
(1988), using high spatial resolution, long-slit spedroscopy,. reclassified NGC 6888 
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as an interstellar bubble + ejecta due to similarities with the e}ecta-dominated WR 
ring nebula ROW 58 and the detection of dumps and complex velocity structure 
near the outer boundary of NGC6,888. The observed overabundances of nitrogen 
and helium would appear more consistent with a n'ebula .rich in steUar ,ejecta, since 
a stellar wind is not expected to mix with the ambient interstellar medium (Weav,er 
et al. 1977). Recent narrow-band imagery by Dufour (1989) shows that the ring 
nebula is surrounded by a nearly complete thin filamentary shell visible in. [0 IU]j 
"''''49'59,5001. This [0 III] shell, interpreted as the wind·blown bubble of swept-up 
interstella.r material, is not correlated with the Ha and [N II] "'..\6548,,'6,583 emission 
region, which is asymmetric and dumpy. Du£our suggests the clumpy knots represent 
ejected material from the central WR star. 

Like the origin of the nebular material, the density of the interstellar medium 
around NGC 6888 has also been 'controversiaL Although several investigators have 
assumed a relatively low ambient interstellar density of 1 - 2 a.toms cm-3 (Wendker et 
al. 1'915; Pa.rker 1978; Johnson & Songsathaporn 19'81), Marston & Meaburn (19'88) 
and Marston (1991) have interpreted IRAS flux data as suggesting a substantial shell 
of neutral material. This neutral shell contains an estimated 40 Me:) with an ambient 
ISM density of 23 atomscm-3• These studi'es claim that the majority of the gas in 
the nebula is swept.up interstellar medium and argue that the observed N and He 
ov,cl'abundan,cescan be understood bya mixture of interstellar gas and WR star mass 
loss material. 

lRASSkyilu:x i"rtyltges 01 thiB region might lflSb\:'IJ'e ml\ny bi \be~ i1iWJ.t'Q.l\1i'J!! l'e

garcling the origin and properties of NGe 16,888. Thesp,a.ti.al coincidenc'e of the center 
of thesuspeded SNR shell and HD 192163 suggests a direct physical association be
tween these two objects. If correct, this would mean that HD 19216,3 and NG06888 
He inside this old SNR sh'ell. Normally, the location of a st,ar inside ,Ill SNR would 
preclude the formation of an appr'edaMe interstellar wind-blown bubble due to the 
low density and high temp,erature of the g:as in the interiors of SNRs, ,even fairly old 
ones. (This situation is similar to that for OB s,tarll in an association Buperbuhble.) 
However,. as can be seen from the IRAS images shown in Figures 4.1, 4.'2, and 4.3,. 
NGC 6,888 m.ay lie not only inside the SNR but also on the physj,cal boundary of the 
Oyg OBI superbubhle. Its position in, or very dose to, the edge of the superbubble 
boundary may expla.in several unusual aspeds of the kin,ematics and morphology of 
this ring nebula. 

From high resolution line profUes of Ha , three velocity components are detected 
in NGe 6888 (Johnson & Songsathaporn 1981; Chu 1988; Marston & Meaburn 1988) .. 
While the positive and negative high-velocity Ha components ue attribut,able to the 
approaching and Il'eceding sides of the nebula, the origin of the low-velocity central 
c'omponent has always been interpreted as background or ambient Galactic enUssion. 
However, this l'ow-velocity component is quite stro'ng .rell1tive to the nebula's, line 
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emission (see Table 2 in Johnson &, Songsathap,orn; Flate 1 ,a:JIld Fig. :3 ill Marston 
& Meahurn) despite the bright appea.rance of NGC 6888 coxnpa,redto the geIleral 
diffuse emission in the immediate area (cf. Palomar Sky Sm:veYiFig 4.1). Thus j t;h;is 
low-velocity emission line component cannot he atn.bient Galactic back,g:round and 
he so bright, occasionally rivaling the exnission ftJ!anlents in NGC6888 itself.. But if 
NGC '6888 is located at or near the Cyg OBI superbu.bble thick boundary, both the 
n,ature of this bright,. low-velocity central HD: line companellt as well as th,e large, high 
density neutral mass derived by Marston & Meaburn can be understood as originat,in,g 
in the thick superbubble shell. The bright, low-velocity component would then be 
the photoionized portion of the snperbubble shell. n.ear NGC6888. Thus, we suggest, 
that NCC 6888 does indeed lie on the superbubble'l!l boundary which is itself inside 
the suspected SNR shell. 

The asymmetric appearance of NGC 6888 may also indicate an intera.dion be
tween the mass loss material from liD 192163 and the IR Oyg OBI superhubhle. 
HD 192163 is positioned noticeably to the north and off center inside NGO 6888 and 
several scenarios have been propos,ed to understand the origin of this asymmetry. 
Johnson & Songsathaporn (1981) suggested a model with three wind-driven. cavities. 
Treffers & Chu (1982) argued that .asymmetry in HD 192163,'s stellar wind eft,nnot 
generate an asymmetric nebula since the pr,essure inside the wind-bubble is ne!arly 
isobaric and instead suggested that the observed asymmetric morphology mUBt be due 
to a nonuniform distribution of the local interstellar materiaL Marston & Meabum. 
(1988) similarly proposed that the shape of NGO 6888 is governed by the local ISM 
and suggested that ambient densities could be as high as 100 atoms em-3 in some 
regIons. 

We propose a model involving the interaction of the mass loss from HD 192163 
with the Cyg OBI superbubble's thick shell. If NGC 6888 was generated by a reI· 
atively rapid mass loss from HD 1'9216,3 shortly after the passage of the Cyg OBI 
superbubble shell as it expanded, then the observed shape of the nebula may he 
explained by a collision of the stellar ejecta and wind material with the dense super
bubble shell medium to the north where NGC 6888 appears the brightest. With an 
expansion velocity of 75 - 90 km s-1 (Chu 1988j Marston & Meaburn 1'988),. NCO 
6888 could easily catch the slower moving 20 km s-1 8uperbubb1e after its passage 
some 105 yr ago. This model would also explain why, while most of the ionized gal!l in 
the nebula has heen ionized by the central WR star, the northeast region exhibits a 
low HD: /[N II] ratio due to collisional ionization (Marston &, Meaburn 1988), indicat
ing the presence of a shock being slowed by a dense r'egion of gas. Finally, the large 
neutral mass and unusually high ambient medium density derived by Marston (1991) 
would also be consistent with this modeL Therefore, the unusual kinematic and mor
phological properties of NGC6888 may be a result of its location coincidentally both 
inside a SNR and near the edge of a large OB association 8nperbubble. 
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4.4 The Violent IntersteHar Environment of HD 192163 

Based on the derived parameters and conclusions in Section 4.3 for each of the 
energetic phenomena in the region around HD 192163, we suggest a scenario of the 
interstellar history of this star's environment. We propose an extremely active in
terstellar environment with multiple interacting structures which has important im
plications for the evolutionary history of HD 192163. Figure 4.11 is a schematic 
representation of our model. In this scenario, the SNR centered on HD 192163 would 
have heen generated some ~ 105 years ago, possibly from the explosion of a former 
bin,ary companion to HD 192163. Th,e SNR and the Gyg OBI superhubble might have 
collided at sometime in the past ("" 104- 5 yrs) as the IRAS images suggest. Models 
of colliding SNRs indicate that at early or moderate stages, the two expanding shells 
merge together to form one larger hot cavity (Ikeuchi 1978; Bodenheimer et al. 1984)'. 
However, in the case here, the SNR may have slowed down considerably before heing 
impacted by the superbubble shell which has a relatively low expansion velocity. If 
the SNR was already relatively old and massive by the time of superbubble interac
tion, one possible result is the increased fragmentation of the denser, dusty regions 
of the SNR shell into IR-emitting clumps like those seen in the IRAS images. 

NGG 6888 would have formed more recently (~ 1041 yr)., possibly by a rapid mass 
ejection from a WR + compact companion system, and is presently situated near the 
inner edge of the Gyg OBI snperbubble. The enhanced optical and IR emissions, 
high filament dens.ities, and lower expansion velocities along the north and northeast 
edge of this nebula may be the result of the nebular expansion being braked by its 
interaction with the dense, slower-moving shell of the 8uperbuhble ... In this way, the 
unusual shape of NCG 6888 tan be understood in terms of its interaction with the 
8uperbubble to the north creating bright optical emission due to shock heating, with 
the weaker, incomplete IR and optical emission in the southern region due to the low 
dens.ity interior of the superbubble. 

The newly recognized possible SNR (G75.5+2.4) centered on HD 192163 may have 
been generated by this star's previous massive companion. Some theoretical studies 
have proposed that WR ring nebulae arise from stellar mass loss in dose WR + 
compact companion binary star systems. The proposed scenario fora massive binary 
star system is that a WR + 0 star system becomes an 0 + compact companion 
system following the supernova. explosion of the WR star (de Loore 19'82). The 
surviving 0 star then evolves into a WR star (specifically a WN type) accomp,anied 
by a surrounding ring nebula which results from mass lost by the system when the 
com.pact primary cannot aenete all of the mass being transferred from the secondary 
during Roche Lobe overflow (van den Heuvel & ,de Loore 1973) .. In such a model, 
the supernova generates a shock wave that produces an expanding shell of interstellar 
gas. 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic drawing of the interstellar environment around flD 102163
 
relating the energetic phenomena in the region. Drawing is not to scale.
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As noted in Section 4.1, the suspected SNR G75.5+2.4 would not be the first iden
tification of a possible SNR surrounding a WR star with an associated ring nebula. 
Two other possible SNRs have been identified in the lines of sight to the WN-type 
WR stars HD 50896, and HD 9'6548 (Papers I & II). Toward the WR star HD 50896, 
an isolated WN5 star situated 10 degrees below the Galactic plane, a 100 pc diame
ter expanding shell was detected by the presence of displaced interstellar absorption 
line components in the UV spectra of 16 neighboring field stars (Paper Ii Howarth & 
Phillips 1'986). For theWN8 star HD 96548, high-velocity UV interstellar components 
were detected in the spectra of the WR star and one neighboring field star. In addi
tion, this WR star is nearly centered inside a large IRAS-detected infrared emission 
shell which may bean old SNR (Paper II). In Chapter ,6 we discuss the properties of 
these three WR stars and the implications of their surrounding ext'ended shells. 

4.5 Conclusions 

We have investigated the interstellar environment around the WR star HD 192163, 
using infrared and optical images and UV absorption line data. Our data indicate 
HD 192163 is located in a remarkably active theater of expanding and colliding in
terstellar structures .. Our findings and conclusions are summarized below. 

1) Using IRAS Skyflux images, we have identified an extended shell of IR emission 
centered on HD 192163. This object, G75.5+2A, appears as a neady complete 
shell of dimensions 1.5° x 1.8° with an IR estimated total mass of 3 x 1'1)4 Me, 
energy of _1051 ergs,and an age of"" 105 yr. Strong [8 II] optical emission fil
aments and [0 III] emission coincident with the shell's northwest edge suggest a 
SNR shock interpretation despite a lack of detectable nonthermal radio emission. 
Two pos8ible interior or background stars exhibit anomalous UV extinction, con
sistent with shock grain processing like that modeled for old SNRs. If assumed 
to be at the distance of HD 192163 (d = 1.8 kpc) the extende,d shell has linear 
dimensions of 47 x 56 pc.. Bec-aus,e HD 192163 is centered in this sheU, w,e suggest 
a causal relationship between the WR star and the extended shell. While the 
data appear consistent with an evolved SNR interpretation, other interpretations 
are possible, and line of sight coincidence of IRAS sources cannot be excluded. 

2)	 We also identified a weU-defined infrared emission-weak cavity from 60p.m/100J-Lm 
ratioed IRAS images. This feature is probably the IR signature of the Cyg OB1 
superbubble with a majority of the Cyg OBI member stars projected within the 
boundaries of this 2:° x 4.50 region of weak IR emission. Assuming an age of 2 x 
11)0 yr and linear dimensions of 60 x 140 pc (d = L8 kpc), we estimate a total 
minimum energy requirement of 9 x 105,0 ergs and an expansion velocity of 20 
km g-1 for the 8uperbubble. The suspected new SNR shell around HD 192163 
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may be interacting with the Cyg OBI superhubble based OIl: the shell"s dtUllpy 
appearance inside the Cyg OBI superbubble while being m.ore diffuse outside lJud 
cavity. If true, a study of this interaction may help our understal'lding regarding 
the collision and merger of lliarge ISM shells. 

3)	 High-velocity UV components are pervasive throughout the investigated Cygn.us 
region, with no velocity gradient detected which would indicate the edge of fl, 

spherical interstellar structure .. High-velodty gas detected in the UV speet:nt of 
these stars appears to trace a huge multi-association supershellat least 4° x 6° 
which is not uniquely identifiable with a specific optical or IR structure including 
NGC 6888,. G75.5+2.4,. or the Cyg OBI superhubble. 

4)	 NGC 6888, the ring nebula associated with HD 192163, appears to lie on the 
projected inner edge of the Cyg OBI superbubble boundary as seen on IRAS 
images. We propose that NGC 6888 is expanding into the thick shen of the 
Cyg OBI superbubble. The expansion of the ring nebula is being braked b)r 
the superoubble shell,. resulting in lower velocities and higher densiHes in the 
nebula at the points of contact with the superbubble. This interaction may offer 
an explanation for the off~center position of HD 192163 inside NGC {iS88, the 
bright, near zero radial velocity Ha emission observed, as well all the high .ambient 
gas densities reported. Thus, paradoxically, NGC 6888 may He inside an old 
supernova remnant while at the same timeen.countering high densities from its 
coincidence with the inner edge of the expanding eyg OBI 8uperbubble shell. 
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Abstract 

To assess whether the high-velocit,y gas detected in the lines of sight to Wolf~Ra,yet 

stars isa phenomenon related to the steUar winds of Wolf-Ra..yet stars in general l tl 

survey of all Wolf-Rayet stars ohserved with IUE is presented. The high-dispersion 
ultraviolet spect.ra of each Wolf-Hayd star were analyzed for the presence of high
velocity components in the interstellar lines. The results of tbis sune)' indicate that. 
high-velocity gas in the lines of sight to Wolf-Ra)ret sta.rs Is quH.e rMCl outside of 
those known to be embedded in OB association superbubbles. Eighty-five percent 
of the stars included in this survey which are not within OB llBsociaticm sup,ershells 
show no evidence of high-velocity gas in their lines of sight at the resolution of IUE. 
Of the stars that do show high-velocity components in t.heir lines of sight, there is 
a significant correlation with spectral class WN5-8, presen.ce of a ring nebula, MId 
va.riability. 
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5.1 IUE Survey Data 

In order to establish the frequency with which high-velocity gas is detected in the 
ultraviolet (UV) spectra of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars and thus determine if such high
velocity gas is a common phenomenon of WR stars perhaps attributable their massive 
stenar winds, we surveyed the high-dispersion (resolution = 0.1 A) IUE spectra of WR 
stars looking for high-velocity absorption features in the interstellar lines. Existing 
archive spectra of WR stars were examined for the presence of shifted components in 
the interstellar lines of 8i II, 0 I, C' II, Fe II, AlII, Mg II, Al III, 8i IV and C IV. Table 
5.1li.sts the WR star HD number, IUE short wavelength camera (SWP: 1200 - 2000 
A) and long wavelength camera (LWR/LWP: 20'00 - 3000 A) image sequence numbers 
of the images that were analyzed ,WR spectral c1assifi·cation (van cler Hucht et al. 
1'9'81), references for evidence of variability, optical ring n'ebula classification (where 
present) according to Chu (1981), and an indication of the presence or absence of 
high-velocity components in the UV interstellar lines. For WR stars with previously 
reported high-velocity interstellar components, IUE image numbers are not listed 
since we did not re-analyze these data; however, published work is referenced in the 
last column of Table 5.1. When the archives contained multiple images of a WR 
star, the highest quality image was selected for analysis.. An affirmative detection 
of high-velocity components was defined to be components displaced by at least 45 
km 5-1 in more than one interstellar line of the spectrum. 

The 35 WR stars listed in Table 5.1 represent 22% of the known Galactic WR 
stars (van der Hucht et a1. 1981). In general, interstellar absorption lines with equiv
il11ent widths of at least 25 rnA and velocity displacements of 30 km s-l or more 
from the mil1incomponent are detectable in <li. single IUE high"dispersion spectrum. 
However, the data used in this survey of high-velocity interstellar components in WR 
spectra are not homogenous. P-Cygni profiles of photospheric lines limit the detec
tion of interstellar lines in some spectra. Also, many of the observed WR stars had 
only a short wavelength spectrum available, meaning that for these stars the presence 
of high-velocity Mg II componen"tscould not be investigated. Nor were all of the 
existing archival spectra optimally exposed. Many observers deliberately underex
posed the stellar continuum in order to gain optimal exposure of the ,emission lines. 
In thes,ecases, accurate measurements of interstellar absorption lines are difficult .. 
W£l,velengths shorter that .:\1400 are somewhat underexposed in most of the spectra. 
Spectra that were somewhat underexposed at all wavelengths are indicated in Table 
5.1 with an asterisk next to the image sequence number. [HD 65865, could not be 
included in the survey because the only existing spectrum was extremely underex
posed .. ] 

Another difficulty using IUE archival data is the heterogeneous processing of the 
data. The spectra were acquired at various times over the 14 year history of IDE 
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Table 5.1 
Survey of vVolf·Rayet Stars Ohserved at High Dispersion withIUE 

Target SWP LWP Spectral Variability Ring H-V 
Star (LWR) Type Nehula Gas 

HD 5089'0 
HD 629HJi 
HD 68273 

27473* 
6532 

~8601r
,6952 

WN5 
WN6+WC4, 
WG8+091 

(1.) W Yes(l) 
No 
No 

HD 7653fi, 10105 W06 No 
HD 86161 13893 (18488) WN8 (2) No 
HD !l2809 W06 W Yes('2) 

HD 9'2740 WN7+ahs W Yes,(2) 

HD 9'3131 WN7+abs Yes(2) 

HD '9'3162 WN7+abs Yes(2) 

HD 96548 WN8 (3) E Yell(3) 

HD 97152 W07+05·7 Yes(3} 
liD 104994 
liD 113904 
HD 115473 

7020 
5865 

15105 
(5075) 

WN3pec 
WC6+09.51 

Wei> 
R, 

No 
No 
No 

HD 119078 16581 We7 No 
HD 136488 13816* WOg No 
HD 143414 
HD 151932 
HD 152270 

16976 
4334 

15129 

(18487~ 
(3828 
11291 

WN6 
WN7 

We7+05-8 

(4) Yes(4) 
No 
No 

HD 156385 
HD 157451 

15130 
16835* 

(2304) W07 
We9 

No 
No 

HD 164270 
HD 1657,63 
HD 187282 
HD 190918 
HD 191765 

8156 
2518 

15Un 
14715 
4088 

(10491 0) 

(2317) 

WCg 
WC5 
WN4 

WN4.5+0~,.51a 
WN6 

(5) 

(6) R, 

W 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

HD 192103 22861 We8 Yes(5) 

HD 192163 WN6 (7) W Yes(5) 

HD 192641 25628 5696 WG7+abs Yes(5) 

HD 193077 
HD 193576 
HD 193793 

25990 
25788 

(5060) 
7962 

WN5+abs 
WN5+06 
WG7+abs 

(8) Yes(5) 
No 
No 

HD 197406 
HD 211853 15100 

18358 WN7 
WN6+0 

(9) Yes(6) 
No 

HD 214419 13972* (10618) WN7+0 No 
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Notes on Table 5.1 

'" underexposed spectrum (DN=lHD-150 in the continuum' 

Variability 

1. Firmani et at 1980
 

2.. Moffat & Niemela 1982
 

3.	 Moffat & Isserstedt 1980 

4.	 Moffat 1983 

5.	 Isserstedt & Moffat 1981 

6.	 Antokhin, Aslanov, & Cherepashchuk 1982 

7.	 Koenigsberger et al. 1980 

8.	 Lamontagne et al. 1982 

9.	 Driss,en et aI. 1986 

High- Velocity Gas: 

1.	 Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen 19816 

2.	 Walborn & Hesser 1982; Walborn,. Heckathorn, & Hesser 1984 

3.	 Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen 19'9'0 

4.	 broad main components and measurably separated components at -60 km s-l in 
low and high ionization lines of S II, Si II, Fe II, Al II,. C IV, and Sil IV 

5.	 Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen 1992 

6.	 Si IV and C IV are strongest at -65 km s-1 with a red wing. Lower ioniz,ations 
are centered near -25 km s-l. 

and bear the signatures of various epochs of prooessing methods. Optimally, the 
data available should be reprocessed to a uniform software and calibration quality, or 
Ie-acquired at higher e.xposure levels to fully expose the ,continuum and the shorter 
wavelengths. However, in spite of the drawbacks of the quality of the data set used, 
we believe shifted components comparable in strength and velocity to those seen in 
the spectra of UD 5089"6'1 lID 96548, and liD 192163 (Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen 1986, 
1990, 1992) would have been det.ected because the spectra of these objied.s suffer from 
the same shortcomings as those used fun the survey_ 



5.2 Survey Results 

The results of this survey suggest that high-velocit.y absorption features in t,he 
UV spectra of WR stars are not a particularly COImnon phenomenon.. Onl.y 13, of 
the 35, stars listed in Table 5.1 exhibit interstellar absorption component,s with ve~ 

locities of 45 kIll s-I or more above that for the main interst~ella.l' a.bsorpt,ion feature 
seen in the spectra. Some of these stars are kllOwn to lie in. OB assoda.tion sup,er~ 

shells. In these cases the high-vdocity gas. is global to the association mH:l C~UUlot; 

be relevant to the local environment around the particularWR star. If one excludes 
the WR stars located within the Carina OBI association supershell (Le., HD '[.12740, 
HD 92809, HD 93131, and lID 93162: Walborn & Hesser, 1982; Walborn, Heckathorn 
& Hesser 1984), the Cyg OB1 supershell (i.e .. , lID 192103, HD 192163, flD 192M1, 
and liD 1!l3077: Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen 19912), and lID 97152 (Ni'chols-Bohlin & Fe· 
sen 1990), then high-velocity components are detedable in only four stMS: liD 50896, 
HD '96548, HD 197406, and HD 143414. 

The stars HD 143414 and flD 197406 are the only stars in Table 5.1 exhihiting 
high-velocity interstellar components which are not known to lie illsid.ea OB cluster 
supershell or have optical ring nebulae (Heckathorn et aL 1982). At esthnal;ed dis
tances of 6.7 and 7.7 kpc respectively (van der liucht ct a1. 1988L rUE observations 
of neighhoring field stars toward these two stars are precluded to investigat;e j,he exis
tence of a large interstellar shell in these lines of sight. These stars will be discussed 
further in Chapter 6. 

Our survey suggests that despite the powerful stellar winds exhibited by WR stars 
in general, few WR stars outside of DB association supersheUs show high-velocity, 
shifted absorption components in their UV spectra.. Eighty-five percent of the non
association supershell stars show no high-velocity components in their UV spedra. 
Thus the high-velocity ext,ended shells discussed in Chapters 2 - 4 are probably not 
correlated with the stellar winds alone. There ar'~, however, possible correlations 
with WR star spectral types, variability., and WR ring nebulae. Excluding the nine 
stars lying iin OB association supershells, then 57% (4 of 7) of i.he survey stars with 
eviidence of variability exhiihit high-velocity gas, 40% of the stars haviing associated 
optical ring nebulae exhibit high-velocity gas, and 36% of those classified WN5-8 
exhibit high-velocity gas. The overall frequency of high-velocity gas in this sample 
of stars is 15%. It iisallso interesting to note that none of the eight biinary stars 
not embedded in association supershells exhibit high-velocity components in their 
UV spectra. These statistics, although they rely on small numbers, indicate that 
there may be a correlation between the presence of high-velocity components in the 
ultraviolet spectrum and the presence of a ring ne bula, spedraland photometric 
variability, and spectral type of WN5-8. Thus, the WR stars exhibiting high-velocity 
components may represent a uniique dass of objects. 



5.3 Conclusions 

A survey of .high-dispersion spectra of all WR stars observed with IUE shows 
that the presence of high-velocity components in the interstellar resonance lines is 
rare among WR stars, except in cases where the high-velocity components can be 
attributed to an OB association supershell. Eighty-five percent of the WR stars not 
known to be embedded in association supershells show no evidence of high-velocity 
components at the resolution of IUE. Thus, high-velocity components, where present, 
do not appear to be consistent with the interpretation that they arise in stellar wind
blown bubbles because aU WR stars exhibit powerful stellar winds. This surprising 
result implies that interstellar bubbles around stars with massive stellar winds do not 
have a UV signature at the resolution of IUE, in spite of predictions to the contrary 
(Weaveret aI. 1971) .. The statistical sampling of this survey is quite small. However, 
there appear to be correlations between the existence of high-velocity components in 
UV spectra and the presence of a ring nebula, WN5-8 classification" and variability 
for this sample of WR stars. 
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Extended Sh,eUs Around WoU:.Rayet Stars
 
With Ring Nebulae:
 

Observational Evidence For The Second Wolr·R.ayet Phase of
 
Massive Binary Star Evolution'!
 

Abstrad 

Observational evidence for the existence of very extended shells of gas and/or 
dust 50 to 150 pc in diameter in the lines of sight to the Wolf-Rayet stars HD50B96, 
HD 96,548, and HD l'!n163 is summ1U'ized. In addition to these extended shells, 
these three stars share several common characteristics: (1) an associated opt,ical dng 
nebula, (2) a middle-to-late WN classification, (3) propertiessuggestlng spectral and 
photometric variability, and (4) possible runaway star status. Several possible origins 
for these extended shells are explored. The presence of only shortward·shilted ultravi
olet line components, the positions of these three Wolf-Rayet stars llear the projected 
centers of their associated extended shells, and the common characteristics of these 
three stars indicate the extended shells are probably not line-of-sightcoinciden.ces. 
The low frequency of detedion of high-velocity gas in the lines of sight to WoH-Ra.yet 
stars in general indicates that the high-velocity gas, where observed, is probably not 
a result of Wolf-Rayet star stellar winds alone. We suggest that th,ese stars may be in 
the second stage of Wolf-Rayet binary star evolution, after the massive x-ray binary 
stage. The ext,ended shells could be the result of non-conservativ'e mass transfer dur
ing a previous Roche Lobe overflow stag,e of the binary after the supernova explosion 
of the primary. Alternatively, the extended shells could be the supernova remnants 
produced when the primary star exploded. If these stars are indeed in the se,cond 
WoH-Rayet phase of massive binary star evolution,. then the optical ring nebulae may 
be the result of a current Roche Lobe overflow phase of these systems, which would be 
consistent with the enriched material detected irr these nebulae. However, the obser
vational evidence and available theoretical models for massive binary star evolution 
and non-conservative mass transfer are not yet sufficient to firmly identify the origins 
of these extended shells. 
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6.] Introduction 

Massive stars will have a significant impact on their surrounding interstellar en
vironment during the various phases of their lives. Evolving as either single or binary 
stars, these massive (greater than 20 M0 ) stars are expected to produce shells of 
swept-up int,erstellar material formed by their stellar winds, nebulae of stellar ma
terial ejected during non-conservative mass transfer in binaries, and supernova rem
nants at the end of their lives. These interstellar structures will greatly influence the 
dynamics and chemical composition of the interstellar medium. WoU-Rayet (WR) 
stars are generally accepted to be massive stars in their final stage of evolution. The 
interstellar environment around WR stars can provide important clues about their 
previous and current mass loss events. 

Recent evidence from ultraviolet and infrared observations has indicated the pres
ence of extended shells of gas and/or dust in the lines of sight to three WR stars 
(Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen 1986" 1'990, 1992 [Papers I, Il) and III]; Howarth & Phillips 
1986). The first WR star to be associated with an expanding shell of interstel.1ar gas 
in its line of sight Was liD 50896, a WN5 star situated 10° below the Galactic plane 
(Paper Ij Howarth & Phillips HJ86). A large shell of expanding gas some 100 parsecs 
in diameter located in the direction of lID 50896 was detected by the presence of dis
placed interstellar absorption line components in the ultraviolet (UV) spectra of the 
WR star and 16 neighboring field stars. At the time of its dis,covery, Nichols-Bohlin 
& Fesen concluded that this shell was most likely a highly evolved Galactic supernova 
remnant (SNR), but probably unrelated to HD 50896 for several reasons. Primary 
among: these reasons was the classification of the ring nebula, S308, associated with 
HD 50896,a8a wind-blown interstdla.r bubble (Chu 1981). The formation of such a. 
wind-blown bubble would be unlikely inside a supernova remnant where the density 
of the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) is expected to be extremely low. An ad
ditional difficulty was encountered due to the di.stance estimate for HD50896 of 1.5 
kpc) while the extended sheU was estimated to be at a distance of 1.0 kpc. 

Subsequently, high-velocity gas detected in the UV spectra of HD 96548 (WN8) 
and one additional field star indicated the presence of a huge shell of expanding gas 
in tl~is line of sight.. In addition to the UV detection of high-velocity ga..s, the WR 
sta.r wa.s found to be near the center of an infrared emission shell 100 x 150 pc in 
dia.meter. We interpreted this shell as possibly another highly evolved SNR based on 
the energy budget for the region (Paper II). 

Finally, IRAS image data rev,ealed that the WN6 star liD 1921,63 lies in the 
center of an infrared emission shell roughly 60 pc in diameter. This structure was 
suggested to be a highly evolved SNR based on [S III imagery) energy consideration,. 
and anomalous UVextinction '(Paper III).. 
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AHhoug;h aJilthr,e,e of these extended shells have been shown to be consistent with 
the interpretation of evolved SNRs, other interpretations are possible. This paper 
considers the implicatiol1s of the discoveries of huge extended shells of gas ll'I.nd/o.r 
dust in the direction to t,he WR stars HD 50896 , HD 96548, and HD 192163:. The 
common characteristics of HD 50896, HD 96548, and HD 192163 are 8nm.nul.rized in 
Section 6.2. Potential origins of these extended shells are presented in Section 6.3 
and evaluated in consideration of the observed propertjes of the WR star,s in Sedi<m 
6.4. The conclusions are presen.ted in Section 6.5. 

0.2 Common Characteristics of HD 508tJiO, HD 9€1l5,48, and lID 1112163 

In addition to a middle-to-late WN classification,. these three stars (HD 50896, 
HD '!:H5S48 , and HD 192163) have several characteristics in common: (1) projeded 
central position in an extended shell of interstellar gas and/or dust, (2) a IlmaUer 
associated optical ring nebula, (3) spectra! and photometric variability" and (4) pos
sible runaway star status (see Table 5.1 and references therein). These attrIbutes are 
shared by less than lO% of the Galactic WR stars. On the other hand, thes,e three 
stars differ substantially in terms of their 10caJ environment. flD 1921,63 is a definite 
member of a large OB association and is situated dose to Galactic plane. lID 50896 
lies 100 below the Galactic plane and although it is a possible duster member, the 
duster has no other member ,earlier than BO. Finally, flD 96548 appears to be an 
isolated field WR star 5° from the Ga.l.a,etic plane with nO known duster or 0 star in 
the region .. 

6.2.1 Extended Shells 

When originally det'eeted, the high-velocity components in the UV spectra of 
HD 50896, HD 9'6548, and HD 192163 were all attributed to their associated ring 
nebulae (HD 50896: Huber eta!. 1979; HD 96548: Smith et al. 1984; UD 1921'63: 
Smith,Willis, & Wilson 1980). Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen (198 16) showed that the hig;h
velocity components in the line of sight to the WN5 star HDS0896 must arise in a 
much larger structure and are thus unrelated to its ring nebula 8308. The presence 
of high-velocity components in the ultraviolet spectra of numerous field stars located 
up to 60 from HD 50896 implied that the observed high-velocity gas could he an 
evolved, heretofore undetected 8NR. At that time, Nichols-Bohlin and Fesen (1986) 
conclud.ed that HD 50896 was probably background to this extended shell,. primarily 
because of the difficulty of explaining the presence of the lIl'ing nebula, then. believed 
to be a wind-blown bubble (Chu 1981), within the extreme low-density environment 
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ofa SNR. An additional difficulty was the differing distance estimates between the 
newly discovered extended shell (1.0 kpc) and the "'VR star (1.5 kpc; Conti et al. 
1983). Likewise, Howarth & Phillips (1986), who estimated the distance to HD50S96 
to be 2.3 kpc based on reddening estimates, also concluded it was unrelated to the 
possible SNR, due to their even greater differing distan,ce estimates. 

However, distances to WR stars are poorly determined,. especially for theWN5 
subclass, where the absolute magnitude is based OD. only one available star in the 
LMC and lies on a steep gradient between the absolute magnitude values for WN4 
and WN6. This uncertainty results in a possible error in the distance determination 
for HD 50896 of 50% or more. If indeed lID 50896 is located inside the extended 
shell, then its surrounding ring nebula" S308, could be primarily stellar ejecta, not 
swept-up interstellar medium. Also, if the distance to lID 50896 is less than 1.5, kpc, 
this star would be ,fl, probable member of the association Cr 121 (d = 1.0-1.4 kpc), 
which has been suggested (Feinstein, 1'967). 

In the case of the WN8 star HD 96M8, Smith etaL (19'84, 1988) have argued that 
the high-velocity gas in that direction is due solely to this star's ring nebula ROW 58. 
However, based on the IDE an,d IRAS data presente,d in Paper II, Nichols-Bohlin and 
Fesen concluded the high-velocity gas detected in the UV interstellar lines is likely 
due to a much larger expanding shell of gas, which was interpreted again as a shell 
that resembles an evolv'ed SNR based on energy considerations. IRAS image data 
revealed an infrared emission shell with dimensions 100 x 150 pc (assuming d =2.1 
kpc) which is nea.rly centered on lID 96548 and which is spatially consistent with the 
UV-detected high-ve1odty gas .. 

The high-velocity components in the line of sight to the WN6 star HD 1921'63 
were also attributed by Huber et ,aI. (1979) to NGC 6888, the associated ring neb
ula. Phillips et al. (1984) reported the det,ection of high-velocity features in three 
additional stars in Cyg OBi, but coul,d not differentiate between a common origin for 
the high-velocity gas or separate origins local to the individual stars. The depletions 
determined from their measurements indicated that the abundances of the absorbing 
gas are nearly solar, implying the gas is shocked. Subsequent work by St.-Louis et al.. 
(1988) concluded that the high-velocityg,a.s seen in the IUE spectra of these stars in
deed has a common origin in an association supershell similar to the structures known 
to exist around the Orion and Carina associations. Re-analysis by us of the avail
able IUE data, including some new observations, and examination of the IRAS image 
data. (Paper III) have been used to described the interstellar environment around 
HD 1921'63. In addition to confirming the detection of a multi-association superbub
ble suggested by St.-Louis et a1. " we reported the discovery of an infrared shell of 
dust emission centered on fID 192163. This infrared shell was interpreted as possihly 
a highly evolved SNR based on energy considerations, [S II] emission" and anomalous 
UV extinction. In contrast to the physical association of the high-velocity gas with 
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the extended shells in the cases of fID 50896 and HD 9'6548, the high·v·,elocHyg~s 

detected in the UV spectra of lID 192153 appears not. to arise in the IR-d'eteded 
extended shell but rather primarily in a multi-association superbubble. 

6.2.2 Variability: Evidence for Compact Cornpanions~' 

ThirteenWR stars have been suggested to be binary systems with cmnpact. com
panions(Moffat 1982) based on photometric variability. The first.candidat,e VvI{ 
+ compact companion system was lID 50896 with a period of 3.77 da.ys (Firmani 
et aI. 1980). Extensive studies of this star sim:e that time have generally confirm.ed 
the 3.77 day period via photometric va.riations (Lamontagne et I'll. 1986, B~tlona ct, 
all. 1989, Drissen et al. 1989). Van der Hucht et al. (19'90) suggest an addhi(UllJ 
13 year period. Gossett & Vreux (1987) discuss the possible existence of another, 
shorter period, while recent high precision, long baseline polarimetric da.t.a confirm 
the previously established period (Drissen et 811. 1989). 

Moffat & Isserstedt (1980) found HD 9654.8 to be variable both incontinuul11 and 
in lines with a possible period of 4.762 days, later revised to 4.158 days on the basis 
of new radial velocity data (Moffat 1983). However, Smith et a1. (19185) studied the 
variations in UV emission line profilesa.nd found these variations to be incmnpatible 
with the photometric period for this object. They prefer an interpretation of the 
profile variability as non-radial pulsation. 

HD 192163 was also claimed to have a compact companion with a period of 4.5 
days (Koenigsberger et 811. 1980). The period was revised to 4.57 days by Aslanov 
& Cherepashchuk (1981). Vreux (1985) noted the alias of 0.45 days and suggested 
the variability could be attributed to non-radial pulsations instead ofa compact 
companion. Moffat & Shara (1986) find only weak evidence £or variability in 1983 
and little or no evidence in 1984, based on a systematic photometric survey of a 
complete magnitude-limited survey of WR stars. 

Moffat & Shara (1986) note that variability among WR stars is more common than 
among randomly chosen stars; however, no definitive daim concerning the cause of the 
variability can be mad.e without data from a much longer timescale than is currently 
available. Thus, existence of compact companions is in some doubt. The most pIob
able candidates for WR +c systems are HD 5089 16 and HD 19'74t06 (Cherepashchuk 
1991). The evidence that HD 50S96 is a binary system with a compact companion 
seems strong: the other cases, including liD 192163 and liD 96MS,a.re less certain 
based on the currently puhlished data, particulady in light of the large number of 
possible aliases (Vreux 1985). It has been suggested that the observed. variability may 
be due to inhomogeneities (blobs) in the wind (Moffat et al. 19'88). 
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6.2.3 Ring Nebulae Associated with HD 50896, HD 96548, and HD 192'163 

WR star ring nehulae have been identified in approximately 10% of the known 
Galactic WR stars. These nebulae comprise a rather morphologically heterogeneous 
set of structures varying from complete or partial rings to bow shock type formations 
to amorphous H II regions. Chu (1981) classified the WR ring nebulae into four types 
based on kinematics and morphology: W-type for wind-blown bubbles, E-type for 
stellar ejecta" Rs-type for shell-structured H II regions, and Ra-type for amorphous 
H II regions. The E-type structures were characterized by Chu as having chaotic 
kinematic motions and clumpiness in morphology indicative of blobs of stellar ejecta 
and radial filaments, while the W-type nebulae were described as sheets and filaments 
in a ring-like formation which were interpreted as the interaction of the stellar wind 
with the ambient interstellar medium. 

Statistically, the proportion of WR stars exhibiting ring nebulae has been shown 
to be too small to a.llow the interpretation that they are composed primarHy of in
terst,ellar gas swept out by the stellar wind (Lozinskaya 1983), in contrast to Chu's 
classifications. Instead, Lozinskay.a determined the nebulae must involve a shell ejec
tion event whkh precedes the stellar wind. However, Chu's classification system, 
which identified 5 W-type nebulae, discerns only the major formation mechanism and 
therefore is not sensitive to contributions by other mechanisms. Thus, fiD 9'6548"g 
ring nebula is described as principally a stellar ejecta ring nebula (i.e., "E") but one 
encased in a wind-blown bubble. Also, while NGO 6888 appears clumpy in struc
ture somewhat like ROW 58 (Johnson & Songsathaporn 1981), it was nevertheless 
originally classified asa wind-blown bubbllie ("W"), as was S308around lID 5089'6. 

There is evidence to suggest that the ring nehulae 8308 and NGC 6888 could 
be principally eJecta types, like ROW 58. All three ring nebulae have been found 
to be nitrogen and helium enriched (NGC 6888: Parker 1978; 8308 and RCW58: 
Kwitter 1984). Large enrichment of the nebulae is difficult to understand if they are 
indeed stellar wind-blown bubbles, since the stellar wind is notexpeeted to mix with 
the interstellar medium in the shell (Weaver et al. 1971). Moreover, there is little 
direct evidence to imply interaction with local intersteUar gas. All three nebul!ae are 
complete rings around the central WR star, in sharp contra-st to the incomplete and 
hyperbolic shaped structures around other WR stars which are dearly signatures of 
the interaction of the stellar wind with an inhomogeneous interstellar medium. Most 
importantly, it is difficult to understa-nd why fiD 50896 and HD 96548, 100 and 50 
out of the plane, respectively, would form prominent wind-blown bubbles of swept
up interstellar medium while few WR stars in the Galactic plane have formed such 
structures. 

We propose that these three ring nebulae are primarily stellar ejecta rather than 
wind-blown bubbles. These ring structures appear to lie within extended interstellar 
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shells themselves which. may be highly evolved SNRs or stellar w1nd-hlown. bubhles. 
In none of these cases do we deted r·ed-shifted components in th.e UV interstellar 
ahsorption .lines, which would indicate that theexpandillg shell of gllS is foreg.round 
to the WR star. Thus, these nebulae appear to lie in low-de.nsity regions where the 
formation of a wind-blown interstellar bubble is unlikely.. In addition j t.hete are sh.
tistically too few ring nebulae associated with WR stars to be consist.ent wit:h the 
interpretation that the major formation mech!Ulism is stellar wind. Thus, we propos,e 
S308 and NGC 6888 be reclassified as "E" type nebulae. Chu (1988) has suggest.ed 
the reclassification of NGC 6888 as lIE" based on new Fabr~r·Perot dl'tta which in
dicates the internal motions of stella.I" ejecta are not chaotic as originally thought, 
but possibly undistinguishable from wiind~blown bubbles. The redassiJi.ca.tion of S308 
would remove our major difficulty in associating the extended shell det'ce.ted in this, 
line of sight with liD 50896. 

Interestingly, ring-type nebulae that are morphologically similar to WR ring neb· 
ulae, but physically smaller, are known to exist around several stars classified as 
OfjWN9. These structures have been identified with AG Car and HDE 21()9852 (Stahl 
1987). The nebulae are complete rings showing ftlamentary structure and bright ritus. 
They are approximately one tenth of the linea.r size of the ring nebulae around WR 
stars being discussed here. WR stars are believed to evolve from 0 stars to late WN 
stars and these objects should be in the transition phase from 0 stars to WR stars. 
Stahl concluded that the ring around AG Car was formed by steUar ej,ecta ratl~er than 
being a wind-blown bubble, because the wind was not decelerated. Recently, Nota 
(1991) found evidence for a jet from AG Gar to the perimeter of the nebula, providing 
more support for the notion that the ring nebula is composed of stellarejeda. 

6.2.4 Runaway Stars 

In a fundamental paper, Blaauw (1961) found many 0 and B stars ha.ve remark
ably high space velocities (;2: 40 km s-l). Blaauw interpreted these runaway stars 
as massive binary stars after the supernova (SN) explosion of the primary. The SNe 
are expected to impart large kick velocities to the systems, as high as 150 km s-1 
(Hanson 1979) .. Gies & Bolton (1986) a.rgue against this interpretation a.nd instead 
suggest that high space velocity stars are the result of close dynamical interactions in 
protoclusters which. lead to high velocity ejection of the stars. More rece.t;ttly, Stone 
(1991) re-addressed the problem, taking into account systematk errors, ·and deter
mined that the spa.ce frequency of 0 sta.r runaways in fact supports the idea that 
runaway 0 stars are produced from SN explosions of massive 'stars. 

Moffat & Isserstedt (1980) suggested that WR stars with large z distances may 
be supernova-induced runaway stars. WR stars in general are restricted to IzlS; 100 
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pc with a scale height of Izl~5;O pc (van der Bucht et al. ) 1988). Both HD 5089,6 
and HD 96548 have large z distances,. -274 pc and -339 pc, respectively. These two 
stars are thus considered runaway candidates. lID 192163 has a z distance of + 77 
pc hut was suggested to be a runaway hy Koenigsberger et a1. (1980). 

We note that two other WR stars hesides lID 50896, HD 9"6548, and HD 192163 
share several of these common characteristics. These two stars,. HD 19'7406 and 
HD 143414, exhibited high-velocity features in our survey of high-velocity UV absorp
tion line components. Also, they show spectral and photometric variability, WN5-8 
spectral dassifi.cation, and are possible runaway stars with large z distances. Moffat 
(1983) argued for the likely presence of a compact companion to BD 143414 with an 
orbital period of 7.7 days, and for this object to be a runaway star. HD 197406 has 
been interpreted as a binary WR + black hole (Drissen et aL 1986). These stars 
are too distant to allow acquisition of UV spectra of field stars whkh would assist 
in determining the nature of th,e high-velocity gas. However, HD 197406 has been 
shown to lie within an H I shell with a radius of 18 pc and also to be centered in 
a small spherical shell of radius 4 pc (Duhner" Niemela & Purton 1990). Fesen & 
Nichols-Bohlin (1992) have found extended emission in the IRAS ROON Allsky flux 
images around HD 143414 with a radius of 10 pc, suggesting a previously undetected 
ring nebula. These two stars may also have associated extend.ed shells but verification 
awaits more sensitive observations. 

6.3 Pos<sitMe Origins of the Extended Shdls 

When originally discovered, ,each of the extended shells was found to be consistent 
with the interpretation of a higMy ,evolved SNR based primarily on the energy hudgets 
for the regions .. However, several interpretations for the origin of these shells may be 
possible. In fact, it ma.y he that these three shells do not have a common origin and 
the mechanism for their formation is diffierent in each case. However, the similarity 
hetween the threeWR stars leads us to consider the extended shells as a group for 
the sake of ,discussion. 

6.3.1 Line of Sight Coincidence 

It is possible that one or more of the th,ree extended shells detected in the direction 
to a WR star are a line-of~sight coincidences. None of these three cases, considered 
alone demonstrates conclusive evidence that the shell detected has a causal rela, 
tionship with the particular WR star. In. the case of HD 50896, the expanding shell 
appears to he at the same distance as the cluster Or 121 at about 1.0 - 1.4 kpc, 
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while the WR star has distance estimates of 1.5 - 2.3 kpc (van der Bucht et, aL 1988j 
!Iowa-Id & Phillips 1986). Additionally, S308, the ring nebula surrounding UD 50890 
which is classified as a wind blown bubMe, would nol, Llkdy luwe fonned inside ft, low 
density cavity. However, as noted above,. the distance to HD 50896 could be in error 
by 50% or more. In addition, while the observed high velocity gas covers c1L region 
over 6° in diameter, the field stars exhibiting the highest velocity CQUlponents duster 
within 10 of this WR star. Furthermore, in spite of the fad. t,hat t.he distance to the 
WR star is estimated to be 1.5 kpc and thus should be background to the exp,a,nding 
shell at 1.0 kpc, no red-sh.ifted components are observed in the spedrum of lID 50896. 

The infrared shell identified in the region around fID 9'6548 is not a strong emis
sion shell and is only seen in the temperature-sensitive 60/100 ntio image. Thus, the 
possibility of confusion from neighboring IRAS extended sources lnust be considered 
even ina region 5° off the GaJadic plane. Also,. the high.v,elocity gas detected .in 
the spectra of HD 96548 was only verified in the spectrum of one field 8ta,17 (this fi'eld 
star was the only t.a.rget star available background to the shell and observable with 
IUE). Points in support of a physical connection between HD 96548 and the extended 
shell are the near-central projected location of the WR star inside the shell and the 
strong detection of high-velocity components in the B1.5 supergiant field star nearly 
identical to those found in theWR star spectrum. The size and morphology of the 
IR shell are consistent with the limited UV-detected high-vdocity gas lying in this 
direction. 

In the case of HD 192163, the distance to the infrared sh,ell is un~ertain and the 
location of this WR star near the Galactic plane makes the id·entification of infrared 
structures problematic. Certainly, HD 1921163 is in an association rich in massive 
stars and the IR shell could have been caused by a nearby star. An argument in {IWOI 

of a WR/shell connection is again the near centraJ projected location of the WR star 
in the shell. Also, morphological differences between the west and the east sides of the 
infrared shell suggest a physical interaction with tne Cyg OBI superbubblc, implying 
the shell is at the same distance as the 1.8 kpc Cyg OBI association and lID 192163. 

Thus, the absence of any red-shifted velocity components in theWR star spectra, 
a lack of toreground field star high-velocity components, and the near-central location 
of the WR stars in the proposed shells are all consistent with the WR stars lying within 
the shells. It is important to note that high-velocity gas detected in UV absorption 
lines at the resolution of IUE is rare in the Galaxy and is generally associated with a 

SNR or an association superbubhle (Jenkins, HI90). Considering the rarity of high
velocity gas in general in the ISM and the similarities between these three WR stars, 
it seems appropriate to ask how these shells might be causally related to the WR 
stars. 
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6.3.2 Stellar Wind-Blown Bubbles 

Assuming the huge shells of interstellar gas observed are in fact related to the 
WR stars, we considered whether they could be solely the result of the massive stellar 
winds produced by the WR stars. In this case, the WR stars may be single or binary 
stars. Over the lifetime of the WR star, the stellar wind outputs energy equivalent 
to a single supernova (de Jager 1985) and the formation of interstellar bubbles of 
50 - 100 pc in diameter is predicted. If these three WR stars under discussion are 
single,. each of them must be experiencing non-radial pulsations, inhomogeneities 
in the wind, or another phenomenon to account for the photometric and spectral 
variability. Also, they must have h.ad mass loss rates of S x 10-5 M8 per year for 
several .x 105 yrs to form the huge extended shells, and have a mechanism for a short 
period of significant mass ejection to form the ring nebulae. Note, however, the mass 
loss rates for these three stars as determined by Abbott et al. (1986) are not greater 
than those determined for most other WR stars. It is difficult to understand why 
HD50896, well out of the Galactic plane, would have produced a wind-blown bubble 
when there is no evidence for similar structures around the majority of other WR 
stars with similar mass loss rates located in more dense interstellar environments. 
Also, calculations of the energy budget for each of the three expanding shells of gas 
are only marginally consistent with an interstellar bubble interpretation,yielding ages 
for the bubbles that are greater than the expected lifetime of a WN star. Fina.lly, we 
have demonstrated with the survey of high-velocity features in the UV spectra of WR 
stars that high-velocity gas is not a general characteristic attributable to the massive 
ste1Jar winds of WR stars. 

6.3.3 Mass EJ'edion Du,e to Roche Lobe Overflow 

Alternatively, one or more of these three stars may be members of bina.ry systems 
observed after the supernova explosion of the primary. WR stars are generally be
lieved to evolve from both single massive a stars and from binary syst,ems containing 
massive 0 stars (van den Heuve119716). The scenario for a massive binary system is 
that of two OB stars which undergo mass transfer through stellar winds and Roche 
Lobe over:llow of the primary to produce a WR star and an OB star (the original 
seco.ndary), assuming part. of the exchanged mass and angular momentum is lost by 
the system during the exchange (de Loore 1982). The WR star then undergoes a 
supernova explosion, becoming a neutron star with a runaway OB star if the system 
remains bound, which is likely (van den Heuve1 & Heise 1972;. Hellings & de Loore 
1986). The remaining OB star then evolves a few million years later into a WR star, 
partly by means of intrinsic mass loss and by mass hansfer, leading to the "second 
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WR star phase". The secondary ultimately ends its life as a SN I producing a double 
neutron star or two runaway neutron stars. 

If the less massive component of the binary explodes as a SN &1td the SN Ina5S 
ejection is symmetric, the system wfull always remain bound (Bla.au'li~r 1961; Fryxell &; 
Arnett 1981). Thus, it is expected that after the expmosion of the first, WIt. stat', the 
system in most cases remains bound because in practically all observedWR biIUiI.riell'l 
the WR star is less massive than its OB companion (Abbott & Conti 1987'). 

The estimated time for the 0 star to evolve to a 'WR star after the first supemova 
is at least 106 yrs and can be up t.o several x 106 yrs" if the initiali mass ratio is not 
close to one. Stellar wind mass loss by the OB secondary will result in accretion 
of some of the mass by the compact companion (Lamers et al. 1976). When the 
secondary ends core hydrogen buming and moves off the main sequenc,l'l, its ma.ss 
loss rate due to stellar wind can be 1-2 x 10-6 Me per year and the accretion by 
the compact companion can power an x-ray source 2 1035 ,ergs 8-1 (Davidson & 
Ostriker 1973; Hellings & de Loore 19816). The x-ray binary 4U 1700-31 (tiD 153919) 
is probably su,ch a system. This stage of mass transier by stellar winds can l!l>st for 
104 to 106 yrs. Then, when the secondary star begjns to expand aft'ercore hydrogen 
exhaustion, it can presumably fill its Roche Lobe and RLOFensues. We consider 
the post-supernova evolution of these systems assuming the original secondaries are 
beyond the end of core hydrogen burning at the time Roche Lobe over:llow (RLOF) 
commences. The dramatic mass loss during RLOF removes a significant part of the 
secondary envelope and can produce a WR star. 

The accretion onto the compact star exceeds the Eddington Emit of approximately 
10-8 Me:> per year quickly, as the rate of mass loss by RLOF is expected to be 10-3 

Me:> per year within a few thousand years (Savonije 1978, 1983). The infalling matter 
that cannot be accreted by the compact star is lost to the system. This matter 
probably ~orms a large and thick accretion disk around t.he neutron star. From there 
the matter may leave the system in the form of two oppositely directed relatIvistic 
beams perpendicular to the accretion disk, similar to what is observed in 8S433 (d. 
van den Reuvel et al. 1980; Hut & van den Heuve11981j Ma.rgon 1983). This ejected 
mass (at least several Me:» may, because of the relativistic velocities and precession,. 
spread out to form a large synchrotron shell that can resemble a SNR. The shell 
W5lJ (dimensions: 80 x 1'60 pc) around 88433 is the prime example of such a shell 
(Begelman etaJI. 19180). The mass ejection due to RLOF is expected to last for several 
times 104 years. Since the x-rays from the compact object are obscured by the thick 
disk, the system is not expected to be an x-ray source in this phase. As the expelled 
matter leaves the system, the binary orbit may rapidly shrink (van den Reuve! & de 
Loore 1973), although the amount of shrinking depends on the processes by which 
angular momentum is lost , which are not fully known. It has been suggested that 
the result of the orbital shrinking is a close binary consisting of a WR star and a 
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compact star, and that such systems resemble Cygnus X-3 (van den Reuve! and de 
Loore 1973). Indeed the companion in the latter system has recently been identified 
as a WR-lliike star (van Kerkwijk et a1. 1992). However,. in very massive systems where 
the WR star itself loses much mass by stellar wind, th.e orbital shrinking may not be 
drastic and final orbital periods of the order of days are quite possible. 

In summary, the evolution of a massive close binary is expected to go through 
the following phases after theflrst SN. 

1.	 0 starplu9 neutron star (runaway system): During later phases when the wind of 
the 0 star becomes strong, the syst,em becomes an x-ray binary for N 105 yrs (up 
to at most 106 yrs). The 06.5f x-ray binary 4U 1700-37 (HD 153919) is probably 
in this phase. 

2.	 Roche-Lobe overflow: Relativistic mass ejection from the compact star ("8S433 
phase") produces a large relativisti,c shell resembling a SNR with diameter 80 to 
160 pc. This phase lasts for perhaps a few x 104 yrs. During this phase the 
compact star accretes at its maximum possible rate of,...., 10-8 Me:) per yr, and all 
excess transferred matter (~ 10-3 Me per yr) is ejieeted. The neutron star is spun 
up to a very short spin period corresponding to the Eddington limit (Henrichs 
1983). 

3.	 Wolf-Rayet staT' plus compa.et star: In this stage the system is not necessarily an x
ray source as, due to its rapid spin" the neutron star may well be unable to accrete 
the small amount of matter (~ 10-11 MG,) it captures from the high-velocity wind 
(v = 3000 kms- 1) of the WR star. 

One interpretation of the origin of the extended shells is that they are the result 
of non-conservative mass transfer during a RLOF of the binary system,..., 105 years 
ago. Matter would have been lost to the system when the.O star overflowed its Roche 
Lobe and the compact companion could not accept all of the mass being transferred 
(Phase 2 above). This ej,ected matter could have formed an expanding shell of gas 
and dust now detectable as the ext,ended shell. In faet,. the large extended shells 
surrounding the three WR stars discussed here are quite similar in dimensions and 
energetics to W50,. supporting this interpretation. 

6.3.4 Supernova Remnants 

If these stars are indeed binaries in the second WR phase, an alternative expla
nation might be that the extended shells are the SNRs created by the explosions of 
the primaries. We have shown that the energy budget for each of these structures is 
consistent with a SNR interpretaUon. In this case the evolution would be similar to 
that described above for massive binary stars, with one major exception. The SNRs 
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would be only about 105 years old, based on our calculations and the fl1l.c:ttha,t SNRs 
are expected to completely merge with the ISM and be Ulldeteda,bte beyond t,hat age. 
The secondary star would not have had time to evolve fronl /lku 0 star to a VVRsh1l.J'I' 
in that time, so it must have already been a WR star at the 'time of the sup,emOVI\. 

This is only possibLe if the initial mass ratio wa.s near one (Doom et al. 1986). In this 
model, the first two phases described in Section 6.3,.3 would not oecm. The system 
would be a WR + compact. star i.mmediately or very shortly aft,er ~~he SNexplosion.. 

We would expect to fi.nd the WR stars near the centers of the extended shells. 
If the kick velocity from the supernova was approximately 50 . 15,0 km ie I, th,e 
star should have traveled only about 5 - 15 pc in 105, )rrs. There are, however, two 
dilemmas with the interpretation of the extended shells as SNRs. First" these stars 
must be near their birthplaces in this scenario and not be runaway st,afS. Two of dH~ 

stars, liD 50896, and flD96548, are well out of the Galactic plane at 274 pc and 33'9 
pc, respectively. It seems unlikely that the massive progenitors of these WR stars 
were born at such high z distances. To reach a distance of,..., 300 pc with a runaway 
velocity of 50 - 100 km s-1 requires 3 . 6 x 106 yr8. Thus, the first SNe in the systems 
wouhl have taken place several million years ago and the ext,ended shells (age ~ 105 

yrs) cannot have resulted from these SNe. Also, 'concerning the masses of the ring 
nebulae, Mathis et al. (1992) estimate the masses of NGO 6,888, 8308, and ROW 58 to 
be 20, 5,0-130, and 0.4 M0 , respectively. The mass estimates were derived from fits to 
the IRA8 flux ratios assuming a two component dust model with small grains in the 
inner part of the nebula and larger grains in the outer portions. While the authors 
dearly state that the mass estimates are only accurate to an order of magnitude, the 
variation in mass between the three nebulae appears inconsistent with our hypothesis 
that they are primarily stenar ejecta. Although the larger mass for NGO 6888 may 
be understandable in view of the nebulals position on the dense boundary of the Cyg 
OBl superbubble (Paper III), a similarly large mass for S308 would be difficult to 
understand in the rarified interior of a SNR 10° outsid'e the Galactic plane. 

6.4 Discussion 

The possibility that the one or more of the extended shells of gas and/or dust 
discovered in the directions to three WR stars are line of sight coincidences cannot be 
excluded. However, these three WR stars share several common ,characteristics, wmch 
leads us to consider a causal relationship between the WR stars and theextend.ed 
shells. The interpretation that these extended shells are produced solely by the stellar 
winds of the WR stars seems unlikely. Th.e energetics of the shells are very marginally 
consistent with this interpretation, but the lack of such shells (or high-velocity gas 
which can he a signature of such shells) around other WR stars, particularly those 
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in the Galactic plane, argues against this interpretation.. Also, some mechanism for 
episodic mass loss in a single star would have to be found to explain the surrounding 
ring nebulae. 

Two models based on massive binary star evolution after the SN of the primary 
have been suggested here. For our discussion we will consider the positive and negative 
points tor each model, summarized in Table iO.1. As noted in the Section 6.3, if these 
WR stars are binary systems in the second WR p,hase,. the extended shellscoulcl be 
the result of an SS433-like RLOF phase approximate]y 105 years ago when the system 
was an 0 + c binary (Model 1). In this mode] the SN wou]d have occurred several 
x 106 yeats ago near the Galactic plane and the remnant of the supernova would have 
been left behind in the plane of the Galaxy.. If HD 5,0896 and I-ID 96548 received kick 
velocities of a.bout 100 km s-1 they could easily have reached their positions 200-300 
pc out of the plane. HD 192163 is still near the Galactic plane" but is a member of 
a. rich OB association. The kick velocity may not have been sufficient for the star to 
leave the region of the association.· 

Table 6.1
 
Observed Characteristics of the WR Stars with Ring Nebulae and Extended Shells
 

Compared with Predictions of the Two Binary Models
 

Type of Binary Mode] 

System ~ lOS yrs 
Observ,ed Phenomena Post SS433 system after first SN 

(Model 1) I(Model 2) 

1.	 Extended shell produced 
~ 105 yIEl .ago 

2.	 Ring nebula produced 
~ 104 - 105 yrs ago 

3. Size	 and en.ergy content 
of extended shell 

4.	 Large z-va.lue 
(runaway character) 

5.	 WR star centered in extended 
shell and ring nebula. 

yes
 

yes
 

yes (SS433-like jets)
 

yes
 

yes
 

yes (if q ~1)
 

yes
 

yes (SNR)
 

no
 

yes
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As a result of losing its hydrogen-rich. envelope during RLOF" the original sec
ondary would continue its evolution as a VlTR star. A few x 104 years ago" a second 
st.age of RLOF and spiral-in might have occurred" producing the optical ring nebula. 
For WoH-Rayet stars (helium stars) with masses up to "" 10 M0 such a second RLOF 
and spiral-in "hase is indeed e.xpectecl to occur within a few x, 105 yrs after tbefirst, 
one (Delgado & Thomas 1980), as the radii of such helium stars increase by a.t I,east 
a factor of two during the shell helium burning phase, which for a 10 M0 helimu sta.r 
lasts for a few x 105 yrs (Habets 1986). 

This model c,an explain tlle large z distances of HD 50896 and flD 96548 because 
it is consistent with these stars being ejeet.ed out of the Galadk pIlUle with the kick 
v,elocity from the supernova. Also the size of thes,e extended shells is simH~U' to that 
around SS433 (W50), which is believed to be formed by the ejected beam of mt\lt.er 
during RLOF. Like two of the extended shells in the lin,es of sight to WR stars, S843,3 
is located out of the Galactic plane, with a z distance of about 195 pc. Additional 
support for this explanation is the different masses of the three ting nebulae. The 
interstella.r medium would not be expected to have such low densiti'es (as would he 
found in the interior of a supernova remnant), allowing for varying amounts of swept
up interstellar matter to be present in the ring nebulae. 

If, on the other hand, the extended shells a.re SNRs caused by the explosions of the 
primaries (Model 2)., then both st,ars in the bina.ry systems must have evolved to WIt 
stars at the time of the supernova. This situation constrainsq to be about, one, which 
Modell does not. In fact, 20% of all double-line WR binaries contain an evolved 0 
star (an 0 supergiant) (Abbott and Conti 1987), indicating a significant possibility 
that q can be about one. The supernova would have occurred 105 years ago, leaving 
a WR + c system. After the supernova, RLOF is expected to ensue within 105 ye,ars, 
which would have produ,ced the optical ring nebulae. However, it is difficult to explain 
in this situation why two of these WR stars are well out of the Galactic plane, where 
we would not expect a massive star to be born. The statistics are too small perhaps to 
he significant .. Another difficulty is the differing mass estimates for the ring nebulae. 
The interstellar medium in the interior of the supernova remnant should have been 
swept out by the advancing shock front and have very low densities (0.3 cm-3). The 
ring nebulae would be expected to be composed of onl!y stellar ej,eeta and the masses 
should be rather similar. 

In both of the models presented above, the comp.a.ct companion to HD 50896 may 
be in the process of spiraling into the atmospher,e of the WR star. Evidence to support 
this idea is the equatorially enhanced stellar wind modeled by Rumpl (1980) for this 
star. McLean (1980) estimates an inclination for this WR + c system of 71° based 
on polarization measurements, consistent with Rumpl"s prediction of 60° . Indeed, if 
the compact companion is in the process of spiraling into the WR star, Bodenheimer 
& Taam (1984) predict an equatorial enhanced win,d. Polarization measureme.nts, of 
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HD 50896 are also consistent with an asymmetri,c wind (SchuUe-Ladheck et at 1990). 

The other two WR stars, HD 96548 and HD 192163, may have followed similar 
evolutions to HD 50896. Neither of these stars shows dear evidence of a compact 
companion; however, they do show somewhat random spectral and photometric vari
ability. In these two cases, the neutron star may have already coalesced with the core 
of the WR star. While all three WR stars appear to have entered a RLOF stage 
atapproximatdy the sam.e time (based on similar ages of their ring nebulae), the 
compact companion to liD 508!}6 may not yet coalesced with the WR star, possibly 
because of a larger period at the time RLOF was initiated, or because of the greater 
eccentricity of the orbit. 

None of these three stars would be expected to exhibit x-ray sources because the 
x-ray emission would either be smothered by the large mass transfer within a few 
thousand years of the start of RLOF or,alternatively, the very rapid spin of the 
neutron star might inhibit acaetion. In fact, none has x-ray luminosities in excess of 
1O:~3 ergs s-1 (Stevens & Willis 1988). The abundances of all three ring nebulae are 
consistent with a composition of stellar ejiecta.. Evidence of the earlier phase of stellar 
wind mass loss can be seen in all three of the ring nebulae. Thin, filamentary rings 
of [0 III] emission exist outside the stellarejeda rings (NGO 6888: Dufour 1989; 
RCW58: Chu 1982; S308: Chu 19182). 

It is not possible with the present data to differentiate between t.he possible origins 
of the extended shells presented here, although the interpretation based on Model 
1 of the binary star evolution appears to have the fewest diffkulties. Certainly the 
numher of stars considered is too smaJ1 to provide representative statistics. Additional 
observations and theoretical evolutionary calculations will be needed to draw firm 
conclusions. A search for extended shells around 0 stars using IUE and IRAS data. 
would be helpful in determining the origin of extended shells. Deep radio and x-ray 
searches might determine if the shells are actually SNRs.. More accurate distance 
estimates for the WR stars and for the shells could verify their physical association. 
Also, confirmation of the binary nature of these stars would yield important dues. 

6.5 Conclusions 

Three WR stars have been shown to lie near the projected centers of extende,d 
shells of gas and/or dust some 50 - 150 pc in diameter. These three WR stars 
share several common characteristics. They are all middle-to-late WN stars, have 
complete ring nebul8le enriched in nitrogen and helium, show spectral and photometric 
va.riability, and are suspected to be runaway stars. 

Four potential explanations for the origin of these extended shells are explored: 
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(1) line of sight coincideuces, (2) stellar wind-hlown bubbles" (3) eject.a- fro~n n.on
conserva.tive ma.ss f,ra-fisfer dudng RLOF in himll'l,ry sys1:ems, and (4) SNRs resuHblg 
from the explosions of the primaries in binary systems. 

1.	 It is possible that one or morcof these extended shells arc tine-of~sigM coinci
dences. None of the cases, considered alone I provides C011dusive eviden,ce t.hat 
the shell is causally associated with the WR star ..However,. Ule presence of only 
shortward-shifted interstellar line components and 1;lhcprojee.ted positions of the 
WR stars near the centers of the extended shells suggesta. physic~ll asso(ia,Holl. 
Most importantly, these three WR stars sha.re have several comtnoncharll.cteris· 
tics, implying they represent. a unique class of objects. 

2.	 Assuming the extended sheUsare actually associated with the WR sh.rs" the)r 
might be due solely to the massive stellar winds of the WR stars. The existence 
of such shells is expected around stars with massive stellar winds, both single 
and binary. However, the low frequency of detection of high-'f.I~locity gas in the 
lines of sight to WR stars in general argues a.gainst this interpretation., as do the 
calculated energy budgets for these three regions. 

3.	 The extended shells could be the result of non-conservative rnass transfer in a 
binary system during a previous RLOF phase. In this case, the supernova. of the 
primary would have occurred a few x 106 years ago, probably near the Galactic 
plane, producing a runaway 0 + c system. "Vhen the 0 star evolved off the main 
sequence, it would have expanded., filling its Roche .Lobe. These three stMS may 
then represent a later evolutionary phase of a massive x-ray binary, having tl.lready 
passed through an SS433-Hke phase. Highly super-Eddington mass transfer may 
have resulted in the ejection of the 0 star envelope in the form of beams, creating 
an expanding nebula. After the loss of its hydrogen-rich envelope, the 0 star may 
have contracted to a radius less than the Roche Lobe radius and continued its 
evolution as a WR star .. 

4.	 The extended shells may be SNRs resulting, from the ,explosions of the primaries 
in massive binary systems. The energy budgets for these shells are consistent 
with the SNR interpretation. In this case, the supernovae o,ccurred only about 
105 years ago based on energy considerations. The original mass ratio of the 
systems had to have been near one,. because the secondaries would not have had 
time to evolve from 0 stars to WR stars in 105 years; they must have been WR 
stars at the time of the supernova explosions. 

In the last two explanations, the WR stars would be members of binary systems 
in the second WR phase of evolution. The smaller ring nebulae associated with these 
WR stars could he the result of a current RLOF phase which began some 1041 years 
ago, when the WR star was in the shell helium burning stage. The existence of 
compad companions for these three stars is a matter of some debate, but during the 
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second spiral-in the compact star might have coalesced with the WR star. 

There are several problems with the identification of these extended shells as 
SNRs. Because these stars are well centered in the extended shells, the stars must 
be near their birthplaces, which is inconsistent with two of these stars being located 
about 300 pc out of the Galactic plane. Also, mass estimates of the associated ring 
nebulae differ by 1-2 orders of magnitude, which is difficult to understand if these 
ring nebulae are entirely stellar ejecta inside the hot rare.fied interiors of SNRs. 

Based on the currently avaHable data, the two models of the origin of these ex
tended shells that assume the WR stars are binary systems in the second WR phase 
are the most plausible. The interpretation that the extended shells are the result of 
non-conservative mass transfer during RLOF appears more consistent with the ob
served properties of the WR stars than the interpretation that the extended shells are 
SNRs. If either of these models can be verified by future observational and theoretical 
work, these objects may constitute a new and direct observational confirmation for 
massive binary star evolutionary theory,. The smallejeeta ring nebulae may he simple 
and clear indicators of the evolutionary and binary status: of a WR star. 
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Samenva'tUng 

Zware stenen hebben eell grote invloed op het omringende interst.eUaire medium. 
Deze stetren zijn zo'n 20maaJ zwaarder dan onze zan, en zuBen gedurende huuevo~ 

lutie, hetzij aJs enkdvoudige ster, hetzij als lid van een dubbelstersysteeul, het; inter~ 

stellaire gas apvegen in grate schillen als gevolg van hun stenewind. In het gevaJ van 
een dubbe1stersysteem kunnen zij tevens stenuateriaai uitstoten tijde:nseen fase VEUl 
massatransport waarbij een deel niet opgevangen wordt door de begeleider ... DIl.aren
boven zuBen bij de supernova. expiasie aan het eind van hun leven grate hoeveelheclen 
restanten ver buiten de ster geslingerd worden. Ditalles is duidelijk van grote invloed 
op de dynamica en de chemische samensteUing van net interstellture gas. Men neel'nt. 
algemeen aan dat WoH-Rayet sterren zware stenen ziju die zich in h,et laatste sta,dium 
van hun evolutie bevinden. Daarom kan de hestudering van de dire,cte O1ngeving van 
Wolf-Ra.yet stenen een beeld geven van de vroegere en tegenwoordige rases Van ma.s
saverlies. Dit proefschrift is een onderzoek van bet int,erst,cl1aire medium rondom cen 
aantal WoH-Rayet (WR) sterren, en poogt de resultaten te interpreteren in het kader 
van de geschiedenis en de huidige status van dezeWo]f-Ray,et stenen. 

Waarnemingen van uitgebreide schillen in de gezichtslijn naar VVolf-Rayet sterren 

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt beschreven hoe dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd aaB de hand van 
ultraviolet spectroscopie die verkregen is met behulp van de rUE sateUiet, oJsmede 
aan de hand van smalbandige opnames in het optische gebied,alsook afbeddingen 
gema.akt met de IRAS satelliet. Deze studie heeft geleid tot de identificatie van te 
voren nog onbekende interstellaire structuren in de gezichtslijn naar de bestudeerde 
sterren. Het eerste gehied did is bestudeerd is het gebied rondom de WR ster 
HD50896, een WN6 ster die 10 graden beneden het galactische vh,k staat (zie hoofd
stuk 2). In ultraviolette spectra vandeze ster ziin op de plaats van interstellaire lijnen 
eomponenten met hoge snelheden gevonden. Dezelfde hoge snelheids-componenten 
zijn tevens aangetroffen in 11 sterren in een gebied van 5 hij 6 graden random deze 
WR ster. Er zijn twee verschillende componenten gevonden met respectievelijke snel
heden van -80 en -125 km g-l, hetgeen wijst op het bestaan van een zeer uitgehreidJ.J 
sch.il met een diameter van ongeveer 100 parsec op een afstand tussen de 1 en 1,4 kilo
parsec. Vom zuver valt na. te g&an bevindt zich deze WR ster predes in het midden. 
Berekeningen van de energiehuishouding en van de hoeveelheden te verwachte ele
menten, alsmede het gebrekaan vroeg-type sterren in deze deMing dui"dener sterk 
op dat deze uitgebreide schil niet door sterrewind geblazen kan ziju, maareerder 
een l&at overblijfsel is van een supernova, of ook weI het restant van eenplotselinge 
uitstoot van materie van de WR ster. 

Het tweede onderzoek handelt over het gebied random HD 97152,. een We7 + 05
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7 dubbelstersyteem (zie hoofdstuk 3). Een beschouwing van de UV gegevens van de 
sterk hlauw verschoven absorptielijnen bracht verschovcll componenten aan het licht 
in 5 van de veldsterren, en weI met hoge en lage ionisatiegraad,en met snelheden 
tussen de -50 en -150 km B-

1. De optische foto's en de IRAS opnames suggereren 
echter dat het hoge snelheids-gas behoort tot een 'superbubble' van cen OB associatie. 
De positie van HD 97152 aan de rand van deze superbubble, alsmede de aanwezigheid 
van talrijke hete sterren meer naar het binnengebied van de superbubble, wijzen erop 
dat het hoge snelheids-gas in de gezichtslijn niets van doen heeft met de evolutie van 
de WR ster HD 97152. 

Het derde bestudeerde gebied is de gezichtslijn naar HD 96548, een WR ster die 
in een richting van 5 graden boven het galactische vlak staat (hoofdstuk 3). In dit 
geval zijn hoge snelheids-componenten in het UV gevonden met snelheden tussen 
de -90 en -140 km s-I, en wei bij slechtseen veldster en de WR ster zelf. Het 
veld hlijkt zeer dungezaaid te zijn wat beschikbare stencn betreft die in aanmerking 
kwamen als studieobjecten. Een analyse van de IRA8 All-Sky-Flux beelden toonde 
een infrarode emissieschil met een afmeting van 100 hij 150 parsec, aannemende dat 
deze zich op dezelfde afstand bevindtals de WR ster. Deze emissieschil is nagenoeg 
gecentreerd op de WR ster, en de morfologie ervan blijkt eenconsistent beeld te 
geven met wat te verwachten valt van het hoge snelheids-gas dat in de UV spectra 
aangetoond werd. Berekeningen van de energiehuishouding in dit gehiied laat zien dat 
deze nieuw ontdekte sehi! van expanderend gas met geproduceerd kan ziijn door de 
WR ster, maar eerder door restanten van een supernova of door een plotselinge fase 
van massaverlies in de WR ster. 

TemdoUe wordt in hoofstuk 4 de intersteUaire omgeving rand de ster HD 192163 
(WN5) hestudeerd. lntegenstelling tot HD 5:(J896 en HD 96548, bevindt deze ster 
zich in het gaJaetisehe vlak, en is lid van de rijke OB assiociatie Cyg OBI. De 
IRAS bee1den Iaten een inflt'arode emissieschil van 1.5 bij 1.8 graden zien, gecentreerd 
rond HD 1921(13. Deze infrarode schil kan geen sterrewind bubble zijn. Dit wordt 
gecondudeerd uit berekeningen van de energiebalans, de morfologi.e van het infrarode 
beddi, de heldere [8 II] filamenten in het optische gebied" en nit de anomale ultraviolet 
extinetie in de gezichtslijn van twee sterren in die riehting. Er wordt oak ingegaan op 
de ontdekking van een enorme hohe gevuld met infrarode emissie, welke hilj de C'yg 
OBI assodatie behoort. Deze holte wordt gelnterpreteerd als een eigenschap van de 
Cyg OBI superbubble. HD 192163 bevindt zich in projectie aan de dichte rand van 
deze superbubble. De ongewone kinematica en morfologie van de ringneve1 NGC 6888 
die zich rond HD 192W3 bevindt, worden besproken in de eontekst van de interaetie 
van deze nevel met de schil van de superbubble. De studie van dit gebied omvat 
de analyse van IUE gegevens welke wijzen op de aanwezigheid van hoge snelheids
componenten in de UV lijnen in 18 van de 22 bestudeerde sterren in deze richting. 
Dit naar aIle kallten doorgedrongen expanderende gas in Cygnus is met uniek toe te 
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kenn<en aan NGC 6888, noch lULU de infrarode Belli! rond HD 192163, en ook niet aall 

de in:fraIode Cyg OBI superbubble, maar kan veroor:zaakt zijn door eell nog grotere 
superbubble bestaande uit veseheidene superbubbles. 

Samenvat tend kau men zeggen dat aangetoond is dat, d.rie WIt sterren (HD 5089'6, 
HD 9fi548 en HD 192163) dicht.bij het geprojedeerde centrum liggen va,nenorme 
expanderende schillen die bestaan nit gas en/of stot A.tnwijzingen zijn gevonden 
die tonen dat deze schillen ca.usaal verband honden met de WR stencn. gen 'ilierde 
WR steI, HD97J52, blijkt te Eggen binnen de rand v&.n een supperbubble VfLU OB 
associaties, maar deze heeft waarschijnlijk niets te maken met de evolntie van de WR 
ster zelt 

Hoge snelheids-componenten in de UVabsorptielijnen van Wolf·Rayd sterr'en 

Om de vraag te kunnen beantwoorden of het !loge snelheids-gas in de riehting van 
deze WR sterren wellicht cen algemene eigeuschap is van aile WIt sterell,. zijn aUe 
WR sterren onderzoeht die met IUE zijn waargenomen, Van iedere WR stcr zIjn hoge 
resolutie UV spectra bestndeerd op het voorkomen van hoge snelheids-componenten. 
Hoofdstuk 5 geeft cen samenvatting van de resultaten van dit onderzoek, dat Iaat 
zien dat hoge snelheids-gas uiterst zelden voorkomt in de gezichtsHjn naar WIt ster
ren waarvan niet bekend is dat ze in een OBassodatie zijn ingebedl. Binnen het 
beschikbare spectrale oplossend vermogen van lUg blijkt dat 85% van aUe beschouwde 
sterren geen hoge snelheids-gas in de gezichtslijn heeft. Van de sterren die weI hoge 
snelheids-gas in de gezichtslijn hebben, blijkt er een significantecorrela.tie te hesta.a.n 
tnssen de voorkomende spectraalklasse WN5-8, de aauwezigheid van cen ringnevel, 
en variabiliteit. 

De herkomst van de uitgebreide schiUen: aanwijzingen VOO1' WR8terren die zich ·in em 
tweede WR fase bevinden tijdens hun evolutie als lid van een zwaar dubbels.tersysteem. 

De mogelijke herkomst van de grate schiUeri van intersteUair gas zoals besehreven 
in de hoofdstukken 2 tot 5 worden bekeken in hoofdstuk 6. He! blijft altijd mo
gelijk dat een of meerdere sehillen toevallig in de gezichtslijn staan. Geen van de 
hesehouwde gevallen, indien op zich zelf beschonwd, laat een eenduidige eondusie toe 
dat de sehillen cansaal met de WR ster verbonden zijn. Echter, de aanwezigheid van 
uitsluitend naar korte golfiengte versehoven componenten, alsmede het feit dat de 
geprojecteerde positie van de WR sterren diehtbij het centrum van de schiUen staat, 
wUst op een fysisehe associatie. Van uiterst bdang is verder dat deze drie WR ster
ren eenaantal gemeenschappelijke kenmerken hebhen, hetgeen impliceert dat ze een 
umeke klasse van ohjeden representeren.. Elk van deze sterren heeft een bijbehorende 
met stikstof en helium verrijkte ringnevel welke vee! kleiner is dan de meuw ontdekte 
grote schil, alsmede een spektraalklassifikatie vanWN5-8, zijn bovendien vanabd,. en 
zijn waars<ch.ijnlijk runaway sterren. 
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Wanneer men aanneemt dat deze uitgebreide schillen werkelijk geassocieerd zijn 
met de WR sterren, zou men kunnen denken dat deze onstaan ziijn door de aan
wezigheid van de sterke sterrewind van de WR sterren. Het bestaan van zulke schiUen 
wordt verwacht rond sterren met zulke winden, zowe1 bij enke!- als dubbelvoudige ster
reno Echter, het sporadisch voorkomen van hoge snelheids-gas in de gezichtslijn van 
WR sterren in het algemeen pleit tegen een dergelijke interpretat.ie. De berekeningen 
van de energiebalans in de drie beschouwde gebieden is eveneens in tegenspraak met 
de zojuist genoemde opvatting. 

De overige onderzochte mogelijke verklaringen voor de herkomst van de uitge
breide s'chiUen vedangen dat de WR sterren,aannemende dat ze in het centrum van 
deze schiUen Jiggen, dee! uit maken van zware dubbelsterren die in de tweede WR fase 
verkeren,. na de supernove van de primaire ster. Volgens huidige inzichten evolueren 
zware dubbelsterren als voIgt. Een systeem bestaande uit a + 0 evolueert naar een 0 
+ WR ster als gevolg van massatranspmt door midde! van sterrewind en Roche-lobe 
overflow (RLOF). De WR ster explodeert uiteindelijk ala een supernova, die een 0 
ster met een compaete begeleider achtedaat. De overblijvende 0 ster evolueert tot 
een WR ster, waarschijnlijk eveneena ala gevolg van maasaoverdracht door middel van 
sterrewind en Roche-lobe overflow. Deze tweede WR fase in de dubhelsterevolutie zal 
eindigen met de supernova e.xpIosie van de WR ster. Indien de materie gedurende het 
massatransport niet in het aysteem hehouden blijft, zal zich een ringvormige nevel 
van expanderend gas vormen. De uitgebreide sehmen zonden dan de supernova-resten 
kunnen .zijn vande explosiea van de primaire component, ongeveer 105 jaar gdeden. 
In dit geval moet de oorspronkelijke massaverhouding in het syste;em ongeveer 1 ge
weest zUn, en het systeem zou vlak voor de supernova nit een WR + WR dubbelster 
hehben beataan ... Wan,eer dit namelijk niet het geval zou zijn geweest, zou de begelei
der geen tijd gehad hebben om een WR te worden gedurende de beperkte t.ijd dat 
de supernova-rest zichtbaar is. Anderszijds zouden de uitgebreide sclliUen ook het 
resultaat kunnen zijn van een vroegere fase van RLOF van de WR ster. In dit geval 
kan men moeilijker de oorspronkelijke massaverhoud.ing afleiden. Het syateem zou na 
de supernova. explosie bestaan uit een 0 ster met een compaete begeleider. De 0 ster 
zal zijn Roche oppervlak hebhen gevuld en de massaoverdracht zou plaats vinden met 
€len snelheid die boven de Eddington limiet ligt, waardoor er rnassa uit het systeem 
geworpen za! worden. Nadat de waterstofrijke buitenlagen afgestoten zijn, zal de 0 
ster dan krimpen binnen het kritische oppervlak, en daarmee zijn evolutie ala WR 
ster vervolgen. 

In beide gevallen kan de kleinere ringnevel rondom de WR ster het resultaat 
zijn van de huidige RLOF fase., die zo'n 104 jaar geleden began. In twee van de 
drie WR stenen, namelijk diegenen die een niet-periodieke variabiliteit vertonen" kan 
de compaete begeleider zijn sQ.mengesmolten met de \VR ster. De derde WR ster, 
HD50896, kan een eompacte begdeider hebben. 



Twee proMemen met de identificatie van de.ze uitgebI'emde sdlHlennJs supernova
resten worden besproken.. Omdat deze sterren zich nagenoeg in bet. cent.rurnva..n de 
schillen hevinden, moeten ze zich nog vlak bij hUD geboortep]aa,ts bevinden, hetgeen 
in stijd is met het gegeven dat twee van deze sterren zo'n 200' tot 300 pa,rsec hoven 
het galactiscbe vlak gevonden worden. Bovendien geeft cen i!l'ehatting van de massa 
van de kleinere ringnevd cen verschil van 1 tot; 2 ordes van grootte ten opzicMe van 
wat men verwaeht, betgeen moeilijk te begdjpen isalis dieze ringnevel het gevolg is 
van massaverlies binnen het hete, verdunde binnengebied van de supernova·rest. 

Eehter, als de uitgebreide sehillen bet resuHaat ZijD van RLOF ~o'n 106 ja.n,r na de 
supernova explosie van de primaire ster, kunnen deze sterren runaway sterren sterren 
z]jn geworden, die h.un supernova-resten achterge1aten hebhen in het gtdadische vIal<. 
De ringnevel kan dan het inter5tellaire mediml'li opgeveegd hebben, ell weI ineen oUl,te 

die afuangt van de loeale dichtheid. Dit kan zo de vetschiIlen in massa's van de drie 
ringnevels verklaren. Binnen de verkla.ring dat d,e uitgebreide schillen .bet resultard; 
zijn van RLOF ineen systeem van een 0 ster meteen compacte begeleider, past, het 
bestaan van de optisehe ringnevels onder bepaalde omstandigheden. De WR ster ka.n 
namelijk in sommige gevallen een tweede RLOF ondergaan, en weI gedurcnde de fase 
waarin de WR ster een compade begeleider heen. Daarmee is de interpreta.ti.e dat 
de uitgebreide sehiUen het rcsultaat zijn van RLOF ongeveer 105 jaar geleden weI het 
meest in overeenstemming met de waarnemingen. 

Conclusie 

De conclusie van elit proefschrift is ,dat, uitgaande vaIl. de tegeIl.woordig besehik· 
bare gegevens" de meest waarsehijnlijke herkomst van de uitgebreide schillen hetzij 
het resultaat is van het verlies van massa uit het systeem tijdens massaoverdracht 
gedurende een vorige fase van RLOF van de tegenwoordige WR ster, hetzU het gevolg 
is van het nog aanwezig zijn van de supernova-rest van de oorspronkelijke primaire 
ster. Deze drie WR sterren, HD 50S9fi, HD 9654S,en HD 1'9'2163, worden zogeacht 
zware dubbelsterren te zijn die in de tweede WR fase verkeren. Dit p'roefsdhrift han
delt over de direkte observationeleaanwijzingen voor de theorie van d,e evolutie van 
zware dubhelsterren. 
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